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“COME GATHER ‘ROUND, PEOPLE WHEREVER YOU ROAM,
AND ADMIT THAT THE WATERS AROUND YOU HAVE GROWN.” 

  
- Bob Dylan, The Times They Are A-Changin’
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ABSTRACT:
Forty years of successive neoliberal governments have eroded New Zealand 
society. Those who benefited from the previous generation’s investment 
in the welfare state voted to pull the ladder up behind them and open the 
floodgates of globalisation. Younger generations and poorer communities 
paid the price as Aotearoa transitioned to an individualist user-pays society 
and entered into a race to the bottom.

The country now faces mounting problems of unprecedented modern 
inequality, unaffordable housing, and physical and mental health crises. 
Despite the illusion of western prosperity, those not born into generational 
asset-wealth are now worse off than their parents were by virtually every 
quantifiable metric, and the opportunities for a stable New Zealand life 
diminish by the day.

Rural towns have been impacted the most adversely by these policies 
and the urbanisation that came with them. Their communities have been 
marginalised and relegated to society’s outskirts. The underinvestment in 
these regions has exacerbated unsustainable urban migration and entrapped 
many small-town residents in cyclic impoverishment. In addition to the 
wider issues these communities face, with the developments being made in 
food technology and the global shifts in consumer attitudes towards animal 
byproducts, small rural towns are set to face further adversity in the coming 
decades.

This research project aims to explore community infrastructure which could 
assist in addressing these growing issues. The paper’s research investigates 
the interlinked problems created by trickle-down economics and the 
architectural and social service responses that could aid in the revitalisation 
of rural towns.

The research methodology involved extensive literature/media reviews and 
architectural case studies. The design methodology involved comprehensive 
contextual research, a thorough site analysis, and numerous design 
iterations.

The research concluded with the proposal of a community hub design 
intended to holistically address the town’s needs, provide opportunity, entice 
migration, and reestablish a sense of community amongst the growing rural 
and urban divide.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:
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Figure 01 - Dargaville at night (Photo From dargavillenz.com).



18Figure 02 - Dargaville’s old pontoon (Photo From expedia.co.in).
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BACKGROUND:
Provincial regions and towns are often referred to as ‘Heartland New 
Zealand’, yet ironically, they’ve had the least support pumped into them. This 
has led to significant ramifications in these provincial areas, such as lower 
than national average: employment, income, and education levels. They’ve 
been left with few physical community facilities and run-down infrastructure. 
These communities are failing while New Zealand’s urban population 
continues to grow uncontrollably, national house prices and rents continue 
to massively outpace wage growth, and the job market becomes more 
competitive by the day. Small rural towns have felt the brunt of globalisation’s 
consequences while cities and politicians have continued to distance 
themselves from our regional areas and the working-class for the last four 
decades.

It’s time provinces are addressed too. By revitalising and maintaining these 
smaller towns, we can retain and grow their populations and local economies 
again. We need to tackle the functional needs of these townships if we are 
to solve the larger societal issues which continue to divide our regions and 
communities. By destigmatising and investing in these towns, New Zealand 
stands to gain sustainable growth, and a more equitable society.

Architecture can be a catalyst for the change needed by providing the 
infrastructural and physical support systems needed to assist and propel 
people in declining areas with key opportunities like connection, education, 
training, exercise, and community networking. Architecture can also provide 
a visual landmark, reaffirming the town’s identity, as well as offering a social 
and functional incentive to either stay or migrate to these smaller towns and 
regional areas.

Dargaville, located in Northland, New Zealand, is a small rural town that fits 
these needs. While once a national Kauri gum and timber trade powerhouse 
thanks to the Wairoa River and the town’s close proximity to the Northland’s 
kauri forests, the town has fallen victim to the same issues as many 
smaller rural areas. It has become a declining drive-through dairy town 
that’s indistinguishable from every other small rural town. It has an ageing 
population, little opportunity for its youth, and provides very few services or 
facilities for its community. There are simply few reasons for most people to 
stay there anymore.

Growing up in Dargaville, I’ve witnessed first-hand over the years the town’s 
slow, waning presence. Conversations with its inhabitants are ones layered in 
apathy and despondency towards the town’s future. Dargaville has garnered 
a reputation of a small rural town going nowhere. It lost both its people and 
prosperity to the modern world. However, the Kaipara region and Dargaville 
have a rich history to draw upon. The town is a perfect place to explore the 
effects of a regionally focused community architecture project.
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PROJECT OUTLINE:

Dargaville lacks sufficient community infrastructure to support and retain its people or encourage 
growth. The town has been on a persistent decline both economically and in terms of living standards. 
The following research project will attempt to explore the potential of a community hub in Dargaville. The 
hub will be a multifaceted programmatic response to the problems faced by the residents of the town 
and the wider community. It will draw upon the town and region’s history, knowledge of present, past, 
and future issues, architectural theory, and contextual analysis to generate this architectural response.
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AIMS & OBJECTIVES:

This research project’s central aim is to establish how a community hub could aid in the revitalisation and empowerment of a diminishing, small rural town 
which has been subject to the ramifications of globalisation, mass urbanisation, and negligence. The project will attempt to design a hub that is pragmatic and 
beneficial to the town’s community and the wider Kaipara region. 

The design will aim to cater to the needs of multiple demographics and provide them with facilities that will facilitate economic growth, personal growth, and 
community growth. The architectural response would also aim to provide community infrastructure that encourages populace growth through social change 
and the destigmatisation of rural towns. The project would seek to assist both rural and urban residents in their goals while strengthening the rural-urban 
connection between the town’s residents. The project will also assess future trends and problems relating to New Zealand’s rural regions and attempt to 
provide means to assist upcoming generations. Finally, the project would aim to reaffirm and strengthen the town’s historical connection to the Northern 
Wairoa River and Kauri industry heritage.

Key Research Objectives:
• Research the history, culture, and standing of the region and town.
• Identify issues impacting the residents and broader community, along with understanding the nature and drivers of these issues.
• Research, identify, and implement programmatic responses to said issues.

Key Design Objectives:
• Incorporate existing regional development plans to aid in the project.
• Reaffirm the town’s connection to the river and kauri heritage.
• Strengthen community bonds, especially between urban and rural residents.
• Empower residents and future generations through local infrastructure.
• Encourage migration, particularly working-age residents and families. 
• Cater the hub to all demographics, including prioritising accessibility.
• Strengthen and reaffirm the town and community’s identity.

The project’s success will be measured by its ability to improve the lives of the town’s existing inhabitants by providing a safe place to learn, upskill, exercise, 
and interact with their community and region. The hub may also provide employment and business opportunities. Finally, it shall be assessed on whether it 
could influence the inhabitants’ attitude towards the town, and the town’s population retention and growth.
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RESEARCH QUESTION:

“How can a community hub aid in the revitalisation of a small, declining rural 
town in ‘Heartland’ New Zealand?”
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SCOPE:

The project will explore how a community hub can revitalise a rural town and improve the lives of 
existing and future residents. It will be contextually specific and will focus on addressing the town’s 
inhabitants’ communal and individual needs. Connection, education, health, social interaction, and the 
potential economic benefits will underpin the programmatic response.

LIMITATIONS:

•The project will not directly address specific businesses and employment within provided facilities. 
While consideration of these has been taken into account, it would be up to organisations, council, and 
businesses to negotiate and manage. 

•The project will also not be an exploration in sustainable construction or cultural influence; while efforts 
have been made to incorporate regionalism, cultural etiquette, and passive design, priority has been 
given to master planning and program planning. 

•The project will not be an architectural response to the New Zealand Housing Crisis. Although it will 
research and acknowledge its consequences for New Zealand and its small towns, dwellings will not be 
part of the project. 

•Finally, this project is not a one-stop architectural solution to all the issues identified. Architecture has 
its limitations, and the project concedes that it can only do so much for a community and town through 
direct physical infrastructural intervention.
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METHODOLOGY:

Research through Literature & Media:

Extensive research in written, audio, and video forms has been undertaken to understand the problems rural New Zealand and New 
Zealand, in general, are facing, as well as their origins. Further research delved into the justification for small-town revitalisation, 
their potential, and architectural solutions to revitalise said rural towns. Investigation into the specific context and its history took 
place alongside other research avenues to cater the research to the chosen town of Dargaville. The research above was done in 
conjunction with broader national research to not ignore the wider contextual impact, influence, and requirements of such a project. All 
paths were done simultaneously to ensure the research and design was ever-evolving and adjusted upon new findings.

Research through Precedents & other Architectural Influences:

An analysis of relevant architectural projects, theories, and styles informed the design iterations of this project and the decisions made 
around its developments. The research was done through literature, media, observational analysis, and drawing exercises.

Research through Design:

Upon developing the design criteria informed by the previous initial research methods, drawing studies began. Through aerial 
photographs, district maps, and site plans, sites were selected and analysed along with the development of a programmatic response. 
Site visits took place before a site selection was determined.

From here, the iterative design process commenced. The project was explored through fundamental architectural drawing techniques 
such as plans, sections, etc., targeting individual aspects and the design as a whole. BIM modelling and CAD were also used in 
collaboration with these techniques to assist the design process. Physical modelling was unfortunately limited due to New Zealand’s 
COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions to materials and facilities.

This project did not adhere to a singular linear methodology. It was continually tested, analysed, revised, and iterated with each 
discovery and error.
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Figure 03 - Project process diagram (Diagram By Author).
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2.0 RESEARCH:

Figure 04 - Main street, Dargaville, Between 1916 - 1920 (Photo From Alexander Turnbull Library).
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“LIKE EVERYONE IN MY GENERATION, I AM FINDING IT INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT 
NOT TO BE SCARED ABOUT THE FUTURE AND ANGRY ABOUT THE PAST.”

- Michael Hobbes, author of Milennials Are Screwed
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Figure 05 - David Lange & Roger Douglas (Photo From Stuff).

NEOLIBERALISM, GLOBALISATION, AND
RURAL NEW ZEALAND’S DECLINE:

14th July 1984 will forever remain a dark day in New Zealand’s modern history. 
It was the day David Lange’s Labour party seized power from Muldoon during a  
snap-election. 

Leading up to this, New Zealand was fighting what many called a losing battle 
versus inflation, globalisation, and unemployment. Muldoon attempted to 
freeze wages and prices to combat these, but he was met with severe backlash 
from the public, and it became the driving reason for the National party’s 
severe defeat. And, while economic reform was indeed necessary due to the 
‘Stagflation’ of the time, the changes would set New Zealand’s decades-long 
decline in motion.1 

During this 1980s period, America was busy being sold the lies of neoliberalism 
by Republican President Ronald Reagan, who promised to return the country 
to a competitive ‘free market’ pre-FDR economy, a ‘trickle-down economy’ for 
the better of everyone; this would later be dubbed Reaganomics. Likewise, 
in Brittan, Conservative Party leader Margret Thatcher would introduce 
Thatcherism, a similar Austrian style ideology centred around the principles 
of tax cuts and privatisation. These political ideologies took a global hold and 
Roger Douglas, Lange’s finance minister of the time, noticed. Through these 
influences, the politics of ‘Rogernomics’ were born.2

1. “The 1980s Overview,” New Zealand History, accessed June 12, 2021, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/culture/the-1980s/overview
2. “The fruits of 30 years – a less equal society,” Waipareira, accessed June 12, 2021, https://www.waipareira.com/the-fruits-of-30-years-a-less-equal-society/
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After Labour’s crushing victory with Douglas and Lange at the helm, New 
Zealand’s complete economic reform was on the agenda. As laid out in Brian 
Easton’s What Happened to Egalaterian New Zealand, the country was 
transformed from one born of success thanks to its strong, egalitarian-inspired 
social welfare policies to one of individualism, consumerism, and greed 3. Entire 
government departments were laid off almost overnight, GST was introduced, 
disproportionally impacting the poor, and high-income taxes were cut as 
infrastructure was deemed user pays. The state’s assets were privatised, global 
markets had the red carpet rolled out as thousands of jobs were outsourced, 
and financial industries were deregulated to ravage the economy.4

Figure 06 - The Irony (Cartoon By Trace Hodgson & Dominion Post).

3. Brian Easton, “What Happened to Egalitarian New Zealand,” Brian Easton, updated June 25, 2019, https://www.eastonbh.ac.nz/2019/06/what-happened-to-egalitarian-new-zealand/
4. Richard J. Osbourne, “Toward Prosperity? Some Aspects of Recent Economic Deregulation in New Zealand,” UCLA Pacific Basin Law Journal 7(1-2) (1990):  P161,  
https://escholarship.org/content/qt7675d094/qt7675d094.pdf?t=n4ov0u 
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Government workforces that were essential to small towns such as forestry and 
mining were made redundant, and unemployment in these areas skyrocketed. 
Māori were impacted the most due to their disproportionate employment in 
government industries, and Māori unemployment would reach 25% by 1992, while 
overall unemployment only reached 10% 5. With Northland’s High Māori population, 
this led to immense consequences for the region in particular. 

“People think of state servants as being in an office,” Patterson says. “But they were 
coal miners and forest workers as well. You get a place like Tuatapere where the 
forest workers were laid off – it affects all the shops and pubs, the whole place.” 6

Rural towns, in particular, were decimated as farming subsidies were wiped and 
import protections were cast aside in the name of competitive markets. Neal 
Wallace in his book When the farm gates opened: The Impact of Rogernomics on 
Rural New Zealand, recalls the protests, suicide spikes, and broken families the 
reforms caused as they cut farmer income by 1/3 overnight and plunged them into 
debt. The traditionally unexpressive farmers fell into deep silent depressions as 
they struggled to feed their families and pay the bills, especially with the weight and 
responsibility of intergenerational farm ownership on their shoulders.7

“Sitting on the truck’s running board was a depressed, dishevelled, unshaven and 
agitated man with a rifle resting across his knees. She would learn from a chance 
meeting several years later that the man had been just minutes away from taking 
his life, unable to cope with watching his family, farm and business wilting away 
from a deadly combination of drought and four years of economic reform.” 8

Figure 07 - 1986 Farmers Protest, Wellington (Photo by Evening Post staff photographer).

Figure 08 - David Lange and Roger Douglas as bridelgroom and 
bride (Cartoon From National Library, By Eric Walmsley Heath).

5. New Zealand History, “The 1980s Overview.”.
6. Philip Matthews, “Towns full of weeping women: Rogernomics, 30 years later,” Stuff, April 01, 2017,  
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/91005330/towns-full-of-weeping-women-rogernomics-30-years-later
7. Neal Wallace, When the farm gates opened: The Impact of Rogernomics on Rural New Zealand 
(Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2014), P17.
8. Wallace, When the farm gates opened, P17.
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Figure 09 - Kaikohe’s main street, 2009 (Photo By rob ueberfeldt, From flickr).

In his essay The death and life of small New Zealand Towns, Quintin Howard 
lays out the domino effect these reforms had on small towns when their 
largest employers closed and left. Towns had to adapt to reduced demand, 
and their younger workforce left in droves as the local economies declined. 
Parents of young families migrated to urban centres hoping for employment 
and a better life for their children, while those left behind couldn’t leave due to 
their socio-economic circumstances.9 

As analysed by Andrew Coleman, Dave Maré and Guanyu Zheng’s 2019 
report for New Zealand’s Productivity Commission, New jobs, old jobs: 
the evolution of work in New Zealand’s cities and towns, small rural areas 
suffered the most from globalisation. While urban areas’ employment 
declined in some industries, they expanded to counteract the loss in others; 
rural areas, on the other hand, found it too difficult to adapt to their industry 
closures, workforce migration, and the disproportionate expansion of urban 
industries.10 

Lars Brabyn in his paper Declining Towns and Rapidly Growing Cities in New 
Zealand through an empirical analysis, reaffirms that ‘small farming towns’ 
still have a high net migration loss of young people (15-24) leaving to cities 
for these same reasons 11. Extremely high living costs and stagnant wages 
has only amplified this issue in recent decades.

“The term Rogernomics would become farmer shorthand for a period of New 
Zealand History synonymous with pain, anguish, and misery.” 12

9. Quintin Howard, “The death and life of small New Zealand towns,” NZTA, April 15, 2015, P3, https://www.planning.org.nz/Attachment?Action=Download&Attachment_id=3160
10. A. Coleman, D. Maré, and G. Zheng, New jobs, old jobs: the evolution of work in New Zealand’s cities and towns, a Report for the New Zealand Productivity Commission, October 2019, P38, 
https://www.productivity.govt.nz/assets/Documents/bcea812a17/New-jobs-old-jobs-Working-paper.pdf
11. Lars Brabyn, “Declining Towns and Rapidly Growing Cities in New Zealand,” Policy Quarterly 13 (2017): P44, https://researchcommons.waikato.ac.nz/handle/10289/11409
12. Wallace, When the farm gates opened, P12.
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Figure 10 - Ruth Richardson & Jim Bolger prior to delivering the1991 Mother of all budgets (Photo From Te Ara & the New Zealand Herald).

NEOLIBERALISM, 40 YEARS ON:

With the 1984 reforms, globalists got their wish, 
cheap labour, lower taxes, and the death of the 
egalitarian dream; left in its place was a pseudo-
meritocracy. This anti-middle class war by stealth 
became ingrained within New Zealand politics at 
the time, and in typical New Zealand fashion, the 
opposition adopted a similar platform, giving the 
public only an illusion of choice. The National Party 
would soon win the 1990 election with their own form 
of neoliberalism after 1987’s ‘Black Monday’ stock 
market crash. Then, in 1991 the new finance minister 
Ruth Richardson would deliver the ‘mother of all 
budgets’ where she, as Bernard Hickey so eloquently 
put:

“Sentenced not one, but two generations to 
poverty”.13

13. Bernard Hickey, “Budget 2021: Reversing the mother of all budgets,” When the Facts Change, May 20, 2021, podcast, MP3 
audio, 5:30, https://open.spotify.com/episode/7GGSH84HivJOQJj7ZYzoms?si=d09422049bd4420c
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Figure 11- Capitalist Pig Discovers GST. (Cartoon From National Library, By Laurence Clark).
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Figure 13 - Children In Low-Income Households Chart (Chart From Child Poverty Action Group).

Figure 12 - New Zealand Gini coefficient (Chart From Closer Together).

The neoliberals ensured New Zealand’s younger generations 
would further be burdened by underfunded social services, 
mounting student debts, and unaffordable housing while they 
reaped the benefits and pulled the ladder up behind them.

“All the basic building blocks of a prosperous, stable money 
life have been stripped from them by the political policies of 
the generation that was the last to benefit from free education, 
cheap housing, standard work contracts, and the certainty of 
NZ Super” 14  

The University of Canterbury embarrassingly awarded her 
an honorary doctorate in 2011 despite both her and Douglas’ 
failings being essentially to blame for the growth in New 
Zealand’s atrocious child poverty rates, the creation of the 
predatory tertiary education industrial complex, and the 
explosion in generational income inequality.15

“In just two years… one sixth of New Zealand’s children were 
pushed into poverty, and most of them on one night, Budget 
night, in July 1991.” 16

-Andrew Dean, author of Ruth, Roger and Me: Debts and Legacies

14. Rob Stock, “Young New Zealanders get a voice in Ruth, Roger and Me,” Stuff, 
April 23, 2015, https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/money/67973985/young-new-
zealanders-get-a-voice-in-ruth-roger-and-me
15. Shannon Smith, “Inequality: This Graph Pack tells the story,” TOP, December 09, 
2016, https://www.top.org.nz/key_indicators_of_new_zealand_s_inequality_eruption
16. Stock, “Young New Zealanders get a voice in Ruth, Roger and Me.”.
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Figure 14 - The cost of 3 years of full time study for a student typically living on $238 per week...... (Chart From The Spinoff, By Emma Vitz).

Figure 15 - Income Inequality 1984 - 2014 (Chart by inequality.org).
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Figure 16 - Neo-liberal reform cartoon (Cartoon By Tom Scott From Child Poverty Action Group).

Both Richardson and Douglas’ ‘accidentally on purpose’ legislation crippled 
the New Zealand middle class and hindered entire rural industries and the 
towns they supported. Their removal of government support, state asset 
sales, and obsession with globalisation fast-tracked mass urban migration 
and completely undermined regional growth and investment, leading to 
decades of a slow decline in heartland New Zealand. Furthermore, as noted 
by Hickey, and Bruce Bryan in his documentary Mind the Gap, they ushered 
in a generational culture of greed, selfishness, and individualism. 17 

Aotearoa is still paying for their mistakes to this day with the same blue and 
red political parties whose ideologies haven’t left 1984.

17. Bryan Bruce, “Mind the Gap Documentary,” 2013, YouTube video, 11:20, posted by Bryan Bruce Documentaries,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yI2hbqi1kYA&t=1731s&ab_channel=BryanBruceDocumentaries
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Figure 17 - Pig’s Individualism Speech. (Cartoon From National Library, By Laurence Clark).
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Figure 18 - NZ average house price growth 1980 - 2020 (Chart By Brian Gaynor For BusinessDesk).
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Figure 19 -The Millennial Struggle (Comment By @ClumpOfCheese via Reddit).
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“When one in every hundred people is homeless, half of whom are under 25 years; when thousands are living in vehicles or housed in motels 
provided by the State; when houses are in such disrepair that they cause otherwise preventable illness and disease; and when middle income 
earners are finding it difficult to afford an accessible and decent home, the result is not just a housing crisis, it is a human rights crisis of significant 
proportions. These conditions indicate not only violations of the right to housing, but also of the right to health, security and life. 

“At the root of the crisis is a speculative housing market that has been supported by successive governments who have promoted homeownership 
as an investment, while until recently discontinuing the provision of social housing and providing inadequate tenant protection.” 18

Figure 20 - New Zealand Homeless 1 (Photo By Chris McKeen For Stuff).

NEOLIBERALISM’S LEGACY, NEW ZEALAND’S HOUSING CRISIS: ITS IMPACT 
ON SMALL TOWN NEW ZEALAND AND THE FUTURE OF THE WORKING CLASS

18. “New Zealand: housing crisis requires bold human rights response, says UN expert,” OHCHR, United Nations, accessed April 20, 2021,  
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25580&LangID=E
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“A HUMAN RIGHTS CRISIS OF SIGNIFICANT PROPORTIONS.”

Figure 23 - New Zealand’s huge inequality increase since 1982 - 2012
(Gini-Coefficient Chart By Perry B. From The Opportunities Party).

Figure 24 - Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern promises property owners the government will protect their assets and prices will continue to increase.
(Clipping From RNZ’s YouTube Video, “Post Cabinet 4pm 7th December 2021”).

Figure 22 - New Zealand’s Public Housing waitlist grows out of control (Chart By Henry Cooke For Stuff).Figure 21 - NZ’s homelessness rates vs OECD (Chart By ANZ).
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The previous comments from United Nation’s Leilani Farha were in 
February 2020 when Auckland’s median house price was $888,000, and 
New Zealand’s median house price was $640,000 19. At the time of writing, 
Auckland’s median price is $1,175,000, New Zealand’s is $826,000, and 
Northland’s, a region with a household income of only $69,680 (June 2020) 
20, median house price is $705,000 21. Just this morning, it was announced 
that New Zealand’s average property value had crossed the 1 million mark. 22 

Figure 26 - NZ wages, rents and house prices 2001-2020 (Chart By The Spinoff).

Figure 25 - Global House Price Index (Graph From Shai Navot/The Opportunities Party).

Figure 27 - NZ rents vs incomes and inflation 2010 - 2020 (Chart By Henry Cooke From Stuff.co.nz).

19. REINZ, Monthly Property Report, March 2020, P5, https://www.reinz.co.nz/Media/Default/Statistic%20
Documents/2020/February/REINZ%20Monthly%20Property%20Report%20-%20February%202020.pdf
20. D. Jones, Economic Quarterly – Issue 28, a Report for Northland Regional Council, September 2020, 
P5, https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/tejnkssj/economic-quarterly-issue-28-september-2020.pdf
21. REINZ, Monthly Property Report, July 2021, P5, https://www.reinz.co.nz/Media/Default/Statistic%20
Documents/2021/Residential/July/REINZ%20Monthly%20Property%20Report%20-%20July%202021.pdf
22. Oneroof, “OneRoof Reveals New Zealand’s Average Property Value Reaches $1 Million,” Scoop, 
September 13, 2021, https://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/BU2109/S00262/oneroof-reveals-new-zealands-
average-property-value-reaches-1-million.htm
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This residential investment property craze has rampantly driven up all national 
house prices, inflating already high living costs in areas with lower incomes and 
higher unemployment, and in doing so, nullifying any financial advantages the 
smaller towns may have once had.

As these prices continue to rise and rents outpace wages, rural town residents 
will no longer be able to justify staying in these smaller areas with sparse, lower-
paying jobs. Workers will leave as they’re priced out of the area. Eventually, the 
local economy will degrade as other countries poach their young workforce with 
better monetary, housing, and lifestyle incentives. A similar trend we already see 
at a national level with degree holders leaving the country outright. Over 30% are 
now living overseas within 9 years 23. The ‘brain-drain’ emigration is attributed to 
much higher wages for the same lines of work, New Zealand’s extremely aggressive 
student loan repayment scheme (12% wage deductions), and more affordable 
relative living costs in countries like Australia and Canada.

“Welcome to NZ. The place where you’re raised and then move to another part of 
the world because there’s no hope you’ll ever afford a house here”. 24

To make matters even worse, rural communities and smaller towns also tend to 
have higher unemployment and disability rates. As rents rise while welfare payments 
remain the same, or if conservative parties are voted in, cut, these areas will likely 
see an immense increase in homelessness, perpetuating their stigma as just ‘poor 
regional towns’. The current state of Auckland’s CBD has become a real-world 
example of New Zealand’s out of control living costs and inadequate social support 
systems. Auckland residents now question its safety and avoid the area in general 
due to its increasing, volatile homeless populace.

Figure 29 - NZ median weekly rents 2007-2020 (Chart By interest.co.nz).

Figure 28 - NZ’s Landed Gentry Illustrated (Illustratiuon By Toby Morris For The Spinoff).

23. Libby Wilson, “Kiwi uni graduates ditch NZ,” Stuff, April 01, 2016, https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/
education/78450322/kiwi-uni-graduates-ditch-nz
24. @theLostViking98, “The Future of NZ House Prices,” Reddit, August 14, 2021, https://www.reddit.
com/r/PersonalFinanceNZ/comments/p3vl4d/the_future_of_nz_house_prices/
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The middle-class continues to shrink and is becoming separated into renters and owners. 
Local rural bank managers have commented that the only farming jobs being applied for 
are those with farmhouses included as employment benefits. Rural residents and New 
Zealand’s youth, in general, are at risk of ending up as the working-poor, dependant on their 
employment for shelter, while the emergency housing waitlist grows further out of control with 
a 370% increase in emergency housing grants in the past three financial years alone. 25

Aotearoa’s rapidly heading towards a foreseeable devolvement into a Neo-feudalistic-type 
society as older and wealthier New Zealanders continue to see housing as nothing more than 
a commodity to be ironically, milked and leveraged at the cost of the country’s and its youth’s 
futures.

“This country lost its sense of kinship a long time ago...” 26

When these small towns with less to offer also become unaffordable, it’s a tough sell; they’ve 
lost one of the few advantages they had against cities and larger towns. Where less-skilled 
workers could once accumulate personal wealth with cheaper living and a simpler lifestyle, 
now they’re becoming increasingly lucky if they even have spare disposable income at the 
end of the week no matter how hard they work. It has immense snowballing consequences for 
the individuals, their communities, and the entire country.

“Owners don’t realise they’re setting up the largest retaliatory political whiplash in history. As 
an owner, I welcome it. There’s no reason that my house should be earning more money than 
I do – and I earn good money. Their [young voters] anger and despair will be so righteous and 
severe that they will vote in a literal socialist and obliterate the market overnight”. 27

Figure 31 - The housing crisis isn’t just hurting the young, it’s everyone (Chart By Emma Vitz).

Figure 30 - NZ’s declining homeownership rates among younger age cohorts (Chart By Stuff).

25. Edward O’Driscoll, “Spike in homeless 16 and 17-year-olds living in emergency housing,” Newshub, September 11, 2021,  
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2021/09/spike-in-homeless-16-and-17-year-olds-living-in-emergency-housing.html
26. @bandildos123, “Will house prices ever go down?,” Reddit, September 30, 2021, https://www.reddit.com/r/PersonalFinanceNZ/comments/pxr0m5/will_house_prices_ever_go_down/
27. @AkshullyYoo, “NZ house prices and Boomers rant,” Reddit, November 17, 2020, https://www.reddit.com/r/newzealand/comments/jv2rgh/nz_house_prices_and_boomers_rant/gchk0h3/?context=3
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Figure 34 - Median years to save for a deposit on median incomes 1993 - 2021 (Chart By ANZ).

Figure 35 - NZ median rent growth inflation adjusted, 1993 vs 2021 (Illustration By Emma Vitz).

Figure 32 - NZ median household incomes required to service a 20% deposit and 30 year mortgage adjusted for inflation, 1992 vs 2021 (Illustration By Emma Vitz).

Figure 33 - NZ median household 
equivalised disposable incomes 
(Illustration By Stats NZ).

Figure 36 - NZ mean & median annual personal 
gross income 2007 - 2019 (Chart By figure.nz).
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Figure 37 - Landed Gentry (Cartoon By Vincent Konrad For Socialist Review).
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Figure 38 - Wellington House Price Increases & Generational Ignorance (Graph From @LandTaxNow via Reddit).
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“You’re not alone if life is really hard for you at the moment. Anxiety 
and depression are really common in New Zealand. One in five of us 
are going to experience it this year. But it is different for everyone…” 28

-Sir John Kirwan

Figure 39 - Sir John Kirwan playing for Auckland Rugby (Photo From Sir John Kirwan’s Facebook Page).

28. “Mental Health in New Zealand,”, Wellplace, accessed April 27, 2021, https://wellplace.nz/facts-and-information/mental-wellbeing/mental-health-in-new-zealand/
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Figure 1: Confirmed and provisional suicide deaths and rates per 100,000 population between July 1991 and June 2020

Notes:

1. Confirmed numbers are from the Ministry of Health's official suicide data, extracted on 12 August 2020. Rates per 100,000 are standardised to WHO world standard population.
2. Provisional numbers and rates are from the Chief Coroner's annual provisional suicide statistics, as at the end of each financial year.
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Table 6: Provisional suicide deaths by employment status between July 2007 and June 2020

Employment 
status

2007/
2008

2008/
2009

2009/
2010

2010/
2011

2011/
2012

2012/
2013

2013/
2014

2014/
2015

2015/
2016

2016/
2017

2017/
2018

2018/
2019

2019/
2020 Total

Child not at 
school 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 5

Employed 232 207 208 200 195 211 222 246 252 262 308 307 282 3132
Home duties 9 13 13 7 7 2 13 6 11 9 6 10 5 111
Other 29 17 11 21 8 4 10 4 10 33 33 25 51 256
Prisoner 4 3 5 9 2 4 3 6 11 1 7 1 6 62
Retired/
Pensioner 56 56 54 53 53 49 67 70 70 64 78 69 84 823
Still 
enquiring 0 1 6 13 24 10 7 7 13 8 4 9 10 112

Student 37 51 42 50 53 54 48 47 55 54 63 71 53 678
Unavailable 2 6 4 4 2 0 0 0 2 3 2 2 1 28
Unemployed 140 138 163 157 155 156 147 169 146 167 161 185 158 2042
Unlikely to 
be known 31 39 34 44 48 51 11 8 9 5 5 5 3 293

Total 540 531 541 558 547 541 529 564 579 606 668 685 654 7543
 
 

Figure 40- Suicide rates per 100,000 people 1991 - 2020 (Chart From Coronial Services Annual Report to the Coroner).

Figure 41 - Suicide rates per employment status 2007 - 2020 (Chart From Coronial Services Annual Report to the Coroner).

NEW ZEALAND’S MENTAL HEALTH 
CRISIS:

This 1 in 5 figure is an unfortunate reality for New Zealanders. 
This quote from John Kirwan in 2016 is still the same figure 
presented in the government’s controversial 2018 Mental Health 
Inquiry released in March 2021 29. The report highlights many 
shocking statistics and the growing demands for mental health 
services, with a 73% demand increase in the last decade.

At the worst end, NZ’s suicide statistics are above the OECD 
average, with 13.01 suicides per 100,000 deaths in the year to 
June 2020 30. The figures become even bleaker when broken into 
different categories, with male suicides making up approximately 
70% of all suicide deaths and the rate for Māori at over 20.24 per 
100,000 deaths 31. 25-34-year-old males are an outlier with a rate 
of 33 per 100,000.

General figures ballon for our youth. The June 2020 number puts 
their figure at 18.69 per 100,000, which would place New Zealand 
as having the highest youth suicide rate in the developed world for 
15-19-year-olds; and nearly triple the OECD average 32.

There is little surprise in the extremely high youth suicide rates; 
It has been well researched that the pressures of modern-day 
living has caused widespread increases in stress, anxiety, and 
depression among younger cohorts. Common concerns were 
climate worries, student loans, employment instability, housing 
unaffordability, and overall generational economic declines 33.

29. Prof R. Paterson, Sir M. Durie, Dr B. Disley, D. Rangihuna, Dr J. Tiatia-Seath, and J. Tualamali’I, Report of the 
Government Inquiry into Mental Health and Addiction, a Report for the Ministry of Health, March 2021, P28, https://
mentalhealth.inquiry.govt.nz/assets/Summary-reports/He-Ara-Oranga.pdf
30. Chief Coroner Judge Deborah Marshall, “ANNUAL PROVISIONAL SUICIDE FIGURES,” media release, August 21, 
2020, https://coronialservices.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/Chief-Coroner-Suicide-Stats-2020-Media-
Release.pdf
31. Coronial Services, Annual provisional suicide statistics for deaths reported to the Coroner between 1 July 2007 
and 30 June 2020, 2020, P1-4, https://coronialservices.justice.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/2020-Annual-
Provisional-Suicide-Statistics.pdf
32. UNICEF Innocenti, Worlds of Influence: Understanding what shapes child well-being in rich countries 
- Innocenti Report Card 16, 2020, https://assets.ctfassets.net/7khjx3c731kq/lYSqwHAIX4yN7gOIpnueS/
c9c1005642c66e69c54b93a05cc3bdc0/Report-Card-16-Worlds-of-Influence-child-wellbeing.pdf
33. Brittany Keogh, “Twice as many teenagers with ‘significant’ depressive symptoms in 20 years: study,” Stuff, August 
13, 2020, https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/well-good/300080667/twice-as-many-teenagers-with-significant-depressive-
symptoms-in-20-years-study
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Table 3: Provisional suicide deaths by age group and gender, and rates per 100,000 population, between July 2019 and June 2020

Age group 
(years)

Male Female Total
Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate

10-14 2 1.16 4 2.46 6 1.86
15-19 36 22.35 23 14.97 59 18.69
20-24 40 22.61 20 12.23 60 17.77
25-29 63 33.91 17 9.33 80 22.21
30-34 57 32.88 12 6.57 69 20.46
35-39 40 25.32 11 6.62 51 16.36
40-44 36 24.64 8 5.17 44 14.90
45-49 42 26.90 15 8.89 57 17.50
50-54 33 21.56 15 9.08 48 15.32
55-59 41 26.66 14 8.45 55 17.39
60-64 26 18.68 13 8.69 39 13.97
65-69 15 12.51 9 7.03 24 9.96
70-74 15 14.44 7 6.31 22 10.78
75-79 7 9.98 4 5.10 11 7.69
80-84 11 24.87 7 12.93 18 19.48
85-89 5 20.89 3 9.11 8 14.25
90+ 2 16.72 1 4.61 3 9.31
Total 471 19.03 183 7.18 654 13.01

Notes:

1. Male and female populations come from Stats NZ’s national population estimates as published at the end of 2019/2020.
2. The per 100,000 population rates for the male and female groups have been calculated using the male and female populations respectively.
3. Information about the estimated population of New Zealand can be found at https://www.stats.govt.nz/indicators/population-of-nz
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Table 4: Provisional suicide deaths by ethnicity between July 2007 and June 2020

Financial year
Asian Māori Pacific peoples European and other

Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate
2007/2008 21 5.93 87 15.39 24 9.05 408 13.26
2008/2009 10 2.82 95 16.81 26 9.81 400 13.00
2009/2010 22 6.21 105 18.58 31 11.69 383 12.45
2010/2011 19 5.36 101 17.87 22 8.30 416 13.52
2011/2012 19 5.36 132 23.34 31 11.69 365 11.24
2012/2013 28 7.90 105 18.58 24 9.05 384 12.48
2013/2014 22 4.66 108 18.04 26 8.79 373 11.25
2014/2015 16 3.39 130 21.72 27 9.12 391 11.80
2015/2016 39 8.27 129 21.55 24 8.12 387 11.68
2016/2017 27 5.72 130 21.72 27 9.12 422 12.73
2017/2018 41 8.69 142 23.72 23 7.77 462 13.94
2018/2019 36 5.09 169 21.78 34 8.91 446 13.02
2019/2020 56 7.91 157 20.24 27 7.07 414 12.08

Notes:

1. Ethnicity count is based on information reported to the Coroner and may differ from that held by other agencies, such as the Ministry of Health.
2. The 2018/2019 rates differ from those previously published as they have been updated to reflect 2018 census data, which was not available when the 2018/2019 rates were first published.
3. The per 100,000 population rates have been calculated using Stats NZ's population information as published in the 2006, 2013 and 2018 censuses. 2006, 2013 and 2018 census information is available at 

http://archive.stats.govt.nz/Census.aspx
4. The per 100,000 population rates have been calculated using each ethnic group’s population respectively.
5. ‘European and other’ includes, but is not limited to: New Zealand European, European, Middle Eastern, Latin American, African and ‘not elsewhere defined’.   
6. The small numbers for Asian and Pacific peoples mean data may be more susceptible to fluctuation.

  

Figure 42 - Suicide rates per age group by gender 2019 - 2020 (Chart From Coronial Services Annual Report to the Coroner).

Figure 43 - Suicide rates by ethnicity 2007 - 2020 (Chart From Coronial Services Annual Report to the Coroner).

Figure 44 - OECD youth (15-19) suicide rates by country 2013 - 2015
(Chart From Unicef Innocenti Report 16). [Edits By Author].
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MENTAL HEALTH IN RURAL NEW ZEALAND: “MAN UP”

But those are the general statistics. How well do residents in rural communities 
fare? Well, in DairyNZ’s The View from the Cowshed Report, “62% of farmers 
said that they or someone on their farm had experienced mental health issues 
over the last year” 34 and their driving mental health issues revolved around 
regulatory uncertainties and financial hardship.

34% of farmers surveyed are reported as stating they were now unlikely 
to recommend dairy farming as a career to their children and that “64% of 
farmers said that they expect things to decline for the community they are part 
of” and it is noted as regularly keeping them up at night. 35 

DairyNZ’s survey figures were similar to Bayer’s 2018 State of the Rural 
Nation Report, where they found that “70% of rural New Zealanders felt higher 
degrees of stress over the past five years.” 36

The most affected were people aged from 18 to 39, with 85% of that age group 
saying they had suffered stress and anxiety. The study also showed 56% of all 
participants were uncomfortable talking about their mental wellness and would 
rather “deal with it” themselves.” 37

34. DairyNZ, THE VIEW FROM THE COWSHED, August 2020, P7, https://www.dairynz.co.nz/
media/5793525/the_view_from_the_cow_shed_18_aug_2020.pdf
35. DairyNZ, THE VIEW FROM THE COWSHED, P6-7.
36. Bayer, State of the Rural Nation, August 2018, P2, https://countrytv.co.nz/wp-content/
uploads/2019/04/Mental-Health-Rural-Results_for_media_08.10.18-compressed.pdf
37. “Rural, Maori mental health stats grim,” Otago Daily Times, October 9, 2018, https://www.odt.co.nz/
rural-life/rural-life-other/rural-maori-mental-health-stats-grim
38. “Suicide strategy divides leaders,” Farmersweekly, accessed April 28, 2021, https://farmersweekly.
co.nz/section/other-sectors/view/suicide-strategy-divides-leaders
39. Zane Small, “The rural demographic that’s shown a sharp drop in suicides,” Newshub, December 
06, 2019, https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/politics/2019/12/the-rural-demographic-that-s-shown-a-sharp-
drop-in-suicides.html  
40. DairyNZ, THE VIEW FROM THE COWSHED, P4.

This is an echoed stigma in rural communities, and especially with males; 
they would rather deal with it alone than be seen as needing outside help. 
In doing so, the effects have been evident, with rural men having a nearly 
1.5x higher suicide rate than the urban populace 38. This high prevalence 
of mental health issues and suicide rates in rural communities is attributed 
to rurally specific factors such as some of those discussed by a Ministry of 
Health spokesperson in their comments to Newshub

“Physical and social isolation; economic deprivation and high 
unemployment in some areas; high levels of drug and alcohol use and 
limited access to health services”. 39

DairyNZ found other significant factors impacting both farmers and their 
rural communities was the weather, a lack of internet and mobile reception, 
and the inability to find staff with the necessary skills or experience 40. 
The struggle to attract workers is a sentiment similar to that of other New 
Zealand primary industries and rurally-based businesses as New Zealand’s 
younger workforce continues to shift towards urban centres and  
‘white-collar’ jobs.

A low wage economy and high living costs have also contributed to the 
primary sector decline, which has seen very little growth compared to other 
industries such as construction and technology. Furthermore, with the 
looming changes in food technology, things are expected to worsen if the 
industries don’t adapt to a changing demographical market.
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The view from the cow shed Page 7

The survey was carried out online over late July 2020 to early August 2020. There were 248 respondents, and 
results have been weighted by demographics. This survey provides an indication only of farmers views.  

Rounding applied has been done to the closest percentage point. 

HUMAN CAPITAL

of farmers said that they were rarely 
or never able to find staff with the 
skills and experience they needed.

26%

of farmers said they would be 
likely to recommend dairy farming 
as a career to their children.

66% of farmers said they would be unlikely to 
recommend dairy farming as a career to 
their children. 

34%

62% of farmers said that they or someone on
their farm had experienced mental health 
issues over the last year. 

The biggest causes of mental health challenges for those in 
the dairy industries

of farmers said  
regulation changes.

60%
of farmers said financial 
concerns.

59%
of farmers said the perception 
of dairying in the media and 
with the public.

59%

Respondents could choose multiple answers to this question. 

What motivated them to get 
out of bed in the morning

of farmers said that working 
and caring for their animals 
was what motivated them 
to get out of bed in the 
morning.

43%
of farmers said that 
providing for their 
family motivated them.

34%

When asked which issues 
were most likely to keep 
them awake at night

of farmers said changing regulations.

of farmers said the farm’s finances.

42% 

19%

The view from the cow shedPage 6 The view from the cow shed

SOCIAL CAPITAL 

When asked about the expected outlook for their community 
over the next three years

64% 
of farmers said that they 
expect things to decline for the 
community they are part of.

30% 
of farmers said they expect 
things to stay the same for the 
community they are part of.

6% 
of farmers said that they 
expect things to improve 
for their community. 

of farmers report they are proud to be 
working in the dairy industry at the moment.94% of these farmers were saying 

they feel extremely proud.29%

only

The view from the cow shed Page 5

NATURAL CAPITAL 

When asked which statement best describes 
them in relation to meeting their farming 
related environmental obligations

33% of farmers said they understand how they could reduce their 
footprint but doing so will undermine their profitability.

When asked which actions they have taken to support 
environmental improvements

89% 
of respondents said they 
have fenced waterways to 
exclude cattle.

73%  
said they had carried out 
pest control.

73%  
said they had carried out 
nutrient budgeting. 

Respondents could choose multiple answers to this question. 

of farmers reported that 
their farm had been 
impacted by drought in 
the last 12 months. 

63%

When asked about climate 
change concerns

40% of farmers said their biggest concern 
was the public not appreciating how low 
carbon they already are.

36% of farmers said having targets 
they believe are fair was their 
biggest concern. 

When asked about water 
quality concerns

32% of farmers said that nutrient 
limits were their biggest concern, 
followed by

21%  of farmers said that the synthetic 
nitrogen cap was their biggest 
concern.

The view from the cow shedPage 4 The view from the cow shed

DairyNZ has carried out a short, snapshot survey to gauge the views of farmers in the  
lead up to the 2020 General Election. Below are the results: 

FINANCIAL CAPITAL AND PHYSICAL CAPITAL 

When asked about their prediction for the Farmgate Milk Price 
over the next three years

49%
of farmers believe that prices 
will decrease in some way.

41%
predict that prices will 
stay broadly the same.

10%
believe that prices 
will increase.

When asked about their prediction for 
the dairy farm values over the next 
three years

of farmers believe that 
values will decrease in 
some way.

74%
predict that values 
will remain flat.

20%
believe that values 
will increase in 
some way.

6%

Issues impacting farming business profitability

Broadband and 
mobile reception

of farmers said 
they don’t have the 
broadband internet they 
need on their farm.

 50%

said they don’t have the 
mobile reception they 
need on their farm.  

52%
43% of farmers said that government regulatory changes are 

the number one issue impacting their profitability.

18% of farmers said that increasing costs for farm expenses was 
the number one issue impacting their profitability.

of farmers said that drought and changing weather patterns 
were the number one issue impacting their profitability. 

14%

View from the Cow Shed Insights Summary

Figure 45 - Natural Capital (Illustration By DairyNZ From The View From The Cowshed).

Figure 46 - Financial & Physical Capital (Illustration By DairyNZ From The View From The Cowshed).

Figure 48 - Social Capital (Illustration By DairyNZ From The View From The Cowshed).

Figure 47 - Human Capital (Illustration By DairyNZ From The View From The Cowshed).

Most agree that there are limited resources available rurally for those 
suffering from mental health – and one in five claims they struggle to 

access mental health resources

26% 

10% 

15% 

7% 

35% 

35% 

24% 

11% 

17% 

24% 

36% 

38% 

9% 

18% 

14% 

19% 

2% 

7% 

1% 

5% 

11% 

7% 

10% 

19% 

There are limited resources available in rural areas for 
those who have mental health issues 

It is less acceptable in rural communities to admit to a 
mental health issue

Mental health issues are more prevalent in rural areas 
of New Zealand

I struggle to access mental health resources

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree Don't know

NET agree 61%
NET disagree 11%

NET agree 45%
NET disagree 25%

NET agree 39%
NET disagree 15%

NET agree 19%
NET disagree 24%

Q. Please tell us whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? ASKED ALL

• No significant differences between urban and rural 
dwellers

Figure 50 - Rural Mental Health questionnaire 
(Illustration From State of the Rural Nation Report).

“People have to fight 
and beg their way into 
services, and wait far  
too long.”

Figure 49 - Mental Health Service public comments  
(Illustrations From He Ara Oranga Mental Health & Addiction Report).
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Figure 51 - Fast Food Caveman (Artwork By Banksy Photo From Artsy.net).

NEW ZEALAND’S OBESITY EPIDEMIC:

Obesity is a massive and often ignored growing health issue in New Zealand. Not only does it cause 
severe and potentially life-threatening diseases, but it also has substantial negative impacts on a 
person’s quality of life and mental state. The New Zealand Health Survey 2019/20  found that 1 in 
3 adults (30.9%) were classified as obese, along with 1 in 10 children 41. Unicef’s Innocenti Report 
Card 16 observed that 39% of New Zealand’s children aged 5-19 were overweight or obese, trailing 
only the United States (42%), a country with an already shocking reputation for obesity. Overall, New 
Zealand places as the 3rd worst country in the OECD for general obesity rates. 42

The New Zealand Health Survey 2019/20 also found significant positive correlations between 
socioeconomic areas and obesity rates, with more impoverished regions having a 1.8 x prevalence 
in obese adults and a 2.7 prevalence in obese children aged 2-14. 43

Obesity is linked to extreme risk increases in type 2 diabetes, certain cancers, and heart disease44. 
Some of the most significant factors in modern obesity have been an increase in sedentary lifestyles 
and highly processed, high-calorie foods. Western countries are particularly at risk due to office jobs, 
contemporary cultures, western diets, mass fast-food availability, and targeted marketing. 45

Anecdotal observations from community leaders were that local disadvantaged families and 
people lacked basic cooking skills or knowledge to help them make informed dietary decisions for 
themselves and their kids. While many simply could not afford groceries and instead regularly opted 
for cheap takeaways.

41. “Annual Update of Key Results 2019/20: New Zealand Health Survey,” Ministery of Health, accessed May 16, 2021, https://www.
health.govt.nz/publication/annual-update-key-results-2019-20-new-zealand-health-survey
42. UNICEF Innocenti, Worlds of Influence, P15.
43. “Obesity statistics,” Ministery of Health, accessed May 16, 2021, https://www.health.govt.nz/nz-health-statistics/health-statistics-and-
data-sets/obesity-statistics
44. “Health Risks of Overweight & Obesity,” NIH, accessed June 08, 2021, https://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/weight-manage-
ment/adult-overweight-obesity/health-risks
45. “Obesity and overweight,” W.H.O., accessed June 20, 2021, https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/obesity-and-over-
weight
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In 10 countries, more than one in three children and 
adolescents is overweight (including obese) 
Figure 7: Percentage of young people aged 5–19 years who 
were overweight or obese in 2016 

Source: United Nations Children’s Fund, The State of the World’s Children 2019. Children, Food and 
Nutrition: Growing well in a changing world, UNICEF, New York, 2019.
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in 2020 to 254 million by 2030.11 

The recent rise in obesity appears 
to be linked with lifestyle changes 
and insufficient regulation of food 
production and advertising, 
including predatory commercial 
practices, which could be 
addressed by governments.12

Unlike the mortality indicator, there 
is no clear link between overweight/ 
obesity rates and national income 
among the rich countries included 
in this report. There do appear to be 
some geographical patterns. Lower 
rates tend to be found mostly in 
countries in the northern half of 
Europe and East Asia. Higher rates 
are found primarily in countries 
around the Mediterranean and in 
the Americas and Oceania.

Skills

Learning new skills can be a 
rewarding experience for children in 
the present, as well as a foundation 
for adulthood. Child well-being 
indices often include indicators of 
skills development, but the focus 
has usually been on academic skills. 
Social and emotional skills are also 
important both during childhood 
and as a foundation for adulthood. 
These types of skills are also 
increasingly seen as important for 
employability. With this in mind, we 
aimed to include in our two 
indicators for the skills dimension – 
a measure of educational 
achievement near the end of 
compulsory secondary education 
and a measure of social skills.

S E C T I O N  2  O U T C O M E S

I N N O C E N T I  R E P O R T  C A R D  1 6 1 5

Source: OECD (2017), OECD Health Statistics 2017 (Forthcoming in June 2017).
www.oecd.org/health/health-data.htm
Note: The statistical data for Israel are supplied by and under the responsibility of the relevant Israeli authorities. The use of such data 
by the OECD is without prejudice to the status of the Golan Heights, East Jerusalem and Israeli settlements in the West Bank under the 
terms of international law.

Obesity update -  © OECD 2017

3

One in five adults is obese
in OECD countries

Nearly one in six children 
is overweight or obese

Figure 1: Obesity among adults, 2015 or nearest year 
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Figure 52 - Child Obesity OECD (Chart By Unicef).

Figure 53 - Obesity Correlations (Charts By Figure.NZ).

Figure 55 - Health Risk Factors NZ (Chart From University of Otago & Kate Sloane).

Figure 54 - Obesity Rates OECD (Chart From OECD).
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Figure 56 - F45 Gym Class (Photo From Peachtree Roadies). Figure 57 - John’s Community Christmas Dinner (Photo From Stuff.co.nz).

Figure 59 - YMCA Basketball (Photo From Stuff.co.nz). Figure 60 - Waka Ama (Photo From Boating Education NZ).
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Obesity and physical health issues are often further 
amplified in poorer and more isolated areas where 
access to safe exercise facilities is limited. In rural 
areas and smaller towns, gyms and sports facilities 
may not be available or close after regular work 
hours, removing the ability for someone to exercise 
safely during weekdays after their 9-5 job. Not only 
does this limit exercise potential, but it also limits the 
social potential of the gyms and sports facilities too; a 
vital tool in mobilising communities to exercise.

Figure 61 - Family Fitness Night (Photo From S&S Blog).

Figure 58 - Community Soup Kitchen (Photo From Waiparapa Times).
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NEW ZEALAND’S EDUCATION SYSTEM AND HOW IT’S FAILING 
YOUNGER RURAL COMMUNITIES:

Education in rural areas is limited compared to urban counterparts, especially post-high school. Rural areas currently face a teacher shortage 46 driven by 
lifestyle and career opportunity disadvantages in small towns due to smaller classes, limited courses, and strained funding. For example, Kaipara’s schools 
range between decile 1 and 6, with school rolls as small as 35 in Arapohue, the primary school I attended as a child; back then, we had a roll of around 60.

The schools are often isolated, and the profession is underpaid with low capped salaries 47. These towns and the education sector require intervention, or they 
risk losing more and more of their schools as online schooling becomes the norm and the profession faces growing shortages 48. Without sufficient teachers 
and families to support these schools, their education quality will drop, or they will close, and the town will become even less viable for young workers to stay 
or migrate to.

Figure 62 - Arapohue School prior to the renovations, how I remeber it (Photo From Maureen Bartle From Arapohue School’s Facebook). Figure 63 - Arapohue School Children feeding the 
Calves (Photo From Arapohue School’s Facebook).
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Figure 64 - NorthTec Agriculture Prospectus (Document From NorthTec).

20 NORTHTEC PROSPECTUS RĀRANGI AKORANGA 2021

AGRICULTURE
NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN 
PRIMARY INDUSTRY SKILLS  
(LEVEL 2) (AGRICULTURE)
Learn key farming skills and how to keep yourself safe with this practical, 
hands-on programme that can lead you to our level 3 programmes.

Level 2

Duration 14 weeks

Location Throughout Northland

Delivery Full time

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN 
PRIMARY INDUSTRY SKILLS  
(LEVEL 2) (BEEKEEPING)
This programme is ideal if you are just starting out to learn the basics of 
beekeeping and key tasks in the industry. It can lead you to our level 3 
programmes, to learn more skills.

Level 2

Duration 14 weeks

Location Whangārei, Kerikeri

Delivery Full time

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN 
AGRICULTURE (FARMING SYSTEMS) 
(LEVEL 3)
Learn about basic soils, pasture and feeding; farming cows, sheep and 
other livestock with on-farm training and experience. This progrmame 
can be studied in conjunction with the NZ Certificate in Primary Industry 
Operational Skills Level 3.

Level 3

Duration 1 year

Location Throughout Northland

Delivery Full time

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN 
PRIMARY INDUSTRY OPERATIONAL 
SKILLS (LEVEL 3)
Learn about tractors and machinery, quads and side-by-sides, chainsaws 
and motorised gear, fencing and crop support, water supply, irrigation 
and drainage. This programme can be studied in conjunction with the NZ 
Certificate in Agriculture (Farming Systems) Level 3.

Level 3

Duration 17 weeks

Location Throughout Northland

Delivery Full time

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES AHU MATUA

FOR MORE DETAILS AND UPDATED INFORMATION VISIT www.northtec.ac.nz

21NORTHTEC PROSPECTUS RĀRANGI AKORANGA 2021

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN 
APICULTURE (LEVELS 3 & 4) 
This year-long programme will equip you with essential skills for successful 
apiculture within the beekeeping industry. A suit and basic gear is provided 
throughout the programme.

Levels 3 and 4
Duration 1 year
Location Throughout Northland

Delivery Full time

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN 
FENCING (LEVEL 3) 
This programme has been developed with Fencing Contractors Association 
NZ (FCANZ) and is completed within the workplace. It consists of short 
block courses with FCANZ trainers to ensure graduates of this programme 
are able to construct and maintain electric and nonelectric rural fences.
Level 3
Duration 35 weeks
Location Sites dependant on demand

Delivery Block courses

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN  
PEST OPERATIONS (LEVEL 3)
Managing environmental pests is crucial to conserving New Zealand’s 
unique ecosystems. This hands-on programme prepares you to work on 
pest control projects, giving you practical experience through learning how 
to safely use traps and poisons. You’ll also learn to identify flora and fauna, 
and how to navigate in remote bush.
Level 3
Duration 1 semester
Location Throughout Northland
Delivery Full time

NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA IN 
PRIMARY INDUSTRY BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT (LEVEL 5) 
This programme has been developed especially for managers in the 
primary sector, including agriculture, horticulture, pest and conservation 
contractors, apiculture, forestry and fencing contractors. It is broad and 
designed to apply to a wide range of applications.  

Classes are conducted using Zoom so you can easily join from your home, 
office or anywhere that has an internet connection. Learning material is 
accessed through our online learning platform. 

Level 5

Duration 2 years

Location Throughout New Zealand

Delivery Part time

AGRICULTURE

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES AHU MATUA

Chantelle Hobson - Agriculture

“We learn practically, plus 
we have one theory day a 
week. We also learn from the 
other students when we work 
together. We’re all gaining 
confidence and experience.”

FOR MORE DETAILS AND UPDATED INFORMATION VISIT www.northtec.ac.nz

Furthermore, these areas present almost no higher learning opportunities post-high school for existing 
residents, forcing young residents to leave the towns altogether and live in New Zealand’s extortionately 
expensive cities, even while studying agricultural fields. This central urban education system takes away 
the town’s high potential youth and has placed immense financial burdens on students and their parents 
from these lower-income areas. It inhibits more impoverished students from ever leaving to pursue higher 
education and perpetuates the generational inequality cycles.

In modern times degrees have become the equivalent of past generations’ school C, and now even low 
paying entry-level jobs expect applicants to have one before they can even apply for positions.

“I don’t have a degree, I got in early. But, nowadays, the banks won’t even give you an interview without that 
piece of paper, and we’re seeing it more and more in other professions.”
-My Mother, Tina Stewart, Rabobank Rural Manager

While these towns can not justify a tertiary education provider, nor could they currently support a large 
student base, they could provide regionally specific qualifications similar to NorthTec’s Dargaville program, 
which offers level 2-5 courses. Although regular transport to the Whangarei campus has vastly increased 
study participation for the town, and the advancements in online learning have assisted isolated communities 
immensely, there is still an inherent disadvantage to not having readily accessible facilities and tutors.

The problem with the current NorthTec model is the lack of degree offerings in high-income or specialised 
occupations. New Zealand has a substantial primary sector that relies on agricultural consultants and 
experts. Rural towns would be the perfect place to educate them with theoretical and real-world experiences, 
assisting both towns and students with cheaper living and a youth base. Local industry professionals such as 
rural bank managers, environmental consultants, and farmers could aid in the development of said courses if 
facilities and funding were there. Studying in these towns may also encourage students to pursue jobs in the 
district, lifting qualification levels, employment, and salaries. 

46. John Gerritsen, “Rural schools look to online classes as they struggle to hire teachers,” NZHerald, December 7, 2020, https://www.nzherald.
co.nz/nz/rural-schools-look-to-online-classes-as-they-struggle-to-hire-teachers/C4PKDC3V3W7REKGF6QUFAL6YBU/
47. “Primary Teachers,” Education.govt, Ministery of Education, accessed July 16, 2021, https://www.education.govt.nz/school/people-and-
employment/principals-and-teachers/primary-teachers/
48. John Gerritsen, “Teacher shortage: Schools make do but ‘it’s not going to last,” RNZ, February 12, 2021, https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/
national/436279/teacher-shortage-schools-make-do-but-it-s-not-going-to-last
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With such a small populace in need of social cohesion and affordable support, 
ideas such as community education come to mind. Micro-agglomeration, as 
proposed by Quintin Howard, could see the optimisation of multi-purpose 
community and commercial facilities. He proposes that small towns could benefit 
from low cost operating environments that cater to a broader range of industries. 
By co-locating, residents and businesses benefit from shared skills, opportunities, 
and socially diverse presences. He gives the example of art studios; local 
artists could occupy affordable shared spaces, thrive together, and potentially 
collaborate. 49

Similar to Howard, Christopher Alexander et al. in their book A Pattern Language: 
Towns. Buildings. Construction., suggests a community learning network 50.  
The idea of a decentralised learning system in which the community becomes the 
teacher. Similar to Micro-agglomeration, a communal learning network has the 
potential to educate people from all walks of life, benefiting from one and other 
through cohabitation and use of community facilities.  There is no confinement to 
a curriculum. Therefore, as the town becomes involved, new friends, passions, 
hobbies, skills, and discoveries are made within the community. In small towns, 
it could have a significant positive domino effect if used for employment training, 
seminars, workshops, and general classes such as CV writing, cooking, and 
technology fundamentals; potentially life-changing skills for older and isolated 
rural residents.

“People of all walks of life come forth, and offer a class in the things they know 
and love: professionals and workgroups offer apprenticeships in their offices and 
workshops, old people offer to teach whatever their life work and interest has 
been, specialists offer tutoring in their special subjects. Living and learning are the 
same. It is not hard to imagine that eventually every third or fourth household will 
have at least one person in it who is offering a class or training of some kind.” 51 

Figure 65 - Dargaville SeniorNet (Photo From SeniorNet’s Facebook).

Figure 66 - Pukekohe Cooking & Budgeting Skills Class (Photo From Stuff.co.nz).

49. Howard, “The death and life of small New Zealand towns,” P7.
50. Christopher Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings. Construction. 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), P100.
51. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings. Construction., P101-102
52. “Trades Academy,” Dargavile High School.co.nz, DHS, accessed July 16, 2021,  
https://www.dargavillehighschool.co.nz/trades_academy.htm
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For those not interested in traditional academic education, opportunities for training in local industries would also be essential to these towns. Rural industries 
face a shortage of skilled workers, and community or institutional courses could massively assist recruitment and employment. Dargaville high school took 
the initiative with this idea as the country faces a trade shortage, and along with Tim Pratt, developed the Tai Tokerau Trades Academy, a training program 
for students to gain practical experience and qualifications in the trades 52. Similar to Te Kura Whare’s initiative, it would be an excellent opportunity for this 
project to involve the community in its design and construction.

Figure 67 - Tai Tokerau Trades Academy (Photo From NZHerald).
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A CHANGE IS COMING.  
WHY INVESTING IN NEW 
ZEALAND’S RURAL YOUTH 
IS NOW PARAMOUNT:

Similarly to New Zealand’s wool industry crash 
in 1966 53 due to the rise of synthetics and the 
later rapid decline due to the 1984 economic 
deregulation and farming subsidy removal, the 
dairy industry will too be forced to change in the 
coming decades.

New Zealand’s dairy industry rose from the ashes 
of the wool industry in the 1970s and has been 
considered a New Zealand backbone ever since. 
Dairy and beef currently make up approximately 
40% of New Zealand’s exports 54, and primary 
industries, in general, account for between 5-7% 
of the country’s GDP 55. Dairy alone employs 
between 38,000-46,000 people. 56

Figure 68 - My Grandparent’s Ex Dairy Farm 1 (Photo By Author).

Figure 69 - New Zealand Dairy Farm Cattle (Photo From DairyFlo).

53. Justin Gregory, “Eyewitness: The Wool Shock of 1966,” RNZ, 
March 28, 2019, https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/
eyewitness/audio/2018688111/eyewitness-the-wool-shock-of-1966
54. “New Zealand Exports By Category,” Tradingeconomics, 
accessed April 04, 2021, https://tradingeconomics.com/new-zealand/
exports-by-category
55. “Which industries contributed to New Zealand’s GDP?,” Stats 
NZ, accessed April 05, 2021, https://www.stats.govt.nz/experimental/
which-industries-contributed-to-new-zealands-gdp
56. DairyNZ, QuickStats about dairying – NEW ZEALAND, 2019, 
P1, https://www.dairynz.co.nz/media/5791052/quickstats-about-
dairying-new-zealand-2019.pdf
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However, as the world and its technology continue to 
evolve, so does society and its dietary choices. In a 
short span of time, veganism and vegetarianism have 
rapidly grown from a niche market to a mainstay 
at nearly every supermarket, café, and fast food 
restaurant. Between 2014 and 2017, the U.S. saw 
a 600% increase in consumers who identified as 
vegan 57, and it is now estimated that 1 in 10 New 
Zealanders are vegetarian or primarily meat-free 58. 
These changes are largely being driven by a more 
environmentally and ethically conscious generation 
of educated consumers concerned about their 
environment, health, and animal welfare.

Despite forecasted dairy and beef demand growing 
due to international population growth, alternative 
milks continue to grow in market share worldwide 
with an expected doubling by 2026 59. The Oatly 
company alone now has double the market cap of 
Fonterra thanks to their recent IPO debut.  The dairy 
industry reluctantly acknowledges this trend as they 
try to handicap producers, with tactics like legislating 
that the term ‘milk’ may only be used for animal 
byproducts.

Cultured meats and plant-based replicas are 
also coming closer to mimicking the properties 
of animal products. These alternatives are 
expected to one day completely undercut meat 
markets as they provide a cleaner, healthier, 
and ethically superior product. They will only 
use a fraction of the land and resources the 
current inefficient beef & dairy practice does. As 
technology advances and demand grows while 
costs shrink, these alternative products will 
eventually be swaying consumers by not only 
their values, but by their wallets too. 

Figure 70 - Oatly Milk (Photo From Countdown).
Figure 74 - Lab-grown “cultured” Steak (Photo From Food Unfolded).Figure 71 - Anchor Dairy Milk 

(Photo From Anchor).

Figure 72 - JUST Lab-grown Chicken Breasts (Photo From Food Navigator USA).

Figure 73 - Quorn Nuggets (Photo From Quorn).

57. Janet Forgrieve, “The Growing Acceptance Of Veganism,” 
Forbes, November 02, 2018, https://www.forbes.com/sites/
janetforgrieve/2018/11/02/picturing-a-kindler-gentler-world-vegan-
month/?sh=e0f79e2f2bbd
58. Vita Molyneux, “Number of New Zealanders going vegetarian 
surges,” Newshub, February 02, 2020, https://www.newshub.co.nz/
home/lifestyle/2020/02/number-of-new-zealanders-going-vegetarian-
surges.html
59. “Dairy Alternatives Market by Source,” Marketsandmarkets, 
accessed April 12, 2021, https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/
Market-Reports/dairy-alternative-plant-milk-beverages-market-677.
html
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Figure 75 - My Grandparent’s Ex Dairy Farm 2 (Photo By Author). This is all bad news for New Zealand’s rural industries and the towns reliant upon 
them. If New Zealand’s recent wool decline is anything to learn from, New Zealand’s 
lack of diversification from dairy and beef could be its undoing in the decades to 
come. Farming’s public opinion is already on a downward slope as people are made 
more aware of the negative environmental impacts intensive farming has on their 
local landscapes and the climate. As DairyNZ identified, even farmers are advising 
their children against entering the industry. Furthermore, New Zealanders have 
also become more informed about the authoritarian Chinese government, and an 
economic breakaway from Chinese dependence is gaining traction amongst the 
public and New Zealand’s western allies. 60

However, there is optimism within this bleak outlook. Rural New Zealand still 
produces some of the highest quality meat and dairy in the world, thanks to 
the farmers, optimal climate, first world animal welfare laws, and increasing 
environmental standards. This means they have an opportunity to reinvent 
themselves as an entirely premium product. Education and research into quality, 
animal welfare, and sustainability will be what farmers need to set their products 
apart in a changing, competitive international market. Milk and meat will not 
suddenly disappear, even if the alternatives do begin to undercut them. However, 
international demand will likely peak and decline within the next decades, leaving 
the question of how do rural industries and their towns adapt?

Automation, science, and technology are coming for many of these traditional 
roles and industries, whether we like it or not. Automatic milking, lab-grown 
meat, and fenceless farms are already here 61. The investment in education and 
training of future rural generations must now be a priority if these industries and 
the communities they support are to survive the coming changes. Investing in the 
education of rural towns is now paramount. 

60. Tess McClure, “‘A matter of time’: New Zealand’s foreign minister warns China ‘storm’ could be coming,”  
The Guardian, May 24, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/25/a-matter-of-time-new-
zealands-foreign-minister-warns-china-storm-could-be-coming
61. “Welcome to the future of farming,” HALTER, accessed April 06, 2021, https://halterhq.com/
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Figure 76 - Vegan Beyond KFC (Photo From Green Matters).

Figure 78 - Oatly Starbucks Coffee (Photo From CNBC). Figure 79 - Halter Fenceless Farming Collars (Photo From Halter).

Figure 77 - Impossible Whopper (Photo From Burger King).
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THE ARGUMENT FOR THE REVITALISATION OF REGIONAL TOWNS IN NEW ZEALAND:

“The big city is a magnet. It is terribly hard for small towns to stay alive and 
healthy in the face of central urban growth.” 62

The preservation of small towns and the countryside is a sound argument 
made through modern history. Unsustainable city growth has been a major 
contributor to growing inequality in both rural and urban areas. While one has 
been neglected and underinvested in, the other has become overpopulated 
and unaffordable.

Léon Krier, in The Architecture of Community, identifies the problems that 
have arisen in western societies were not uncontrolled, chaotic activity; 
they were legislative decisions intended to create the outcomes they did 63. 
Restrictive discretionary use zoning did precisely what it was intended to do; 
raise land values. 

Vertical overexpansion in central cities and horizontal overexpansion in 
suburban peripheries centrally consolidated jobs while limiting residential 
intensity near the workplace, essentially gentrifying inner-city living. In smaller 
towns, excessive horizontal overexpansion undermined the density and 
social activities in suburban communities 64. 

Figure 80 - Housing Median Multiples 1955 - 2020 (Graph From TheSpinoff).

Figure 81 - Building consents per 1000 populace 1920-2020 (Graph From TheSpinoff).

62. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings. Construction., P100.
63. Léon Krier, The Architecture of Community (United States: ISLAND PRESS, 2009), P125.
64. Krier, The Architecture of Community, P99.
65. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings. Construction., P34.
66. @Brisket, comment on Interest.co.nz article, https://www.interest.co.nz/opinion/110975/david-
hargreaves-says-some-measures-put-place-stymie-current-hot-housing-market-may
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Modern working-class citizens have been presented with a ‘catch-22’, unaffordable city living or regional 
inhabitation without infrastructure and employment opportunity. Christopher Alexander et al. warns that 
if steps aren’t taken to rectify disproportionate urban growth, cities will swamp these towns and rob 
them of their most ‘vigorous inhabitants’ 65. At a national level, the same is true too. New Zealand is 
completely failing its future generations. Historical trends dictate it won’t be long before New Zealand’s 
educated working class leaves for more equitable lifestyles overseas as cities price them out and 
underinvested-in small towns offer them nothing.

“A generation decided some time ago that their capital gains were 
more important than a functional society; I suspect they’ll regret 
it over coming decades as they realise they live surrounded 
by strangers who’ll only take an interest in their well-being in 
exchange for cash.” 66 

Figure 82 - A POTENTIAL DEMOCRATIC PROBLEM WITH COUNCIL CONSULTATION
(Image By Hayden Donnell From TheSpinoff).

Figure 83 - House Price Decreases required to reach 2020 levels (Graph From TheSpinoff).
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The case to invest in smaller NZ towns to alleviate 
national issues such as the housing crisis and growing 
inequality is a no brainer. Quintin Howard makes the 
case of the lifestyle advantages these smaller towns 
could provide, beautiful natural environments, more 
affordable living, a slower and healthier pace of life, 
and lower business operating costs. 67

 
Alexander et al. identify the necessary interventions to 
recharge country towns to attract and retain residents, 
starting with economic incentives like business and 
employment opportunities 68. Without sufficiently 
paying jobs, talented rural residents will continue to 
migrate to cities while the worst-off are left behind, 
the same cyclic socio-economic limitations Howard 
discussed. 69

Secondly, Alexander et al. discuss the need to 
zone these towns to protect their exterior natural 
environments 70. As identified by Krier, when left to 
a market economy, public spaces and civilisation’s 
interest come second to profitability and corporate 
welfare 71. Ethically we have a social obligation 
to preserves these ‘pieces of nature’, as they are 
“not simply land with intrinsic monetary value but, 
our biological heritage still necessary for public 
recreation”. If left to private economic exploitations, 
they risk becoming artificial, similar to the likes of 
Disneyland. 72

Figure 84 - Tāne Mahuta, Northland (Image From Newzealand.com).

Figure 85 - Waipoua Forest, Northland (Image From The Sweet Seattle Life).
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Thirdly, Alexander proposes reestablishing irreplaceable social services 
such as domestic tourism, holiday towns, and environmental preservation. 
As opposed to being swallowed by urban centralisation, smaller rural towns 
should service metropolitan areas with inimitable experiences. 73

If smaller towns are to survive and contribute towards society, they need to 
be able to sustain themselves independently. This requires infrastructural and 
business investments which empower smaller towns and local industries. 
Education and social cohesion will be essential to the town’s growth and 
appeal to future generations.

For small towns to be revitalised and sustained, they must be enabled to keep 
pace with modern societal progress and share in the economic prosperity. 
If left without governmental support, they risk continuing to lose their talent, 
workforce, livelihoods, and ability to support their ageing populations. 

67. Howard, “The death and life of small New 
Zealand towns,” P5-6,
68. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. 
Buildings. Construction., P34.
69. Howard, “The death and life of small New 
Zealand towns,” P3.
70. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. 
Buildings. Construction., P38.
71. Krier, The Architecture of Community, P125.
72. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. 
Buildings. Construction., P38.
73. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. 
Buildings. Construction., P38.

Figure 86 - Kai Iwi Lakes, Northland (Photo By Simone Matucci).

Figure 87 - Baylys Beach, Northland (Image By Brian Brake From Te Papa Collections Online). Figure 88 - Kauri Museum, Matakohe (Image From Must Do New Zealand).
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Figure 89 - Kauri Forest on the Wairoa River, Kaipara  (Painting By Charles Heaphy From Alexander Turnbill Library).
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THE KAIPARA & NORTHERN WAIROA RIVER

“The Kaipara was aptly named, Kai (food) and Para (an edible fern) because not only do its waters abound with marine food, but the shores were covered 
with heavy native bush and flax and even the poor soil country yielded more wealth in the form of kauri gum than the gold of the Auckland Province. More 
wealth was produced in the North than any part of New Zealand and it would have been reasonable to assume that the area would have been in the 
forefront of progress in New Zealand. Instead it was systematically fleeced by city shareholders who poured the whole of its wealth into the building of their 
city and the North was left high but not dry, stripped of its wealth, without roads, land lying derelict and heavily mortgaged. Indeed, it was a desolate looking 
scene. Unlike many areas that have produced wealth and then slipped into oblivion in New Zealand, the Wairoa came back and today is one of the leaders 
in dairy production.” 74

-– Edgar Kelsby Bradley.
1972.

74. Edgar Kelsby Bradley, The GREAT NORTHERN WAIROA (Auckland: The Phoenix Printing Co. Ltd., 1973), P9.
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KAIPARA’S HISTORY:

The Kaipara is a west coast district in Northland, stretching from the 
Waipoua settlement southward until Topuni. It is bordered by the Far North, 
Whangarei, and Auckland districts.

There are opposing stories regarding the district’s origins. However, it is 
commonly agreed upon that it was Ngāti Whātua who first settled within the 
district. Te Uri-o-Hau tradition has it that Ngāti Whātua’s ancestral waka,  
Māhuhu-ki-te-rangi, travelled from Waerota, bringing with them cargo 
such as taro and the now Dargaville-famous kūmara. The voyaging canoe 
would later go on to explore the Kaipara Harbour, where some of the crew, 
including the Capitan, Rongomai, would settle at the now lost Tāporapora 
Island 75. It made sense as an area for the tribe to settle at, thanks to its 
access to the Kaipara Harbour and the Northern Wairoa River.

The Northern Wairoa River (Māori: Wai = River, Roa = Long) is one of 
New Zealand’s major waterways and was one of the driving elements in 
Kaipara and Dargaville’s rise to late 19th-century prominence. Before the 
arrival of Europeans, the river was used as a primary source of food for the 
local Māori people, supplying fish, birds, and eels to the local tribes 76. The 
river’s value later became realised by the Europeans who migrated there 
approx 1830 to seek northern wealth. 77 

Figure 90 - Kaipara Harbour showing the Wairoa River. 1852 – Sir George Grey Special Collection (Map From Johnjamesstanaway).

75. Rāwiri Taonui, “Canoe traditions - Canoes of the northern tide,” Te Ara, updated February 8, 2005, 
https://teara.govt.nz/en/canoe-traditions/page-2
76. “Our Heritage In Brief,” DARGAVILLENZ.COM, accessed April 17, 2021, https://www.dargavillenz.
com/history-of-dargaville
77. John Stallworthy, EARLY NORTHERN WAIROA (Dargaville: The Wairoa Bell & Northern Advertiser 
Printing Works, 1916), P1.
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Figure 91 - Village on the Kaipara River, 1864 (Watercolour By William Fox From Alexander Turnbill Library).
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Figure 92 - Northern Wairoa River Scene (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).

In tandem with the local kauri gum and timber 
industries [For further information on these 
industries see appendix 1 & 2], the river 
allowed direct access to the northern forests 
and the transport of their exports and supplies 
all throughout the Kaipara harbour; down 
to Pouto, south to the Auckland region near 
Helensville and Onehunga, or even overseas 
to England and Australia. Wharves and jetties 
were constructed around the district as critical 
infrastructure for the local industries that grew 
to rely on the river’s shores; nowadays, few of 
these remain. 

Thanks to the river and northland forests, 
Kaipara would become the country’s largest 
timber export port from the late 1800s into the 
early 1900s. 78

The river also played a significant role in 
everyday life as water travel was considered 
the primary means of transport for both Māori 
and Europeans prior to the construction of State 
Highway One in the mid- 1940s. However, with 
the mass availability of the automobile and 
the location of the State Highway to the east, 
the river fell into irrelevance and disuse, and 
the district slowly became isolated from the 
Auckland region. 79 

78. AR & Associates + Partners, Kaipara Water Transport Network & Wharves Feasibility Study / Programme Business Case, May 2020, P14, 
https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/uploads/kickstart/Wharves/Kaipara%20Wharves%20and%20Water%20Transport_PBC_2.8%2020200513%20(1).pdf
79. AR & Associates + Partners, Kaipara Water Transport Network & Wharves Feasibility Study / Programme Business Case, P12.
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Figure 93 - Nice reflections in the Northern Wairoa River beside the airfield (Photo From NZ Civil Aircraft).



78

Figure 94 - Cows on my Grandparent’s ex-dairy farm (Photo By Author).
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As the timber and gum industries were undermined by more economical options such as pine and synthetic resin, the district had to adapt to 
modern business demands. Luckily the area was optimally suited for farming, and the Kaipara grew to become a major food producer and 
exporter in New Zealand. Currently, the food industry is responsible for almost half of all employment in Kaipara. 80 

Figure 95 - 570B Notorious West Road, Dargaville Surrounds (Photo From Realestate.co.nz).

Figure 96 - Northland Farm (Photo From Catherine Stewart - Bayleys).

Figure 97 - Kūmara Captial Sign, Dargaville (Photo By Shirley Williams From Teara).

Figure 98 - Kūmara Train, Dargaville (Photo From The Kumara Box). Figure 99 - Kūmara Mascot, Dargaville 
(Photo By Miranda Hensleigh From Gorgeous with Attitude).

80. CORIOLIS, Kaipara Kai Growing Larger Final Report, April 2020, P12, https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/uploads/kickstart/Wharves/coriolis_kaipara_kai_101_FINAL%2021.04.20.pdf
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However, not everything worked out for Kaipara 
as acknowledged in the Kaipara Kai Growing 
Larger April 2020 Report and the KDC Water 
Transport Network & Wharves Feasibility Study / 
Programme Business Case. Modern-day Kaipara 
is underperforming against its neighbouring 
districts and lagging behind them in almost all 
significant metrics. 

The Kaipara needs drastic change and support 
if it is to return to its former strength and once 
again be an attractive place to live. Its working-
age population is shrinking, its people are 
becoming more impoverished by the year, and 
it can no longer support itself independently. 
Its harbour is in decline along with the Mana 
Whenua’s connection to it, and its tourism 
sector is borderline non-existent compared to 
neighbouring towns and regions. Thankfully the 
Kaipara Kickstart Program has plans to address 
these issues through their Kai, Wharves, and 
Roads initiatives.
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A by-product of the ageing population is that it constrains the labour force (number of people 
available to work).  it will also change how people interact with the transport system i.e. the 
demand for transport services and activities. 

Figure 12: Kaipara Population structure by broad cohort 

 
The population figures and growth outlook suggest that: 

• Looking forward, most of the residential demand pressures will be around the 
Mangawhai area and, to a lesser extent, the rest of the Kaipara.   

• The nature of the population will change, with an ageing population changing the types 
of demands placed on community amenities and assets.  For example, the ageing 
population will lift the pressures on the local health services, requiring fast and reliable 
accessibility to these services.   

• The rural areas of Kaipara5 will see some growth and over 25 years, the population is 
expected to increase by 1,400.  This growth is despite a decline in Maungaturoto and 
will account for 56% of the Kaipara’s growth.  The overall growth in the rural areas is 
only slightly higher than the anticipated growth around Mangawhai (1,400 vs 1,100), 
pointing to the concentrated growth that is occurring in the east. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 Excluding Dargaville and Mangawhai and Mangawhai Rural. 
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2.6.2.2 Decreasing workforce 

Currently, 23% of Kaipara’s population is over the age of 65 years (compared to 20% in the 
rest of Northland). The over 65s demographic are growing faster than other age cohorts - 
38% of population in 2043. Therefore, the level of available labour force expected to 
decrease and finding enough workers between 20 and 65 could restrict growth. 

In 2018, Dargaville generated more than a third (37%) of the district’s GDP. This proportion 
has been increasing steadily over the past 15 years, increasing from 34%.  Mangawhai 
(including Mangawhai Rural) on the east coast also contributes a significant share (11%), up 
from 4% in 2003. Northwest Kaipara generated 23% of the district’s GDP.  
2.6.2.3 Deprivation 

As noted in the 2015 KDC Environmental Scan, most of Kaipara scores between 8 and 9 on 
the Deprivation Index (a score of 10 means that the area is in the most deprived 10% of 
areas in New Zealand). The same scan noted that in 2014, about 46% of Northland’s 
working age population derive some of their income from benefits compared to 37% across 
New Zealand as a whole, while only around 47% of Northland’s working age population 
derived some of their personal income from wages or salaries compared to 57% across New 
Zealand as a whole. 

Figure 8: Deprivation Index scale (image: New Zealand Herald) 

 
2.6.2.4 Lack of tourism products and strategy 

Currently, the district’s visitor sector is under pressure, struggling to maintain its market 
share (against Northland) with the region growing faster than the district. This suggests that 
many local visitor experiences / products (especially those inland and in the west) may not 
been kept current or aligned to changing consumer demands. This has occurred while other 
Northland locations have grown (such as visitor hubs like Paihia). 

The supply in visitor products are concentrated around Mangawhai. The analysis suggests 
that the visitor market has re-orientated, shifting employment from west to the eastern areas. 
For most visitors to Northland the western Kaipara lacks a strong experiential value 
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  Proj. 
Pop. 
2023 

Proj. 
Pop. 
2043 

Proj. 
change 
2023-43 

Projected 
% 
change 

Proj. 
cum. pop 
(2043) 

Kaipara District 23,600 25,200 1,600 7 25,200 

Far North/Whangarei 
Districts 

159,600 171,500 11,900 7 196,700 

Auckland Region 1,859,300 2,326,200 466,900 25 2,497,700 

Waikato/Bay of Plenty 
Regions 

811,900 915,200 103,300 13 3,241,400 

Source: Statistics New Zealand Projections – (Medium Series, 2013 base, 2018 Update) 

While data for recreation participation preferences for the domestic population are only 
available in a high-level summary context, the Sport New Zealand Active New Zealand 
Survey found that Fishing was the 6th most highly reported sport or active recreation activity 
among Auckland Region6 residents (after Walking; Swimming; Equipment-based exercise; 
Jogging/ running; and Cycling). Over 18% of all Aucklanders, representing over 200,000 
individuals were estimated to be engaged in fishing. This proportion was estimated to be 
relatively highest among men (~28%), those aged 50-64 (~24%), Maori (28%) and people 
with higher levels of indicative socio-economic status (~24%). 

The extent to which this current and projected population is converted into visits to the 
Kaipara area will vary at different sites (according to activity accessibility, quality, 
uniqueness, management and the relative attractiveness of the experience offer). Given the 
size of this potential domestic market, it would only require attractions / experiences to 
generate small percentage increases in visitation (increased visitor capture rates) to result in 
significant local impacts.  

Actual and Potential Visitor Catchments 

While Domestic visitation is primarily based on the wider surrounding resident population, the 
base for any international visitor catchment is clearly arrivals into New Zealand. Figure 1 
illustrates the well-established long-term trend of growth in overseas arrivals (before the 
Covid 19 pandemic). This has shown overall numeric growth of 130% over the last 20 years, 
56% over the last 10 years and 30% over the last 5 years.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 Active New Zealand data are only available at a Regional level here. Source: Sport and Active Recreation in the Lives of Auckland Adults: 

Results from the 2013/14 Active New Zealand Survey. Sport New Zealand and Auckland Council (2016). Wellington: Sport New 
Zealand. 

Figure 102 - Projected population growth (Chart From AR & Associates For K.D.C.).

Figure 101 - Kaipara projected population structure (Chart From AR & Associates For K.D.C.).

Figure 100 - Northland deprivation index (Chart From AR & Associates Report For K.D.C.).

Figure 104 - Kaipara Kai Hub, Ruawai (Photo From farmersweekly).

Figure 103 - Ancient Kauri Trail guide (Map From Ara Roa).

81. AR & Associates + Partners, Kaipara Water Transport Network 
& Wharves Feasibility Study / Programme Business Case, P5.
82. AR & Associates + Partners, Kaipara Water Transport Network 
& Wharves Feasibility Study / Programme Business Case, P39.
83. CORIOLIS, Kaipara Kai Growing Larger Final Report, P31.
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Backed by The Provincial Growth Fund and 
the NZTA, the KDC Water Transport Network & 
Wharves Feasibility Study / Programme Business 
Case is a study from the KDC Kaipara Kickstart 
program on ways to revitalise the once essential 
rivers by reintroducing water-based infrastructure 
into the regions. Their water / wharve goals are 
to connect communities, create reliable and safe 
transport, increase Northland tourism, and create 
business and employment opportunities. 

The Wharve initiatives first program includes the 
newly completed pontoon in Dargaville and an 
upgrade to the existing wharf. Meanwhile, both Pahi 
and Pouto Point will have similar infrastructural 
additions. Alongside this will be the creation of a 
new tourism destination plan and the development 
of much needed residential subdivisions. 81

The report identifies that the district is better 
catered to domestic or ‘slow tourism, highlighted by 
domestic vs international tourist spending charts 
and percentages of overnight visitors. 82

Meanwhile, Kaipara Kai is looking at how to 
maximise the productivity of Kaipara’s agricultural 
sector, with the Kaipara Kai Hub services being one 
of the first major steps in assisting local farmers and 
other agricultural businesses. 83
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Figure 1: Geographical study area

 

2.1.3 Kaipara Kickstart Programme background 
Kaipara Kickstart is a programme aimed at lifting the district’s economic performance so that 
it: 

• creates employment 

• lifts tourism activities 

• increases kai (food) businesses (in horticulture and aquaculture) 

• improves roads for more reliable routes and safer journeys 

• increases wharf infrastructure for communities to connect and enjoy. 

Figure 2: Kaipara KickStart Strategic Outcomes 

 
The Kaipara KickStart programme currently has three pillars: 

1. Roads 

2. Kai for Kaipara, and 

3. Kaipara Wharves. 

Figure 105 - Dargaville’s new pontoon 1 (Photo By Author). Figure 106 - Dargaville’s new pontoon 2 (Photo By Author).

Figure 107 - Kaipara’s potential wharve nodes (Map From AR & Associates Report For K.D.C.).
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DARGAVILLE - TĀKIWIRA

Figure 108 - Dargaville’s Harbour Bridge (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).
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Figure 109 - Joseph McMullen Dargaville (Photo From Te Ara).

DARGAVILLE’S HISTORY:

Dargaville is a small, rural dairy farming town located on the west coast in the Kaipara 
region of Northland, New Zealand, with a population of approximately 4800 people. The 
median age is 44.1 years old 84, several years older than the national median age of 37.4 85. 
The town’s population growth has been almost non-existent since 1986, and overall growth 
is negligible compared to its 1916 population of 1,776. 86

The town’s Māori transliteration is Tākiwira. Dargaville’s European name was gained from 
Australian merchant Joesph Dargaville, who purchased the land from Ngāpuhi Chief  
Parore Te Āwhā and various others in 1872. Dargaville was initially a strategically planned 
respite amongst the lawlessness of the North, and at one stage, even held the country’s 
largest population for a brief period 87. The town is relatively flat and spreads North-west 
from the Northern Wairoa River.

84. “Dargaville 2018 Census Data,” Stats NZ, accessed November 18, 2020, https://www.stats.govt.nz/tools/2018-census-place-summaries/dargaville
85. “New Zealand 2018 Census Data,” Stats NZ, accessed November 18, 2020, https://www.stats.govt.nz/tools/2018-census-place-summaries/new-zealand
86. CORIOLIS, Kaipara Kai Growing Larger Final Report, P14,
87. “Our Town,” Dargaville.co.nz, accessed  March 15, 2021, http://www.dargaville.co.nz/OurTown.cfm
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Figure 110 - Aerial view of Dargaville 1929 (Photo From The Great Northern Wairoa).



85
Figure 111 - Victoria Street (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).
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The town rose to prominence in the late 19th century thanks to the thriving Northland 
timber, flax, and kauri gum industries and its direct access to the Northern Wairoa 
River during a time when water-based vehicles were the primary means of transport 
and freight. The townspeople quickly took advantage of the native timber abundance, 
as Kauri was perfect for ship masts and the Rimu for building; this encouraged many 
timber mills to be built around the area, first starting at Aratapu Creek in 1865 88. It 
also established itself as a shipbuilding hub with direct access to the river’s wharves. 
Noel Hilliam, a curator at Dargaville Maritime Museum, pointed out the harbour was 
so busy that in a 1893 photograph of the river you can count
 
“53 sailing ships—at the wharf, sailing, and at anchor, waiting for logs rafted down 
the river.” 89

These industries led to mass native deforestation in the region, and many species 
never recovered fully. It was only as recently as the mid-1970s, after the presentation 
of the Maruia Declaration Petition to Parliament in 1977 90, that the Department of 
Conservation was formed in 1987 to preserve what remained 91.  
They now protect the Waipoua Forest 45km north of Dargaville, the largest 
remaining native forest left in Northland and home of Tāne Mahuta, Aotearoa’s 
largest living kauri tree.

The kauri gum industry was also a major employer in the region, with the English 
and the Dalmatians leaving southern gold en-mass for the northern  
‘Kauri-goldrush’. While traditional Māori uses included chewing the gum and lighting 
fires with it, the colonials found the gum had great sale value in varnishes, and as 
sculpted, polished decorative pieces they could export. New Zealand, and especially 
Northland and its rural towns, owed much of their success to the amber-like 
substance.

Figure 112 - The Maruia Declaration Petition (Photo From Te Ara).

88. Stallworthy, EARLY NORTHERN WAIROA, P29.
89. Bede Scott, “Old Man Kaipara,” Nzgeo, June, 1995, https://www.nzgeo.com/stories/
old-man-kaipara/
90. “Te Maruia Waka Huia programme,” Department of Conservation, accessed August 05, 
2021, https://www.doc.govt.nz/our-work/te-maruia-waka-huia/
91. “Minister and Department of Conservation.” Environment Guide, accessed August 05, 
2021, http://www.environmentguide.org.nz/overview/statutory-bodies/minister-and-depart-
ment-of-conservation/
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Figure 116 - Te Kopuru Aerial (Photo From The Great Northern Wairoa. P122).Figure 115 - Northern Wairoa Ships (Photo From The Great Northern Wairoa. P153).

Figure 113 - Huia passing through Bridge (Photo From The Great Northern Wairoa. P85). Figure 114 - Northern Wairoa Bridge (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).
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DARGAVILLE & KAIPARA TODAY:

The Kaipara has become a prime spot for dairy farmers due to its expansive flat topography, excellent climate, and nutrient-dense soil. 
However, despite all of their progress and resilience, similar to the trends of the past, the North has seen little of this wealth return to it 
thanks to city shareholders, a Fonterra monopoly, and central government neglect.

Nowadays, Dargaville has been relegated to an isolated, declining rural pass-through destination on peoples’ way to tourist destinations 
like Kai Iwi Lakes and Baylys Beach.

Multiple decades of inadequate investment and financial support has left the town and the wider Kaipara region without the regenerative 
capacity of their youth, who they continue to lose to wealthier cities, urbanised industries, and other western countries. Kaipara and 
Dargaville lag behind national averages in almost every significant metric such as income, qualifications, and employment 92. Moreover, 
with mounting concerns around housing unaffordability, a low wage economy, and unsustainable urban population growth, it makes 
sense to revitalise the heartland regions and utilise their inherent advantages to combat these growing national issues.

Figure 117 - Dargaville from pa (Photo By Matt Johnson From Millionmeters).
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STAT DARGAVILLE KAIPARA WHANGAREI NEW ZEALAND AUCKLAND
MEDIAN AGE 44.1 46 41.4 37.4 34.7
MEDIAN MAORI AGE 26.7 27.8 25.6 25.4 24.9
BORN IN NZ 86.50% 85.60% 82.80% 72.60% 58.40%
MAORI POPULATION % 35.70% 24.50% 30% 16.50% 11.52
FULL TIME STUDY 17.90% 17.10% 19.80% 21.30% 22.50%
FULL TIME STUDY - MAORI 25.60% 26.50% 29.20% 29.90% 29.80%
NO QUALIFICATION 32.70% 26.70% 21.80% 18.20% 14.50%
NO QUALIFICATION - MAORI 31.20% 30.50% 27.10% 25.30% 24%
L7 QUALIFICATION OR HIGHER 5.70% 7.80% 10.60% 14.60% 18.60%
FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT 37.40% 42.30% 45.10% 50.10% 51.90%
FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT - MAORI 40.60% 42.90% 44.20% 47.70% 50.20%
MEDIAN INCOME $22,000 $24,500 $27,500 $31,800 $34,400
$70,000+ EARNERS 6.90% 10.80% 13.50% 17.20% 19.80%
ACCESS TO INTERNET 71.40% 78.90% 82.30% 86.10% 89.50%
ACTIVITY LIMITATIONS 12.70% 8.60% 8.20% 6.50% 5.50%
GENERAL REGULAR SMOKERS 21% 17.70% 16.40% 13.20% 11.30%
MAORI SMOKERS 36% 31.60% 29.90% 28.30% 26.60%

2018 CENSUS STATS NZ

Figure 118 - Dargaville 2018 Census Data Comparisons (Chart By Author).

92. Stats NZ, “Dargaville 2018 Census Data.”.
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Figure 119 - Northern Wairoa River 2021 (Photo By Author).
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With its rich history and challenges similar to 
those many other small rural towns around the 
country face, Dargaville was an obvious choice 
for this research project.
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Figure 120 - Dargaville as viewed at night (Photo From Dargaville Museum).
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3.0 PRECEDENTS:

Figure 121 - Takatu House #1 (Photo From rtastudio).
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TE AHU CENTRE BY ARCLINE ARCHITECTURE & BEARD PARSONSON ARCHITECTURE.
LOCATION: KAITAIA, NORTHLAND, NEW ZEALAND.  
OPENED: APRIL, 2012. 

“Te Ahu is a multi-functional community facility in Kaitaia in Northland, New 
Zealand, which houses the area’s library, museum, i-SITE visitor information 
centre and council customer services. The complex also houses a café, a variety 
of venues for hire including different sized meeting rooms, banquet room and a 
main hall, little theatre, art space and cinema.” 93

The Te Ahu Centre is a recent communal complex situated in Kaitaia. The 
building was designed to bring together several community facilities spread 
around town and housed in deteriorating buildings. The project has heavy cultural 
and historical motifs, apparent in the design from the entry slider door mimicking 
a Māori & Pakeha handshake/hongi. The curved steel pillars supporting the glass 
façade symbolise whale bones, and the rounded transparent façade is a tribute 
to the lighthouse at Te Rerenga Wairua. The building then welcomes visitors 
inside with a double-height atrium housing seven hand-carved Pouwhenua 
representing the Pakeha, Dalmatians, and five Iwi of the surrounding Northland 
region. These Pou are a significant symbolic representation of who historically 
made up the Kaitaia community. The suspended Kūaka/Godwits signify that 
everyone has endured a long journey to get there. 94

“Even this handrail; as functional as it is, it is also symbolic – that’s seven pieces 
of laminated swamp Kauri. We talk about the seven peoples of this part of the 
far north coming together as one; so that’s the five iwi, Pākehā and Dalmatian. 
That’s quite a common theme that you’ll see as we go through the building.” 95

Figure 125 - Ngāti Kuri Pouwhenua & Suspended Godwits.
(Photo From Ngāti Kuri).

Figure 124 - Dalmatian Pouwhenua at Te 
Ahu (Photo By Leonie Hayden).

Figure 123 - Atrium Pou & Suspended Kūaka 
(Photo From Arcline Architecture).

Figure 122 - Atea (Photo From Arcline Architecture).

93. “TE AHU KAITAIA,”, Kaitaia, accessed May 03, 2021, https://www.kaitaianz.co.nz/
94. Leonie Hayden, “ ‘We want to wear this building to bits’: Te Ahu, the beating heart of Kaitāia,” 
The Spinoff, accessed July 01, 2018, https://thespinoff.co.nz/atea/01-07-2018/we-want-to-wear-this-
building-to-bits-te-ahu-the-beating-heart-of-kaitaia/
95. Hayden, “ ‘We want to wear this building to bits’: Te Ahu, the beating heart of Kaitāia.”.
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Figure 126 - Te Ahu in Kaitaia (Photograph By Sally August From Te Papa). 



100 Figure 127 - Floor Plan (Original Drawing From kaitaianz). [Edits By Author].
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On the functional side, the centre has an 
estimated 250,000 visitors a year in a town of only 
6000. General Manager Mark Osbourne notes the 
centre has had “massive community participation.” 
The tenants, cinema, library, and council revenue 
supports the running of the centre, and the 
tourism sector also assists in costs. Regarding the 
project’s influence on the community, Mark had 
this to say:

“Kaitāia gets some pretty tough press out there, 
and it does face all of those challenges that other 
lower socioeconomic poor communities have. 
Social cohesion and bringing people together in 
an affordable and appropriate way has been great. 
I think the cinemas have been great for youth, in 
terms of giving them something to do. But we’ve 
still got our challenges, don’t get me wrong – 
every community does.” 96

Te Ahu highlights the social and cultural impacts 
of sensitive, thoughtful design in smaller rural 
communities with rich Māori and European 
history. The centre functionally serves the 
community in many positive ways, represents and 
acknowledges the township’s history & people, 
centralises necessary facilities into a thriving 
hub, creates a visually identifiable landmark, and 
supports itself through incorporated community 
business.

Figure 128 - Te Ahu Public Library in use. (Photo From Far North District Council). 

96. Hayden, “ ‘We want to wear this building to bits’: Te Ahu, the beating heart of Kaitāia.”.
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THE PINCH LIBRARY & COMMUNITY CENTER BY JOHN LIN AND OLIVIER OTTEVAERE.
LOCATION: SHUANGHE VILLAGE, YUNNAN PROVINCE, CHINA.
OPENED: APRIL, 2014.

Located in the rural mountains of the Shuanghe Village in the Yunnan 
Province of China, The Pinch is an architectural project sponsored by 
the University of Hong Kong to assist the village’s recovery from the local 
September 2012 earthquake 97.The library was introduced into the newly 
developed open plaza to ‘activate’ the site 98. John Lin noted how this 
approach was conventionally different as Chinese villages typically prioritise 
the construction of homes instead of community facilities or spaces. 99

The timber building serves a multitude of functional and symbolic purposes. 
While the Chinese government had sponsored new concrete homes after 
the earthquake, the designers decided to use vernacular influences to pay 
homage to the existing timber housing typology of the valley. The library is 
also a memorial of the earthquake, and the form/roof acts as a functional and 
metaphorical bridge linking the existing village with the new plaza.

“The design spans across this level difference and acts as a bridge between 
the rebuilt village and the new memorial plaza. Emphasising its location in 
a remote mountain valley, the design responds visually to the space of the 
valley, offering stunning views across a dramatic double curved roof. The 
structure itself rises to a peak, a monument to the earthquake and rebuilding 
effort.” 100

The construction of the centre is a simple post and truss design. Custom 
trusses designed and constructed in collaboration with a local timber 
manufacturing factory support a wave-like roof that serves as a bleacher, 
bridge, and slide for the community and their children, granting them access 
to the court below 101. The trusses extend downwards to create floating 
bookshelves, linking the entire building back to its roof’s tectonic significance; 
the prominence of these trusses further accentuates the library’s timber 
nature and place within the village as a contextually considerate piece of 
contemporary architecture.

Figure 130 - The Pinch Roof Frame Drawing. (Image From Archdaily).
[Edits By Author].

Figure 129 - The Pinch Cross-Section. (Image From Archmarathon). [Edits By Author].
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Figure 131 - The Pinch as viewed from the courts. (Photo From Archdaily). Figure 133 - Children in front of the library (Photo From Archdaily). 

Figure 132 - Children use the roof as a slide (Photo From Archdaily). 

97. Matheus Pereira, “The Pinch Library And Community Center / John Lin + Olivier Ottevaere,” ArchDaily, August 25, 2019,  
https://www.archdaily.com/499654/the-pinch-library-and-community-center-olivier-ottevaere-john-lin
98. Amy Durrant, “Community library in China turns a roof into a playground,” Dezeen, April 9, 2014, https://www.dezeen.com/2014/04/09/pinch-community-library-john-lin-olivier-ottevaere-china/
99. Durrant, “Community library in China turns a roof into a playground,”.
100. Pereira, “The Pinch Library And Community Center / John Lin + Olivier Ottevaere,”.
101. Pereira, “The Pinch Library And Community Center / John Lin + Olivier Ottevaere,”.
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Figure 134 - The Pinch Low in the Valley (Image From Archdaily).
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Figure 136 - Children using the Library (Image From Archdaily).

Figure 135 - The Pinch at Night (Image From Archdaily).

Figure 137 - Children reading in the Library (Image From Archdaily).
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Figure 138 - 3D model of the Diagrid, Floor 
Diaphragm, and Truss Roof Structure
(Image From architecturenow.co.nz).

04 The 
atrium’s 
extraordinary 
diagrid array 
of diamond 
and triangular 
frames.

05 Floor beams 
are supported 
on corbels on 
the inside face 
of the diagrid.

06 The LVL 
dovetail node 
joints, which 
slot and glue 
together in a 
celebration of 
engineering 
craft.

No steel joining plates required. The building’s floors 
encircling the central atrium at the rear and the sides are 
supported on corbels on the inside face of the diagrid.

Wood in various forms is everywhere – in LVL floor 
beams and roof trusses, in CLT floors, lift shaft panels, 
meeting room walls and doors, and in the intricate 
atrium ceiling pattern of battens and plywood panels, 
apparently inspired by the structure of a radiata pine 
genome and coupled with a lighting arrangement 
reflecting the Matariki night sky. Then there’s the 
spectacular cantilevered scissor stairs – a hybrid of 
CLT, steel and LVL – floating in space on either side  
of the atrium.

Scion’s aim is for the building to be a showcase 
for timber and sustainable building principles. It 
comprises a ground-floor exhibition area, public 
café and main reception, meeting rooms, staff and 
tenant working spaces, and links to Scion’s myriad 
laboratories and testing facilities.

To help with operational sustainability, heating 

and cooling needs are reduced with an automated 
double-skin façade on the eastern face, on either side 
of the atrium, providing heat recovery in winter and 
the cavity regulating thermal gains in summer. Other 
energy-saving features include natural ventilation, solar 
shading and LED lighting. At present, Scion uses a 
natural-gas boiler for heating, resulting in the building 
using 80kWh/m2 annually, which compares reasonably 
favourably with the RIBA (Royal Institute of British 
Architects) 2030 target of 55kWh/m2/y. Plans to replace 
the natural-gas boiler with a woodchip-fired boiler 
would halve the operational emissions. 

This is a building where you can see the technology of 
both the wood and the trees – the latter being the way 
trees take CO2 out of our atmosphere and transform it 
into oxygen for us to breathe and carbon in their trunks 
for us to use. On show is the use of sustainably harvested 
wood from New Zealand’s radiata pine plantation 
forests to store carbon for a long time: decades and even 
centuries, depending on the building’s lifespan. 

04

07 Exploded 
schematic of 
typical diagrid 
connections.

04 05

06 07
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TE WHARE NUI O TUTEATA; SCION TIMBER INNOVATION HUB  
BY RTA STUDIO & IRVING SMITH ARCHITECTS.
LOCATION: ROTURUA, NEW ZEALAND.
OPENED: MARCH, 2021.

Scion’s Innovation Hub, or Te Whare Nui o Tuteata, is New Zealand’s latest 
prolific attempt at commercial-scaled environmentally-friendly architecture. 
The building is an exercise in contemporary engineered timber construction, 
emphasising the structural potential of CLT, Glulam, and LVL. The design 
uses a prefabricated LVL diagrid system consisting of 88 diamond and 
triangle-shaped frames supporting two floors and a full-height glass façade. 
102

Three glulam carved gabled peaks define the entry threshold, symbolising 
the three hapū of the region: Ngāti Hurungaterangi, Ngāti Taeotu and Ngāti 
Te Kahu 103.  The triangular entry is symmetrically juxtaposed with the 
rectangular form of the hub, foreshadowing the diamond frame on the interior.

“The glass façade is fritted with a diamond, tukutuku-like pattern, to reduce 
solar gain, in hues of evergreen green and deciduous brown and red, 
perhaps evoking the feeling of standing at the edge of a forest. Up close, the 
mystery deepens, as diagonal structural branches can be discerned through 
the glass.” 104

 
Once inside, the atrium opens up, showcasing the innovative timber frame 
and timber linings throughout, creating a warm timber atmosphere through 
the entire hub. The ground floor is planned around public use, consisting of 
an atrium, exhibition space, café, meeting spaces, and reception. The upper 
floors are assigned to open-plan offices and meeting rooms.

With the design being a practice in sustainable building techniques and 
modern timber products, the building was developed with the assistance of 
eTool software to calculate the environmental impact the building would have 
amidst the current climate crisis. The building’s radiata pine is estimated to 
regrow every 35 minutes in New Zealand. 105

“The assessment shows the building used over 550m3 of timber, which 
contains 454,648kg of carbon sequestered from the atmosphere in the 
building. That’s the same amount as the other CO2 emissions-producing 
materials used, such as steel, glass and concrete. With one cancelling the 
other out…” 106

The hub is a testimony of the alternative solutions to unsustainable materials 
such as concrete and steel in commercial-scale buildings. Timber is a 
traditionally abundant material within New Zealand, and the strides made in 
timber technology shown here opens up huge possibilities for sustainable 
commercial architecture moving forward.  The hub also subtly pays homage to 
the region, culture, and environmental influences as it integrates itself within 
the native context via simple gestures within its forms, carvings, and colours. 
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Figure 139 - Te Whare Nui o Tuteata; SCION Timber Innovation Hub Entry (Photo By Patrick Reynolds).102. Chris Barton, “The technology of the trees,” ARCHITECTURENOW, April 2021,  
htps://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/the-technology-of-the-trees/
103. Barton, “The technology of the trees,”.
104. Barton, “The technology of the trees,”.
105. Barton, “The technology of the trees,”.
106. Barton, “The technology of the trees,”.
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Figure 140 - Te Whare Nui o Tuteata; SCION Timber Innovation Hub at Night (Photo By Patrick Reynolds).

Figure 141 - Carved Gable Glulam Entry (Photo By Patrick Reynolds).

Figure 142 - Atrium and Cafe (Photo By Patrick Reynolds).
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ON MY FIRST VISIT TO THE SPRAWLING SCION 
campus at Whakarewarewa, Rotorua, in 2012, for a 
New Zealand Herald feature about biofuels from wood, 
I arrived at a nondescript entrance via a driveway off 
Sala Street. Surrounded by forest, it felt like a step 
back in time to a very 1970s’ architecture – rows of 
sheds housing labs and offices, gliding on and on in a 
labyrinth of corridors. Naturally, for a Crown Research 
Institute focused on the science of forestry and all 
things wood, everything was made of timber: laminated 
beams, wooden floors, wooden panelling, spiral timber 
staircase – even wooden name tags on the office doors. 

Today, as I approach Scion’s new, showy front door 
at what is now known as the Te Papa Tipu Innovation 
Park, the contrast couldn’t be more stark. We come via 
Tītokorangi Drive (formerly Long Mile Road), along 
the edge of the 5600-hectare redwood Whakarewarewa 
Forest, a mecca for mountain biking and other tourist 
attractions, such as the Redwoods Treewalk. The 
new way in to Scion’s $18-million Innovation Hub, Te 
Whare Nui o Tuteata, by RTA Studio in collaboration 
with Irving Smith Architects, is a master-planning 
design move. It gives Scion an inviting public interface 
with all the rows of labs now behind or beside this 
grand gesture. When the three-storey, coloured-glass 
box hovers into view, its unusual appearance sets up 
a sense of intrigue. An intrigue that appears to be 
working. The public is visiting in droves. We arrive 
around midday on a Wednesday and the new ground-
floor Eastwood café is packed.

The entrance is a cross-laminated timber (CLT) 
porch outside a long, rectangular glass façade. It’s 
constructed using three intersecting glulam triangular 
frames creating a triple-peak portal – a central, 
two-storeys-high equilateral triangle flanked by two 
lower-height triangles. The triple triangles criss-cross, 
creating a dramatic geometry with two small triangles 
at its base fixing its six feet solidly to the ground. The 
facings of the triangles feature machine-routed Māori 
carving patterns by local carver Grant Marunui, giving 
representation to the three hapū of the area – Ngāti 
Hurungaterangi, Ngāti Taeotu and Ngāti Te Kahu. The 
glass façade is fritted with a diamond, tukutuku-like 
pattern, to reduce solar gain, in hues of evergreen green 
and deciduous brown and red, perhaps evoking the 
feeling of standing at the edge of a forest. Up close, the 
mystery deepens, as diagonal structural branches can 
be discerned through the glass. 

The triple-peak porch pushes through the façade 
into a massive three-level-high atrium, bathed in 
dappled light falling through the fritted glass exterior. 
Inside is a revelation: the Hub’s timber diagrid 
skeleton, a startling array of 88 laminated veneer 
lumber (LVL) diamond and triangle-shaped frames.  

A building that immediately reveals its bones and  
a transformational way to build in timber. 

This is not the traditional New Zealand architecture 
of joining wood sticks in posts and beams. These 4m 
equilateral triangles and 8m tall diamonds, discrete 
structural elements of high-performing LVL, are 
surprisingly slender, their strength due to innovative 
dovetail node joints, which slot and glue together in a 
celebration of engineered timber craft. The brainchild 
of engineer Alistair Cattanach of Dunning Thornton, 
the innovation, believed to be a world first for a wooden 
diagrid structure of its size,  provides gravity support 
and bracing at the perimeter of the floor plates and 
all of the building’s lateral resistance. A key challenge 
was selecting the appropriate foundation system (a 
concrete perimeter wall and ground beams supporting 
LVL ‘double-T’ timber floor beams spanning 8m) on a 
site at risk of liquefaction or geothermal deformations. 
Plus working out how to make a rigid diagrid ductile 
for large earthquake forces or ground deformation. 

In a paper on the subject, Cattanach points out that 
the diagrid’s form meant its inherent stiffness would 
make it want to span across any differential ground 
deformations, which would result in excessive member 
sizes and unworkable connections. “If the diagrid could 
be split into sections that could be linked by ductile 
elements, they could allow the diagrid to conform to the 
ground deformations. This would allow us to limit the 
force exerted on the timber avoiding brittle failure.” 

Initially, the proposal was to join all diagrid nodes with 
steel, U-shaped flexural plates (UFPs), which would act as 
energy-dissipation devices between the timber members. 
The idea was rejected, mainly because Scion wanted 
to prioritise the use of wood within the building, using 
the minimum steel necessary. In version II, Cattanach 
has the UFPs connecting between frames, using only a 
single flat plate. The noding forces are taken by “a multi-
layered joint made from cross-banded LVL orientated 
appropriately to feed the forces from the diagonal 
members back into the horizontal ties and into the UFPs”. 
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Figure 145 - Te Whare Nui o Tuteata; SCION Timber Innovation Hub Entry from the Atrium (Photo By Patrick Reynolds).Figure 144 - Atrium Floating Stairs and Diagrid Structure (Photos By Patrick Reynolds).

Figure 143 - Atrium Reception (Photo By Patrick Reynolds).
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Figure 146 - Stage Interior Seating (Photo From Jasmax).

Figure 147. - Reception & Information (Photo From Jasmax).

Figure 148. - Exposed Timber Trusses Above (Photo From Jasmax).

TE KURA WHARE BY JASMAX.
LOCATION: TĀNETUA, NEW ZEALAND.
OPENED: 2014.

“People build buildings, but buildings raise people” - Te Uru Taumatua. 107

Te Kura Whare, designed by the late architect Ivan Mercep of Jasmax, is one of only 24 buildings 
internationally certified as a full living building by the I.L.F.I. (International Living Future Institute) and the only 
one in Aotearoa 108.  The building serves primarily as Ngāi Tūhoe’s headquarters in the township of Tāneatua. 
The project itself “was intended to symbolise, strengthen and reaffirm Tūhoe beliefs and values, and also 
demonstrate the Iwi’s commitment to re-develop regenerative infrastructure.” 109

“Te Kura Whare was designed with the community in mind.  A multi-purpose building with meeting rooms 
wired with the latest technology, indoor and outdoor eating and meeting spaces, a tribal chamber to host large 
conferences or events, a bespoke research and archive facility and an amphitheatre perfect for large outdoor 
events.” 110

The building serves as a symbol for Tūhoe’s story and a physical embodiment of their commitment to 
environmental responsibility. Throughout the building’s complex construction, they heavily involved the local 
community in the process. The community was responsible for both the construction and sourcing/creation of 
building materials. Due to the strict criteria of the living building challenge, many of these materials were locally 
procured and developed, such as the locally milled timber and the voluntarily crafted mudbricks. Engineered 
timber was used to immensely reduce the structural requirements of steel and concrete.

The design also uses passive systems, solar technology, and climatic design features to create net-zero 
energy consumption, sustainable operation, and on-site water treatment. 111

107. Property Council, “2014 PCNZ Best In Category Green Building Property Award,” June 11, 2014, YouTube video, 01:02, posted by Property Council,  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TsQjX9Vhbs&ab_channel=PropertyCouncil
108. “Certified Living Case Studies,” Living Future.org, accessed January 8, 2021, https://living-future.org/lbc/case-studies/?certs=living
109. “Te Kura Whare,” Jasmax, accessed January 8, 2021, https://www.jasmax.com/projects/featured-projects/te-kura-whare/
110. “Te Kura Whare, The Facilities,” Ngati Tūhoe, accessed January 8, 2021, https://www.ngaituhoe.iwi.nz/the-facilities
111. “Living Certified Te Kura Whare,” Living Future.org, accessed January 8, 2021, https://living-future.org/lbc/case-studies/te-kura-whare/
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Figure 149 - Locals Bricklaying #1
(Photo From Jasmax).

Figure 150 - Locals Bricklaying #2 
(Photo From Jasmax).

Figure 151 - Te Kura Whare Stage Lit Up (Photo From Envirohub).

TE KURA WHARE BY JASMAX.
LOCATION: TĀNETUA, NEW ZEALAND.
OPENED: 2014.
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Te Kura Whare is an example of a project which heavily involved the community, including training and upskilling in its process. It is also 
designed around community equity and their ‘rights to nature imperative’, providing a place for all people to reconnect with their land and 
environment as well as each other. They have established an agricultural imperative along with landscape planning to protect the local 
ecology alongside the building’s sustainable practices. This was done for both the current residents and future generations.

Figure 153 - Concept Sketch of Te Kura Whare (Drawing by Hamish Boyd).Figure 152 - Crown Apology to Ngāi Tūhoe (Drawing by Lars Von Minden).
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Figure 154 - A Full Crowd at Te Kura Whare’s Stage (Photo from Ngāi Tūhoe).

Furthermore, through tours and a café that offers distinctive cultural cuisine, they have created employment opportunities and an attractive 
landmark for the town. This is an especially relevant point when considering COVID-19’s impact on the international tourism sector, and the 
growth of domestic tourism due to pandemic induced travel restrictions.

The building is an excellent example of community infrastructure that has revitalised a small rural town and positively impacted its community.  
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Figure 155 - First Floor Atrium (Photo from architecturehistory.org).

THE EXETER LIBRARY BY LOUIS KAHN.
LOCATION: NEW HAMPSHIRE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
OPENED: 1972.

The Exeter Library is one of Louis Kahn’s more prolific architectural 
works. Completed in 1972 for the Phillips Exeter Academy in New 
Hampshire, the library has become a defining work in the late 
architect’s portfolio. The library follows many of the architectural 
principles identified by Francis Ching in Form, Space, and Order. The 
central atrium void is a defined subtractive space within a space, acting 
as a volume-datum in which the building’s centralized program follows 
112. Its central placement and unique distinction amongst the perimeter’s 
repetition accentuates the massless space’s position in the building’s 
hierarchy. 113 

Kahn’s own personal architectural theories are also implemented 
within the building, and the plan follows Kahn’s guiding principles of 
served and servant spaces. Stewart Hicks identifies how Kahn’s design 
intentionally draws visitors through the natural library sequence. From 
the atrium, readers are drawn towards the perimeter light, through the 
circulation spaces to the bookshelves to select a book, and they finally 
end up at the carrels to read and bask within the natural light. 114

Within the plan, these areas are ordered within perimeter rings divided 
into circulation, book selection, and inhabitation. The servant spaces 
of circulation and selection support the served inhabitation spaces of 
the perimeter. These rings are divided into these spaces through the 
implied planes created by the bookshelves and the spatial definitions 
implied by the furniture and its intended function. Storage spaces are 
intentionally walled as to not disrupt the library’s natural open flow and 
sequence.
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Figure 156 - Served and Servant Rings, Exeter (Drawing From 20th Century Architecture) [Edits By Author].

Figure 157 - Phillips Exeter Academy, Class of 1945 Library (Photo By Peter Vanderwarker).

112. Francis D.K. Ching, Form, Space, And Order Fourth Edition (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2015), P380.
113. Joseph Rosa, Louis I. Kahn 1901-1974 (Germany: TASCHEN, 2006), P77.
114. Stewart Hicks, “Louis Kahn’s Architecture of the Room,” March 12, 2021, YouTube video, 11:30, posted by 
Stewart Hicks, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZGOyBzy5c8&t=352s&ab_channel=StewartHicks
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Figure 159 - Reading Carrels In Natural Light (Photo From architecturehistory.org).

Figure 158 - View of the windows along the north wall, depicting bookshelves and window as single unit (Photo From NCSU Libraries Collections).

The interior is a combination of brick, concrete and timber adhering to the modernist 
ideals of structural material truth and non-ornamentation. The selection of timber 
furniture and exterior brick offers a warm embrace amongst the cold stability of the 
inner concrete atrium. When combined with the perimeter’s natural light, the brick and 
timber entices visitors to seek a warmer, more natural space to inhabit, reinforcing the 
dichotomy of Kahn’s served and servant spaces. 115 

115. Hicks, “Louis Kahn’s Architecture of the Room,”.
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Figure 160 - Exeter Library Exterior (Photo From Pinterest.com).



118 Figure 161 - bosarchitecture Raoul Hut (Photo From bosarchitecture).

Figure 162 - Portrait of baby lamb in the shed (Photo By Huey From flickr).
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THE NEW ZEALAND SHED:

The shed, whether it be the woolshed, implement shed, or cow-shed, is considered to be architecture born of necessity and ‘kiwi-ingenuity”. They are 
practical, modest, and enduring buildings bred from an intuitive response to New Zealand’s climate, landscape, and DIY culture. They are as much of New 
Zealand as gumboots and swandris. The New Zealand shed doesn’t necessarily feel European or Māori; similarly to the concept of the bach, they feel ‘Kiwi’.

These timber and tin structures have littered rural New Zealand landscapes since the mid-1800s, generally housing animals and farming equipment. In more 
modern times, they have also been huts and dwellings. Their simple gabled and mono-pitch forms were constructed of readily available local timber and 
corrugated iron shipped from England. Their pole & rafter construction was efficient, sturdy, and economical, built quickly from local materials by their owners 
to withstand the New Zealand environment.

Ever since their conception, rural New Zealand has had a connection with the shed typology. It is a structure of familiarity and represents home to them 
outside the modern urban sprawl. It is an indiscriminate architecture, and its modest, pragmatic aesthetic is reflective of the people in the regions these 
buildings inhabit. These sheds have created a sentimental place within the heartlands thanks to their role in New Zealand’s international development and 
rural New Zealand’s rise to the ‘backbone’ of the country. Since the takeoff of modern global trade, wool and dairy have been at the core of New Zealand’s 
export wealth, supported by farmers and these rural buildings.

The vernacular significance of these sheds, specifically the woolshed, has been credited as a driving influence in many prominent NZ architects’ works.  
John Scott was one such architect. Scott was a pioneer in the architectural personification of New Zealand biculturalism 116. As a descendant of both Māori 
and European ancestry, his work is known to pay both subtle and overt homage to the architecture of both heritages. However, irrespective of the Māori 
Whare or the English cottage, John often regarded the woolshed, as David Straight writes in John Scott Works “a symbol for all New Zealanders.” 117

116. David Straight, John Scott Works (Auckland: Massey University Press, 2019), P15.
117. Straight, John Scott Works, P9.
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Figure 163- John Scott’s Hokitika Bach (Photo By David Straight From John Scott Works).
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A Building “that’s grown out of our needs, our requirements, 
our kind of way of living…It’s important because it was 
generated here.” 118

- John Scott on the New Zealand woolshed

Figure 164 - John Scott’s Pattison House (Photo By David Straight From John Scott Works).

118. Straight, John Scott Works, P9.
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Figure 166 - Takatu House #2 (Photo From rtastudio).

In David Mitchell and Gillian Chaplin’s The Elegant 
Shed, Mitchell notes that post-WW2, New Zealand 
struggled to come to terms with identifying its 
national distinctiveness. In this pursuit of a 
characteristically New Zealand architecture, the 
‘mythical goal’ of the ‘elegant shed’ emerged 119. 
New Zealand architects had always prioritised 
their sanctimonious position of practical, 
functionalist architecture, and there was none 
more so than farm buildings and trampers’ huts. 120

New Zealand architects began to incorporate 
this typology into residential architecture. It was 
an intuitive adoption and understanding of New 
Zealand’s architectural regionalism similar to the 
considerations promoted by Kenneth Frampton’s 
theory of critical regionalism 121. As Bill Mckay 
noted, the woolshed and Whare were “simpler, 
more truthful and related to landscape, material 
and climate”122.The contextually sensitive 
architecture of the shed would become merged 
with evolving technologies and ideas as it was 
repurposed into homes. 

Prominent architects of the time such as Vernon 
Brown adopted the low mono-pitched roof and 
efficient spatial planning, while The Group later 
accentuated the open, exposed timber structures 
of their homes and the gable-porch forms of the 
Whare; buildings born of structural and economic 
simplicity.

John Scott would later reinforce these principles 
within his own works and take the elegant shed 
ideal into both his residential and commercial 
works, such as the Martins’ House and the 
Waitangi Visitor Centre, where he would further 
amalgamate these notions with vernacular Māori 
architectural forms and ideas. Like the Group 
and Paul Pascoe, Scott valued the Wharenui 
and farm buildings architectural response to New 
Zealand’s local conditions. He considered the two 
typologies essential models for the development 
of Aotearoa’s regional modernism 123.

The shed still holds a special place within rural 
Aotearoa as it signifies home. In modern times it is 
still a significant source of architectural inspiration, 
with NZ firms such as Belinda George architects, 
RTA Studio, B/OS architecture, and Anna-Marie 
Chin Architects all having award-winning projects 
that acknowledge their New Zealand shed 
influence.

Figure 165 - Lake Hayes Cottage (Photo From amchinarchitects).

119. David Mitchell, and Gillian Chaplin, The Elegant Shed 
(Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1984), P7-8.
120. Mitchell, and Chaplin, The Elegant Shed, P7-8.
121. Kenneth Frampton, Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points 
for an Architecture of Resistance in the Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on 
Post Modern Culture (New York: New Press, 2002), P21.
122. Amelia Melbourne-Hayward, “For the People by the People,” 
ARCHITECTURENOW, July 28, 2017, https://architecturenow.co.nz/
articles/for-the-people-by-the-people-vernacular-architecture/
123. Straight, John Scott Works, P15.



123Figure 169 - Kowhai House at night (Photo By Simon Devitt From rafemaclean).

Figure 168 - Domaine Thomson vineyard HQ #2 (Photo From rbstudio).

Figure 167 - Domaine Thomson vineyard HQ #1 (Photo From rbstudio).
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Figure 170 - Australian Shearers Quarters (Photo From johnwardlearchitects).
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Figure 171 - Kowhai House (Photo By Simon Devitt From rafemaclean).
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Figure 172 - Kowhai House (Photo By Simon Devitt From rafemaclean).
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Figure 173 - Pukapuka Road House By Belinda George 2015 (Photos From belindageorge). Figure 174 - Pukapuka Road House 2 (Photos From belindageorge).

Figure 175 - Shearing Shed, Cheviot, NZ (Photo By Annella Wheatley From Pinterest.nz). Figure 176 - NZ Shed & Hut Form Exploration Sketches 1 (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 180 - NZ Shed & Hut Exploration Sketches 2 (Drawings By Author).

Figure 178 - NZ 1890 Cowshed (Photo From Robert Penden). Figure 179 - Moller Architects’ Hihiaua Cultural Centre (Photo From mollerarchitects).Figure 177 - Victoria Old wool baskets inside a shearing shed
(Photo From australiansheds).
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Figure 181 - Tom’s House 2016 By Anna-Marie Chin Architects (Photo From amchinarchitects).

“To the general public of the 1940s, the most uncompromising modern 
houses looked like cowsheds. Ironically, to describe them as such was to 
flatter their architects, who consciously strove for that functional basis for 
architecture which had been taken for granted by generations of farmers 
in building their cowsheds, shearing sheds and haybarns”. 124 

124. Mitchell, and Chaplin, The Elegant Shed, P28.
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4.0 SITE & CONTEXT:
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Figure 182 -  Dargaville within New Zealand (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 183 -  Kaipara / Whangarei Locations Map (Drawing By Author).134



Figure 184 -  Kaipara Aerial Map (Drawing By Author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps). 135





Figure 185 -  Dargaville Aerial Map (Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

DARGAVILLE:

As observed from aerials, Dargaville is far less intensified than typical urban layouts. The town is planned around 
a small commercial centre between the river and State Highway 12. From there, the town spreads northwest with 
single dwelling residential sections. The town is substantially more dispersed than its urban counterparts, with a 
significant portion of residents living on bordering lifestyle sections and farms.

The town has seen little real growth in the past 20 years, spare a few small subdivisions. The last significant town 
buildings were the Warehouse in the early 2000s and the public swimming pool completed in 2010.

The town centre has no distinct architectural style bar a few art deco civic buildings at the back end of town. 
The majority of commercial buildings in the CBD are two-story, run-down colonial style timber buildings, most 
of which have been defaced with advertising and poor paint jobs. The rest are closed or searching for tenants. 
The northwestern side of town is the industrial area, comprised of large sheds and yards. The rest of the town is 
residential statehouses, villas, art deco dwellings, and cottages with lean-tos.
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LIFESTYLE:

The town primarily serves the wider rural region as a service hub, with the majority of central businesses 
catered to hospitality and rural services/products. Mechanics, gas stations, cafes, and niche shops make up 
much of the town’s industry base and employment. Outside of the general town, Dargaville’s residents are 
predominately dairy farmers and horticulture employees.

Many residents living outside the urban area only visit the town on weekdays for these services, school, work, 
and necessities. There is an element of isolation and disconnect between those living in town and those living 
more rurally. Asides from business, their encounters are typically limited to shopping and their kids’ Saturday 
rugby matches.

The townsfolk live a far slower-paced lifestyle than in cities and larger areas, primarily due to an older 
population and higher unemployment. The town has also drifted towards retirees in recent years as and they 
cash in their Auckland housing capital gains; in contrast, soaring living costs have forced young residents to 
leave in search of higher incomes and educational opportunities.

Almost all daily business activity is carried out along the two main streets within the commercial zone. The town 
centre has become a loitering hotspot for afterschool kids and the unemployed due to it being one of the only 
active social areas in the entire town.  In recent years, this has caused business unrest as these groups wander 
aimlessly up and down these streets with loud music and antics. Understandably it’s an equally frustrating 
experience for these groups as the town provides almost no facilities to satisfy young people’s hobbies or 
goals; walking the main street is often the only thing they can do after school or during their days off.

The town has transitioned into a large scale retirement village and service town. Where once there was at least 
a semblance of youth, nightlife, and a social scene, now even Blah Blah Blah’s, the town’s main bar/restaurant 
shuts at 6 pm on a Friday; a long slow departure from when my mother worked there until 1:00 am before 
heading to the now extinct nightclubs. 

“An architectural firm has no right being 
on the corner of the main street.”

-Gordon Lambeth, Lambeth Architectural
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Figure 186 -  Lambeth Architectural & Victoria Street, Dargaville CBD 
(Photo By Author).

Figure 187 -  Even the banks realise it’s time to leave 
(Photo By Author).

Figure 188 -  Dargaville’s main street & restaurant, Friday 6:00pm
(Photo By Author).
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Figure 189 -  Dargaville Entries & Exit Roads
(Drawing By Author, Aerial via Mapbox Studio).
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Figure 190 - Dargaville Context Mapping Diagram (Drawing By Author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).





SITE SELECTON PROCESS: 

Site selection was essential to the success of this project. 
Multiple sites were initially identified and analysed for the project.

Site selection criteria:

• Sufficient land area to accommodate a complex programme.
• Zoning to anticipate future developments. 
• Ability to accommodate public greenspace.
• Proximity to existing nodes of public activity, commercial operations, and existing public 

facilities.
• Views, in and out of the site.
• Visibility from primary approaches to the town.
• Connection to the river.
• Optimal solar access.
• Accessibility, including walking distance, parking, and public transport systems.
• Buildability. 
• Site availability.
• Existing natural features and biodiversity within the site.
• Historical and/or cultural significance.

Figure 191 -  Potential Sites Map (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 192 -  Selected Site Maps (Drawings By Author).

SELECTED SITE OVERVIEW: 
 
The selected site is the Dargaville Taha Awa Riverside Gardens. The site was selected 
due to its high potential and ability to satisfy the majority of established criteria.

For this project, the site has many inherent advantages. First and foremost, the site has 
a clear connection to the river through its adjacency. Essential when considering the 
council’s future development plans, Mana Whenua, and the town’s extensive history 
with the river.

The site is an appropriate size to allow a sufficiently scaled programmatic response. It is 
beside the heart of the commercial town zone, within short walking distance of the main 
street, allowing it to facilitate large outdoor activities and events without disrupting traffic 
flow nor the existing main street businesses and resident routines.

With its direct proximity to Countdown and the Warehouse, it is positioned between the 
town’s two most visited stores. These two central shopping hubs are necessities to both 
urban and rural residents alike who often need to make at least one shopping trip per 
week. They are regular hives of activity within the town, and both actively employ large 
numbers of residents. They are also open late compared to the rest of the town, an aid 
to hub programs that rely on foot traffic in the evenings.

Their carparks are oversized for their current operations. However, they are an ideal 
preexisting advantage for a hub in a town reliant upon private transport, especially for 
the out of town, rural community who try to make infrequent trips. The town lacks any 
form of public transport, so the car park is also ideal for carpools, local bus services 
such as Northtec’s to Whangarei, and tourist charters.
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Figure 193 -  Selected Site Aerial Plan (Drawings By Author, Aerial Via KDC GIS 
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Figure  194 -  Distance to Town Centre Map (Drawings By Author, Aerial Via KDC GIS Maps).
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Figure 195 -  Selected Site Analysis (Drawing By Author, Aerial Via KDC GIS Maps).



Figure 196 - Selected Site Zone (Drawing By Author, Map From KDC District Plan).
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Figure 198 - Dargaville Road Hierarchy (Map By KDC).

Figure 197 -  Dargaville’s Anticipated Growth (Map By KDC).
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Figure 199 - Desolate, Neglected, and Inconspicuous Garden Entry (Photo By Author). Figure 200 - Empty Park, Friday Afternoon
(Photo By Author).
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Figure 201 - Desolate Garden Entry 2 (Photo By Author). 153



Figure 202 - Dargaville Roads Map (Drawing By Author).



PATHS & ROADS:

The site’s central location places it within all major walkways and roads. With 
walking being the primary mode of movement for younger urban residents, the 
site is appropriately distanced from the residential area, separating itself while still 
being accessible.

Kaipara Harbour and Wairoa River’s path ends near Dargaville as past the 
Tangowahine junctions are considered borderline-too difficult and narrow to 
navigate. This works to advantage, making Dargaville generally either the first or 
final destination of the river. From there, the river connects to the inner west coast 
down to Shelly Beach and Helensville. 

Figure 203 - Dargaville Pedestrian Paths Map (Drawing By Author).

Figure 204 - Existing Site Entry Paths Analysis (Drawing By Author).

Figure 205 -  Kaipara Harbour Routes
(Drawing By Author, Map By Unknown).
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SITE’S CLIMATIC & 
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS:

The lot is a relatively flat piece of land with 
minimal elevations, perfect for accessibility 
and buildability. The site slants to face both 
northwest and southeast, capturing the sun’s daily 
progression and facing out towards the views of 
the natural landscape, bridge, and downriver. The 
surrounding buildings obstruct no natural light nor 
significant views, and cast little to no shadows 
on the site. The prevailing winds for the town are 
southwest, but being beside the river exposes it to 
cold, strong south easterlies.

Northland has what is considered a mild climate 
with few extremes at either end of the temperature  
. Central northland has high rainfall while the 
coastal areas are significantly lower. Dargaville’s 
median annual rainfall is 1137mm, placing it on 
the lower end for precipitation.

GSEducationalVersion

Figure 209 - Site Boundary and Topography Plan (Drawing By Author).

Figure 207 - Site 3D Model (Drawing By Author).

Figure 206 - Physical Site Model (Physical Model & Photo By Author).

Figure 208 - Early Site Climatic Analysis Sketch (Drawing By Author).



Figure 210 - Site Climatic Analysis Plan (Drawing By Author).
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VIEWS & APPROACH:

The site satisfies the need for views and visibility as it looks out upon the river and Dargaville’s landscapes. The site is viewable from multiple angles and 
approaches, including State Highway 12’s bridge into the town; likewise, it could be highly visible from Countdown’s side, with the main road, Victoria Street, 
running through Dargaville. High visibility can aid its position as an identifiable town landmark and encourage people to visit the hub.

Left, Figure 214 -  Site Views & Approaches (Drawing By Author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps). Above, Figure 215 - Site Views & Main Approaches NSWE (Drawing By Author.).

Figure 211 - Early Site Approach Sketch (Drawing By Author).

Figure 212 - View into Site from State Highway 12 and Dargaville’s Bridge (Photo From Google Maps). Figure 213 - Kaipara Cruises Ferry on the Northern 
Wairoa River (Photo From Kaipara Crusies Facebook).



Figure 216 - Pohutakawa Tree Cornwallis (Photo By Ed323 From Wikipedia Commons).

THE ROLES OF BIODIVERSITY:

The selected project site is a preexisting park/garden in Dargaville, located at the Northern 
Wairoa riverfront near Countdown. Due to the nature of the site and its positive contributions 
to biodiversity conservation, the proposed design must focus on enhancing the site and 
maintaining green space and existing planting wherever possible. The garden greenhouse 
program must also be preserved within the planning.

The site and its public spaces are an excellent opportunity to accentuate the native 
biodiversity within the design, raising awareness through personal physical, sensory, and 
visual experiences with the flora. The selected site is currently abundant with said native 
flora, so there is an inherent advantage of not needing to source new planting; what’s 
already there may be preserved and replanted within the site to achieve these goals.

Such flora has many architectural benefits when implemented and positioned correctly. 
It has practical uses for shade/shelter/privacy, blocking wind, absorbing sound and heat, 
and climactic carbon sequestration. It can also promote mental health benefits through 
the practice of Biophilia to reduce stress and invoke healing properties, as evidenced in 
numerous clinical studies;   an easily available natural tool for a country dealing with high 
mental illness rates and dangerously low productivity. 

On the banks to the south, there is riparian planting stretching the entire river’s length, so 
there is no need to plant anything additional in that area either.

There is a responsibility to maintain and protect the biodiversity of the existing site as well 
as its contextual environment for current and future generations to enjoy. These goals will 
align with those of Taiao, the input of local Mana Whenua, and general native conservation.
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Figure 217 - Kotare, The NZ Kingfisher (Photo From wayfarerimages.co.nz).

Figure 218 - North Island Fantail (Photo From birdingnz.co.nz).
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Figure 219 - Site Garden 1 (Photo By Author). Figure 221 - Site Garden 2 (Photo By Author).Figure 220 - Site Greenhouse (Photo By Author).
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Figure 222 - A Tree’s Architectural Uses (Sketch By Author).
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5.0 DESIGN PROCESS:
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Figure 308 - How it started...(Photo By Author).
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PROGRAMMATIC DEVELOPMENT: 

Through research, case studies, and critical analysis of the problems facing 
the community, programmatic responses were developed for the hub. Each 
program was required to address multiple issues simultaneously while also 
working cohesively in a single design. By selecting and implementing these 
individual multi-use programs, a hub would develop, one intended to aid 
individuals and the wider community in a consolidated and holistic manner. 

The following table briefly elaborates on each program decision, its potential 
uses, and how it benefits Dargaville’s townspeople in each key area.  
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ISSUES: POVERTY, EDUCATION, UNEMPLOYMENT, & LOW INCOMES. 

PROGRAMMATIC 
RESPONSE: 

USAGE: 

HUB: The location, immediately adjacent to the town’s two most visited shops (Countdown / The Warehouse) and C.B.D., will drive 
pedestrian traffic and activity. 
 
An active hub that adds to overall employment, services, social connection, and opportunity. The hub may facilitate water travel, 
encourage local tourism, and support river infrastructure. 
 
As a community datum, out of town businesses can take advantage of the centralised activity and tourist promotion. 
 

PUBLIC SQUARE: An attractive centralised space for local markets, sellers, businesses, artists, and outdoor community events. 
 

ART STUDIOS AND 
GALLERY / TOURIST 
INFORMATION 
CENTER: 

Provides an environment and equipment for artists to create without deterring facility costs, therefore supporting the developing 
talent.  
 
The gallery can assist people in selling their local artwork in a highly visited and visible public space. It may hold exhibitions and 
serve as a tourist information/history centre, planned around the waka, wharf, and the town’s connection to the river.  
 
Through the K.D.C. wharves initiative, the central hub could facilitate travel and promote local businesses and attractions such as 
the Kauri Museums, guided trails, and Waipoau forest. 
 

TOWN HALL: A centrally accessible space to encourage civic participation in local government and community matters that impact the overall 
town’s economy and future. 
 

COMMUNITY 
KITCHEN: 

The kitchen can provide cooking lessons, promoting affordable and healthy meals to townsfolk. On other occasions, the facilities 
may be used to host community dinners, and with immediate proximity to Countdown, there is potential to make use of their waste 
for those in need.  
 
A similar successful program was established in Wairarapa, where they teamed up with Waiwaste Food Rescue to support those 
trying to get back on their feet again, and taught people better shopping habits. 
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CINEMA / THEATRE. The cinema has been a staple in the town since its initial introduction at the Anzac Memorial Hall. It is currently underutilised due to 
location, staffing, and inadequate facilities. 
 
It provides employment and can support local talent through the proposed stage, servicing local musical acts, schools, theatre, and 
other various events for the town. It may also serve as a larger lecture theatre for educational or civic purposes. 

LIBRARY: Presents a space for residents to learn, upskill, and study to expand their employable skillsets. They may also use equipment or 
facilities they do not have access to at home, e.g. computers, books, desks, quiet space, printers, and the internet.  
 
It employs staff, could employ community teachers, and may host community functions and events. 
 

CLASSES. Located within multiple buildings around the hub, classes offer opportunities to learn the necessary skills to overcome impoverished 
circumstances. Higher skills can lead to higher wages which in turn further support community needs and development. These may 
be taught by educators such as NorthTec or through community network learning.  
 
In a lowly-educated and poorer town like Dargaville, classes for basic things like cooking, CV writing, and introductory computer use 
could make a world of difference to an older and more impoverished populace. 
 
Qualifications relevant to the local industries may also be developed in collaboration with local institutes and professionals, 
encouraging a student populace in fields like agriculture, rural business, and food sciences. 
 

RURAL SERVICE 
BUILDING AND CLUB: 

It can provide opportunities, education, training, and support for rural businesses and urban residents in search of employment 
within the town/region. It can host agricultural business / environmental consultants and the Kaipara Kai initiative in a Dargaville 
branch.   
 
The mental health services could assist in promoting productivity and optimism, while the club opens up social/business 
opportunities and dialogue between local businesses and workers. 
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GYM / COURT: Provides employment and training in the physical field. It may also centralise physical health specialists.  
 
Ideally, the local gym would expand to the location with their equipment as to not undermine an already established local business. 
However, the model needs to be adjusted to accommodate various classes, trainers, demographics, and schedules.  
The courts may host sporting events, paid/free/funded classes, and private hire in conjunction with the running of the hub and 
other public events. 

CAFÉ / RESTAURANT: Provides employment and services the hub’s facilities and surrounding businesses/supermarkets. It also could host live comedy and 
music events, supporting local artists.  
 
As a tourist arrival spot, food is an essential need for people travelling, staying, or waiting. Dargaville’s main streets are 
oversaturated with hospitality venues but none service this area of the town with two of the town’s largest employers, regular 
shoppers, and the residential areas behind the Warehouse. 
 
Ideally, the local restaurant Blah Blah Blah would expand here as its nightlife has dwindled with the main street’s businesses closing 
early nowadays. Tourism and other centralised activities may assist in rejuvenating it.  
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ISSUES: MENTAL HEALTH AND/OR PHYSICAL HEALTH: 

PROGRAMMATIC 
RESPONSE 

USAGE: 

GYM / COURTS. Exercise’s physical health benefits are numerous and are a key to a longer, healthier life. In a country dealing with an obesity 
epidemic, exercise is paramount. 
 
Regular physical exercise has proven positive links to mental health, productivity, and increased self-esteem. It also acts as a social 
activity for the community, encouraging connection with people interested in similar lifestyle goals and habits.  
 
Loneliness and isolation can be prominent in rural towns due to a far more expansive low-density environment. A multi-use facility 
can accommodate a diverse range of groups interested in various physical hobbies, sports, and activities, bringing them together. 
Church supported youth nights were extremely popular in Dargaville once upon a time, a large open family-friendly facility could 
further popularise them again. 
 

RURAL SERVICE 
BUILDING AND CLUB: 

Consultants and experts can assist local rural businesses in dealing with issues such as finances, regulations, staff, and business 
direction, many of the issues noted as causing farmers significant mental health issues. 
 
Therapy aimed at rural residents would be introduced and supported by consultants. As opposed to general hospital therapy, the 
hub would provide targeted rural therapy. Attempts would be made in collaboration with club events to encourage and 
destigmatise it among farmers. 
 
The services would aid locals in searching for jobs and training in rural industries, uplifting them from the stresses of financial 
insecurity and the mental burden of unemployment or jobs they dislike. Likewise, for employers, similar stresses are associated with 
staff shortages. 
 
The banks and suppliers, who play such a prominent role in the rural community, could help in developing/funding the support 
system along with seminars and rural dinners/events at the local club. 
 
Farmers are often isolated from each other, and an excuse to get them in for dinner or to watch the rugby could be essential to 
creating connections and improving their outlooks. These connections could allow farmers and rural workers to assist one another, 
as well as letting them know they are not alone in facing the challenges of their industries. These networks could be the helping 
hand or social escape they need from the 24/7 occupation that is farming. 
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LIBRARY: A place to safely learn with all the necessary equipment, staff assistance, resources, and facilities, enabling those who are down and 
disadvantaged to make the most of community facilities. The opportunity to better themselves can be huge for disenfranchised 
people if they are guided and supported. 
 
It allows access to technology that may not be practically usable or accessible in rural New Zealand, easing the burdens on those 
stressed about access for themselves and their kids to said modern-day necessities and staff who can guide them. 
 
It can be a quiet yet social sanctuary away from personal life where people can escape the stressors of a chaotic home environment 
to focus on schoolwork or simple hobbies; other times, just a peaceful or practical respite. 
 
For urban and isolated rural parents, it is a safe place to leave kids while doing town chores, easing their stress loads during their 
trips into town.  
 

CLASSES: Classes and educational opportunities, whether community taught or by institutions, can be impactful tools to train people, help 
them make better-informed decisions, and teach them skills to help them prosper in society. Hobbies and interests may also be 
taught, fostering people’s passions. 
 
Each of these avenues can aid in giving people a purpose or improving their standings in life. For some, a new hobby may be what 
rejuvenates their motivation in life; for others, it may be learning skills to pursue jobs in fields they are passionate about. 
 
Classes like Dargaville’s existing SeniorNet can teach them basics they never learned, such as online banking or virtual 
communication with overseas friends and family members.  
 
Young people who have been neglected can learn to craft CVs and gain the skills, confidence, and motivation to re-enter the 
workforce.  
 
 
Community members may volunteer to teach, giving them purposes outside of work or retirement, while students, no matter what 
age, would benefit from the class induced social interactions that come with regular public engagement. 
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ART STUDIOS AND 
GALLERY: 

Similar to the library and classes, the art studios and gallery could support the more artistic individuals within the town.  
 
Recent politicisation of the arts has undermined their importance within society, and many have forgone them due to a lack of 
funding and their relegation to a ‘hobby’. 
 
Artistic freedoms and opportunities are a necessity that should be encouraged within society, and those predisposed or 
impassioned for the arts should not be hindered by costs nor modern attitudes. 
 
For many, art is an outlet or an escape from reality; for others, it is a passion that gives them purpose, and for some, it is a highly 
employable skill.  
 
Similar to other programmatic responses, the provision of community facilities could be beneficial to those wanting to pursue their 
passions or as a place to facilitate artistic therapy.  
 
Like other classes, the studios could be utilised as a datum within the hub for community learning, professional cohabitation, and 
social integration. 
 
For visitors, the gallery could serve as an artistic escape or a place to draw inspiration. 
 

TOWN HALL: Civic participation is essential to community wellbeing. By encouraging ideas and discussion, the town can better adapt to its entire 
community’s needs. When politics is skewed to certain voter blocks, stress, depression, and apathy can consume entire cohorts as 
they feel spurned. 
 
Currently, geriatrics and NIMBYs dominate local politics, making selfish short-term decisions. By making community input easily 
accessible and encouraged around central activity, whole-community participation can inform decisions to be made for the many, 
not simply the privileged few with spare time in retirement. 
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CINEMA/THEATRE: Theatre, musical acts, and other various events can encourage social involvement for both participants and viewers. Similar to other 
arts, it can be artistic therapy or escape for individuals. 
 
Those involved may pursue passions or join for social or skill aspects. Each of these contributes to personal opportunities. 
 
Likewise, it creates town events and enjoyable leisure activities for viewers to attend with other community members, building a 
social scene. 
 

COMMUNITY 
KITCHEN: 

Diet and food scarcity have immense impacts on people’s physical health, self-esteem, and day-day stresses. By promoting 
affordable,  healthy eating through education and practical tutorage, a community kitchen can assist unknowledgeable families and 
individuals in their diets, shopping habits, and cooking skills. These classes or events may also build community relations. 
 
For those facing setbacks like homelessness, medical issues, or financial insecurity, a food waste and community contribution dinner 
system can be set up to aid those struggling. 
 
Community contributions can foster goodwill amongst a small town, with volunteers being given an opportunity and purpose to 
support their town. 
 

HUB: Public green spaces, a playground, and considerately planned paths all contribute to an individual’s use of the hub, whether that be 
the effects of biophilia, a walking/running route around the hub, or a place for children to play amongst a hive of social activity 
safely.  
 
The hub’s public planning will also cater to social community events such as Christmas in the park or live music and town markets. 
 
As a large multi-use project, the community can grow closer as usage intensifies. If successful, it may slowly degrade a growing 
culture of individualism, reviving a lost sense of kinship and a pursuit of the common good amongst Dargaville’s townspeople. 
 
Through civic participation, education, hobbies, cooking, and physical exercises, residents can take a holistic approach to their 
mental health and physical betterment while building a social sense of belonging and community identity. 
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DESIGN STAGE 1 - EARLY SITE ANALYSIS:

With the selected site being adjacent to the commercial hive of public activity between Countdown, the carparks, and the Warehouse, the 
design needed to indirectly disrupt the existing monotonous and dehumanising sequence of parking, shopping, and leaving. By providing a 
variety of inviting community spaces, facilities, and services, the hub could feed off the commercial area’s established pedestrian traffic while 
further promoting and establishing its own, creating a positive social feedback loop.

Existing activity - Hub attracts existing activity – creates new activity – attracts existing activity -…

Early site analysis identified that to create a public space that increases the attractiveness and usability of the site, the building’s planning 
needed to optimise solar access while simultaneously protecting the public spaces from the strong, cold winds of the adjacent river. This first 
step identified the need for a southern boundary length approach. The Northern boundary is a key area that needs to remain open and highly 
visible to the public’s established activity. Without a prominent, welcoming threshold on the boundary, the hub will be ignored just like the 
existing site currently is.

The elongated planning also acknowledged the advantages of a contextually sensitive reduced building height, better solar penetration into 
internal and external spaces, including midday solstices at the southern river edge, and maximising multiple smaller green spaces. The narrow 
form and centralised open public spaces would allow numerous unobstructed visual connections between interior programs and external zones.
This planning strategy of outwards instead of upwards allows exterior spaces between functions, connecting programs that are likely to benefit 
from close proximity and shared common external areas. These outdoor spaces would be appropriately placed between functions on the river 
boundary to maintain outdoor vistas and access towards the river and surrounding landscapes. 
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Figure 223 -  Early programmatic placement exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 224 -  Contextual analysis sketch (Drawing By Author).
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A stretched river boundary plan also aids views towards the site from all outside approaches, including 
the bridge and up-river via water travel. The buildings would be retreated to maintain inhabitable spaces 
along the edge of the riverbank for each program. As Alexander et al. noted, access to water is an 
inherent human need that needs to be protected. Water edges must be preserved for common use. 125

It would establish a route around the site, continuing the riverbank footpath that starts at the pontoon 
and connecting it to the site’s western approaches. The southern greenspaces would be an area to 
watch water events like waka ama and rowing as the town is encouraged to utilise the river once again.

An initial L shape took place to protect the site’s inner views from looking out to the Warehouse and 
its carpark. The L creates an implied boundary plane at the eastern edge of the hub, encouraging the 
public inward towards the central spaces. Centralising the public areas to face the linear plan makes 
the site’s internal programs visible and identifiable to those entering any non-southern boundary. 125. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings. 

Construction., P136-P138.

Figure 225 -  Initial Master plan sketch (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 226 - Inverted waka concept development sketches (Drawings By Author).180



FIRST CONCEPTS:

Initial research identified the river’s rich history with Tangata Whenua, and the town’s early economic growth thanks to the Northern Wairoa 
and the timber/gum trades. The stories of Rongomai’s capsized waka, along with Kaipara’s logging history, informed the first design 
concepts, taking the form of a capsized timber canoe.

Early conceptual explorations and professional input identified that it was too literal, and the overall form didn’t leave much room for external 
boundary spaces; I agreed. Another critique was that the concept had little relation to Dargaville or its current rural farming community.

With further professional discussions, research, and precedent analysis, the New Zealand Shed was identified as a significant piece of 
rural Kiwi culture and New Zealand’s modern architectural history. Further concepts attempted to amalgamate the shed while maintaining 
a biculturally inclusive aesthetic. With further research into New Zealand’s modern architectural history, the curved form of the waka was 
redesigned as the vernacularly influenced gabled porch akin to that of the whare. 

Figure 227 - Early shed sketches (Drawings By Author).
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126. Stewart Hicks, “Frank Lloyd Wright’s Organic Plans,” January 15, 2021, YouTube video, 8:36, 
posted by Stewart Hicks, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEtb6QoyzRg&ab_channel=StewartHicks

Figure 228 - Rural Shed exploration sketches & sections (Drawings By Author).
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THE NEW ZEALAND SHED:

Rural sheds and huts were drawn to understand the 
essence of these buildings and the simplicity behind their 
forms. Sectional drawings were done to illustrate the pros/
cons of traditional shed forms and construction in multi-
stories, assessing rafter/truss/skillion shapes, and their 
responses to light, ventilation, and views. Elevations, 
sections, and plan sketches further explored the climatic 
response of the forms and how they would operate as a 
multi-program dual-story structure. The elevations were 
concurrently iterated to test the consolidation of the whare 
gable and shed influences.

Timber pergolas were introduced as a solution to shading 
external spaces; kiwi’s love them. They mimic the internal 
skeleton of the building, tieing the internal and external 
spaces of the hub together visually and tectonically. As a 
repeated motif in the facades, they represent the hub as a 
singular centre.

Internal visual connections to the river were essential for 
each program. Through exploration of Frank Llyod Wright’s 
organic plans, Stewart Hicks discussed the impact of 
Wright’s corner windows. By removing the corner mullion, 
occupants perceive the horizontal planes as projecting out 
into the exterior, blurring the perception between internal/
external and accentuating the continuity of indoor/outdoor 
flow. 126

Figure 229 - Elevation sketches #1 (Drawings By Author). Figure 230 - Timber pergola and corner window exploration sketches (Drawings By Author). 183



TE WAIROA:

Upon removal of the overt waka influence, questions were raised on reconnecting the project to the river and its history. I recalled my 
early 2000s childhood in the town and how there was once a large waka on display behind the former Woolworths and in front of what 
is now the local BP. Through a news article, I learned that the 17-meter waka, Te Wairoa, had had fallen into disrepair due to elemental 
exposure. It had been moved to Whangarei as a purpose-built facility was never constructed. 127

A decision was made that the centrepiece of the hub would revolve around a gallery/tourist information centre housing Te Wairoa and 
local artwork. The town and Tangata Whenua have a strong but neglected historical connection to the river; bringing Te Wairoa home to 
the same river from where it was first launched seemed appropriate as it was originally considered a Kaipara community taonga  
(Māori: treasured possession).

Both tourists and residents could appreciate it as a central showpiece while also using the building and staff to learn about the history 
of the river, people, town, and region. Situated beside the water, it is appropriately the first thing travellers will arrive at, allowing them to 
brief themselves on the river before or after they traverse it. The art gallery aspect will give them a glimpse of what the town’s artists have 
to offer, and the immediate visibility of artwork will potentially support the artists in sales and publicity.

The waka will be housed in the central building. Te Wairoa, at the very centre of the hub creates a historically significant datum point, 
reaffirming the river and Tangata Whenua’s importance to the town.

(Ironically, in 2015, the Taha Awa Riverside Gardens Trust [of the selected site] had agreed in principle to house Te Wairoa, though six 
years later, it has yet to return to Dargaville).

127. Annette Lambly, “Bring home our waka,” Stuff, March 10, 2015, https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/northland/dargaville-districts/67166532/bring-home-our-waka
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Figure 231 - Te Wairoa on the Northern Wairoa (Photo From Stuff).
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TIMBER:

Simultaneous research into the New Zealand shed, 
vernacular Māori architecture, and Dargaville’s 
logging history recognised that timber needed to 
be a significant structural feature within the project. 
Further research looked at the potential tectonics 
and sustainability behind the material. The Scion hub 
precedent highlighted the significant environmental 
benefits of the material and the recent strides made 
in engineered timber construction.

The Pinch precedent provoked the idea that non-
conventional structure can be an important feature 
within a design. With Dargaville’s rich logging history 
and the surrounding native forests, it reminded 
me of the tree-like columns found within John 
Scott’s Futuna Chapel and Herbst architect’s under 
Pohutukawa house. Combined with the exposed 
rafters of the whare and early residential modernist 
works, these columns would be a structural motif to 
tie the hub’s programs together while paying tribute 
to the town’s early timber industry. 

Figure 232 - Timber Pou & Gallery sketches (Drawings By Author).186



Figure 233 - Precedent analysis sketches, Scion & the Pinch (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 234 - Gum digger hut exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).188



GUM DIGGER’S HUT:

Despite their significance to Dargaville, much of the timber and kauri gum industries’ history has been relegated to exhibitions and museums, only readily 
acknowledgeable by their visitors or the single statue near the pontoon carpark. The project wanted to commemorate those who came before. Further 
research into these industries’ histories revealed how pivotal they truly were to Dargaville’s economic establishment in the 19th century. The town and these 
industries thrived from exports and shipbuilding thanks to the river and Kaipara harbour.

The gum diggers’ vernacular dwellings were researched as a critical piece of Dargaville’s kauri lineage. The small sack huts had an unmistakable half gable 
façade to them, with solid rectangle chimneys clad in nikau or constructed of stone. They were erected with any available native timber and built upon flat 
earth.

The precedent of Te Ahu’s tribute to those who helped establish Kaitaia through symbolic community architecture inspired the following design choices. 
The project needed massing, so the gabled porch and the gum digger chimney were combined, representing Māori vernacular architecture and the British, 
Chinese, Dalmatian, and Māori gum diggers of Dargaville; those to thank for the town’s early prosperity. The kauri gum digger’s hut would now be an arrival 
point for visitors to Dargaville, looking over the Northern Wairoa River that the townspeople once sailed, housing the town’s history and the waka of the 
community. 

Figure 235 - Gallery Section, structure, and golden ratio sketches (Drawings By Author).
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EARLY SITE PLANNING:

As the issues and needs were identified and 
the programs were developed, more specific 
site planning occurred. The Taniwha art at the 
western entrance and the existing pirate ship 
playground would be preserved, while the planting 
and greenhouse would be reincorporated into 
the new site planning. The new buildings and 
programs were then arranged accordingly, taking 
advantage of river views and inner-site public 
space connections.

The rural hub was broken off to the northwest, 
giving it an alternative, more private entrance 
for those accessing mental health and business 
services. There’s still a stigma in rural New 
Zealand where needing help is seen as a 
weakness. Placing it away from the main activity 
may lessen clients’ anxiety about being seen or 
having to explain themselves; similarly, clients who 
would prefer parking away from the central public 
spaces and getting straight to business have the 
option. 

For example, my late grandfather, Brian Stewart 
(an old-school dairy farmer), would regularly avoid 
social places when with me, not because he didn’t 
want to be social, but because he’d get into 2-hour 
conversations with friends before he made it back 
to the farm. 

Its position allows itself to close off the western 
side via water boundaries, for a private garden 
dedicated to staff and mental health clients. 
The building will be split into two programs. 
The services, facing the northern entrances of 
activity and daily light, and the club, facing south 
for afternoon sun and evening views downriver. 
The intent of the building will be a traditional but 
contemporary take on the farm shed.

The gallery/information centre, art studios, café, 
and the library will be centrally placed adjacent to 
the primary entry and major public spaces. These 
functions anticipate regular all-day social activity 
and visitors via localised shopping activity and 
tourism. The art studios shall service the gallery. 
They will benefit from the even southern light and 
elevated position, overlooking the southern 
landscape, site, and town.

The café will sit to the right of the gallery, with 
immediacy to the central public areas, tourist 
arrivals, and day-day activity of the library. It 
will be by far the closest food vendor within the 
area’s vicinity and would be a primary attraction 
for shoppers and staff working in either the hub or 
shopping centres. It would host small acts or 
events and allow residents/tourists to dine by the 
river.

The library’s position was a response to the rural 
hub’s privacy needs, the gallery/café sequence, 
and the placement of the cinema/town hall. The 
library, café, and gallery would host the most 
intensive leisure activity in the hub, so they 
required a close visual and functional connection 
to the central public spaces and potential 
developments of a playground and amphitheatre. 
The library needed to be distanced enough from 
the centre that it was quiet, yet close enough that 
the café was virtually its other half.

The gym and court were then placed on the 
opposite side. They were separated from the 
gallery/café/library due to the noise of classes, 
events, and sports. The court also needed to 
maintain a double-height space.

Like other programs, the gym/court have direct 
access to a central public greenspace, and a 
less public river boundary greenspace, allowing 
classes, sports, and events to spill out into the 
rest of the hub. These directly adjacent external 
areas may encourage people to exercise together 
outdoors. Site planning may also incorporate 
walking and running tracks to facilitate exercise 
around the community further. 



The cinema is positioned next to the library and 
Warehouse, again, separated for noise purposes. 
Its program is inwardly focused and doesn’t 
require vistas nor a heavy reliance on opportune 
pedestrian traffic. As the hub’s largest theatre, it 
may also serve the needs of classes or town hall 
events, so being positioned between the library 
and hall was appropriate. The building itself 
can be used to partially shield the view of the 
Warehouse from the inner site.

Due to the cinemas established regular use, 
it justifies a more direct threshold from the 
warehouse parking lot for those strictly there to 
attend an event; the northeastern side also allows 
for a discrete entrance of acts or participants.

The Town Hall will face out to views of the 
bridge, hopefully reminding councillors that their 
obligations don’t end at it; many townspeople 
live on its other side, and they are too often 
forgotten in decisions. With the library next door, 
the educational link may encourage users to 
attend civic discussions more regularly, explore 
ideas they’ve learnt, and be inspired to return to 
the library to learn more. This idea was further 
reinforced by Alexander et al. arguing for the town 
hall to be a place of daily accessibility to the public 
within a busy community zone and a space with 
the freedom to debate and learn. 128

Other uses may be after a library class they attend 
a seminar or community dinner. The immediacy of 
the hall to the cinema would also further utilise the 
theatre for civic presentations.

128. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings.
Construction., P237-P241.

Figure 236 - Early site master-planning and zoning sketches (Drawings By Author).
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FIRST CRIT:

Early renders were an exploration of light penetrations and vistas at appropriate times of day, and materiality in the elevational compositions. Draft floor plans 
tested interior spaces and amenity requirements, and ideas such as a suspended library mezzanine being supported by the structural tree motifs.

The first crit advice was that it needed to be broken up. More emphasis needed to be placed on the public spaces and the site planning’s connection to the 
wider context. Personal observations were that it needed a more dynamic form as opposed to a singular large + shaped plan. 

Figure 237 - First Crit presentation drawings and renders (Drawings By Author).
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DESIGN STAGE 2 - AFTER THE CRIT:

After the crit, attempts at breaking up the planning and creating more site thoroughfare was explored using Ching’s work around “spaces linked 
by a common space, linear organisation, and datum axes.129

The planning was abstracted into axes following the site’s shape in conjunction with earlier placement decisions. Three datums were identified 
within the hub, the gallery, public square, and wharf, representing urban open space, the buildings, and the river. From these axes, view cones 
were established for each program, assessing visual and spatial overlaps for shared areas of external activity.

The initial mono-pitched roof was also altered to acknowledge the whare porch more appropriately and give the gallery a more balanced façade. 

129. Ching, Form, Space, and Order, P200, P218, P381.

Figure 238 - Whare gable and hut amalgamation development sketches (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 239 - Site circulation, vistas, and form exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 240 - Site Datum and view cone overlap analysis (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 241 - Colour differentiation sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 242 - Served & Servant Spaces, and Cross-vista exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 243 - Site circulation sketch 2 (Drawings By Author).
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SERVED AND SERVANT SPACES:

Multiple theories of internal planning were then researched. Louis Kahn’s theory of served and servant spaces stood out. The logic behind it addressed the 
need for efficiency and privacy within a program’s amenities. Through the conception of servant spaces and the reestablishment of rooms within an open 
plan, the theory aided the building’s need to interact simultaneously with the two other identified datums; allowing programs to optimise river views while being 
inviting and open to the urban public side. By creating servant cores, each program’s served open plans could take full advantage of the site’s north/south 
potential.

Colours were then investigated, including the historical significance of red oxide or Kōkōwai to both Māori culture and early rural sheds. Subtle coloured frame 
accents like that seen in Rafe Maclean’s Kowhai house could potentially be used to differentiate the hub’s programs for newcomers, or to reflect internal 
functions.

Accessibility was a fundamental concern from the get-go; community means everyone. Rural towns, including Dargaville, have high rates of physical 
limitations; this is expected to increase as the population ages. While NZBC/AS D1 and G1 provided the fundamentals for internal planning, other avenues 
had to be explored to provide an accessible wharf design without a lift. Robson Square in Vancouver provided a solution.

Figure 244 - Red oxide exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 245 - Accessible Wharf development (Drawings By Author). Figure 245 - Robson Square (Photo From Medium).
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APPROACH & HIERARCHY:

The design needed a strong approach and a clear hierarchy. Through Ching’s work, the elevation was 
broken down into the fundamentals of shape, size, and position to ensure the gallery was distinctive 
amongst the composition. 130 As noted by Alexander et al. the main entrance needed to be a bold, visible 
shape that stood out amongst the rest of the buildings. 131

Sketches of oblique and frontal approaches deduced that due to the form, an oblique approach was best 
suited to the gallery, while existing planting could aid in building anticipation and guiding visitors into the 
hub.

Originally inspired by modern circular cowsheds, the main public square (circle) would serve as a place 
for events, activities, local weekend markets, and general assembly. The circular design would aid as an 
amphitheatre, and would reflect all activity within the zone as opposed to the terminations of the implied 
boundaries seen with straight edges or rectilinear open spaces.

The central space would act as the urban datum, with all paths and entries diverging from it. The curved 
pergolas in the green space would be juxtaposed with the gable pergolas, delineating open public spaces 
versus buildings’ common spaces. The timber ties them in with the rest of the hub’s motifs, and their 
openness allows transitions and views through them.

130. Ching, Form, Space, and 
Order, P254-29, P370-379.
131. Alexander et al., A Pattern 
Language: Towns. Buildings. 
Construction., P540-P544, 
P548-P552.

Figure 247 - Ching’s Hierarchy principles explored (Drawing By Author). Figure 248 - Ching’s approaches explored (Drawing By Author).

Figure 249 - Existing vegetation to build anticipation 
upon oblique approach (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 250 - North & South elevation development sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 251 - River approach sketch (Drawing By Author).

Figure 252 - Public square and circular pergola development sketches (Drawings By Author). 199



132. Nicola Davies, PHD, “Designing the Therapeutic Space: Using Layout, Color, and Other Elements to Get Patients in the Right Frame of Mind,” 
Psychiatry Advisor, updated October 22, 2018, https://www.psychiatryadvisor.com/home/practice-management/designing-the-therapeutic-space-using-
layout-color-and-other-elements-to-get-patients-in-the-right-frame-of-mind/
133. Alexander et al., A Pattern Language: Towns. Buildings. Construction., P610-P613.

Figure 253 - Rural Service Hub development sketches #1 (Drawings By Author).
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RURAL SERVICE HUB:

The rural service hub’s aesthetic design was intended to be a contemporary take on the 
traditional mono-pitched ribbed-iron implement shed—a building familiar to rural NZ. Research 
of the building’s planning primarily revolved around psychological architectural effects. Within 
therapy rooms, privacy was paramount, yet views of nature and natural light were necessary for 
their stress-relieving effects. Ground-height sliver windows and timber screens were explored 
as a solution, but professional input was that they didn’t want clients looking down. Typical sill 
heights were also discouraged due to the distractions people in the exterior garden may pose.

Other discoveries were the stress-relieving qualities of up to 45% grained wood finishes, the 
need for clients to have an unapproachable back for perceived safety, the benefits of modest yet 
equal furnishings, the client’s ability to reposition their chairs, and the importance of an assiduous 
reception. 132

Alexander et al.’s intimacy gradient was assessed to introduce programmatic confidentiality 
deeper in the building. 133 Kahn’s served & servant theory complemented the idea, aiding the 
creation of open double-height public spaces and private enclosed rooms as per the occupant’s 
changing needs. Additional iterations further reduced unnecessary circulation.

Figure 254 - Therapy Room Sliver Window sketch (Drawings By Author).

Figure 255 - Rural Club Room sketch (Drawing By Author).

Figure 256 - Reception sketches (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 257 - Internal planning exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 258 - Façade & Form Development sketches (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 259 - Internal perspective sketches (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 260 - Town Hall / Cinema / 
Community Kitchen development 
sketches #1 (Drawings By Author).
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TOWN HALL:

The hall/community kitchen/theatre was designed with the intent to be an 
urbanised manipulation of the rural shed, juxtaposing the more restrained 
rural service building to the west. The concept was driven by the progressional 
narrative of the southern/northern elevations, portraying the shift from tradition 
to the present while still inclusive and representative of the whole.

The building itself is a commitment to the town’s progress and the support of its 
residents.

The timber pergolas formed from the internal framing were inspired by a visit to 
Unitec’s Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae and its A-frame style exposed heke 
(Māori: Rafter). The extended rafters diffuse the winds, create seating via 
beams, carry the exposed timber motif, and define the building’s external 
spaces. The hall’s inner forum corner window looks out upon the landscape, 
river, and bridge; this meant the building needed a strong internal approach 
which built visual anticipation and culminated at that view. 

Figure 261 - Town Hall approach sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 262 - Initial 
Served & Servant 
planning sketch 
(Drawing By Author).



Figure 263 - Central Courtyard development sketches (Drawings By Author).206



Professional input identified the form’s angles created extensive 
difficulties within the internal planning of the two programs. The 
planning was revisited with the intent to break the building up 
and create a private external courtyard servicing both community 
dining and cinema/theatre visitors. Fenestration and materiality 
were then explored in the new form.

Between the library and hall, the external space would often 
be privy to river winds, but solar accessibility and river visibility 
needed to be maintained. Like those featured in many of Herbst 
architects’ projects, narrow timber screens were incorporated as 
a practical solution and continuation of the external timber motif. 
The screens needed to be movable to the public depending on the 
day’s needs, Olson Kundig’s affinity for cantilevered barn sliders 
inspired the curved roller screen response. 

Figure 264 - Roller Timber Screen & common external Library space development sketches (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 265 - Internal planning and fenestration developments (Drawings By Author).
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Internal planning exploration minimised circulation paths, while the corresponding visual 
overlaps between the programs and public spaces were adjusted for privacy. Kahn’s 
served/servant theory aided in consolidating the amenities into cores that served the larger 
public spaces. 

John Scott’s mastery of exposed framing informed attempts to integrate the exposed 
structure as a prominent internal feature while various span tables and products were 
examined to ensure the proposed form and open planning was feasible with current timber 
technology.

The community kitchen would be used both for private catering and public community 
classes. Roller doors were combined with hinged edges to provide varying levels of 
accessibility dependant on occasion.

Figure 267 - Community Kitchen threshold development sketch (Drawings By Author).

Figure 266 - Structural & 
technical development drawings 
(Drawings By Author).
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Figure 268 - Site approach & vegetation development sketches (Drawings By Author).210



DESIGN STAGE 3 – FURTHER 
SITE PLANNING

In conjunction with simultaneous building-
specific design processes, site planning 
was undertaken to ensure the project’s 
direction worked harmoniously with the 
wider context, including public circulation, 
visual connections, and considerations of the 
existing built environment. Planning around 
greenspace preservation was explored, along 
with assessing where planting would be most 
beneficial.

Visibility and the approach from the north were 
critical to the hub’s social success. With much 
of the Northern Wairoa River unnavigable 
past Dargaville, the idea to use its remaining 
map shape via surface articulation within a 
pathway was adopted, leading people through 
the site to the wharf where the river continues 
downstream. 

Figure 269 - Northern Wairoa path articulation development (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 270 - Southern Elevation colour, material, and cladding explorations (Drawings By Author).212



FACADES:

Follow up sketches further investigated 
the hub’s facades, approach, and the 

building’s three dimensional perspectives.

Figure 271 - Form and perspective explorations (Drawings By Author). 213



Figure 272 - Gallery structure and internal planning sketches (Drawings By Author).
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GALLERY/RECEPTION:

The gallery’s design is composed of a rectilinear mass housing the servant spaces and reception, while the served open plan houses Te Wairoa and local 
artwork/exhibitions. The spaces juxtapose the confined box and open gable. The structural tree motif is carried here, but early on had to be decentralised 
to accommodate the central waka. Professional input advised investigating Group architect tectonic examples where inner span beams allowed a 
continuous minimally supported ridge. Rafter products were then assessed to determine the space’s maximum width. The gallery’s length also had to 
adhere to the 17.0m waka.

Similar to what was learned in the café and public square design process, the ground and mezzanine floors were curved to redirect attention into the 
gallery. The ground floor’s subtractive curve creates a flat ceiling for artificial lighting and ground floor exhibitions. The rest of the gallery’s walls are 
rollable, with hinged portions to allow the gallery to be replanned depending on exhibition needs. Harsh and direct natural light is addressed through the 
gabled porch overhangs, allowing shading during the summer months while also allowing low altitude light in the afternoons and winter. A curtain wall 
styled passive window system will aid temperature control and cross ventilation.

The floor above hosts a more private gallery for artwork requiring artificial light or, at times, none. It may also host private events. The open mezzanine 
allows direct views down into the gallery and out to the river and public spaces. It allows visitors to gain a different perspective on Te Wairoa and the 
displayed art. It also creates a visual connection between occupants. Lastly, artists from the third floor may come down for inspiration or social breaks, 
looking out upon artwork. 

Figure 273 - Mezzanine overlooking Te Wairoa and the river (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 274 - Internal 
Planning analysis  
(Drawings By Author).
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STUDIOS:

The studios would consist of 3 art 
sections: music, photography, and 
physical mediums (painting/drawing/
modelling). The photography and music 
studios are separated by an internal 
courtyard inspired by Tadao Ando’s 
Azuma residence and his concept of 
a private oasis amongst busy modern 
life. The internal courtyard serves as 
an external social respite for the artists 
away from the public.

The music studio opens up into the 
courtyard allowing live music for events 
or get-togethers. The photography 
studio also opens up to accommodate 
photography requiring larger focal 
lengths and shooting distance.

The music studio is isolated for noise 
protection and facing the northern 
spaces, while the painting studio 
is positioned for landscape views 
and ample soft afternoon light. The 
photography studio is centralised for 
courtyard access and regular reliance 
on artificial light. 

Figure 275 - Internal Courtyard 
and natural light sketches 
(Drawings By Author).

Figure 276 - Studios sectional cut (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 278 - Elevation screen development (Drawings By Author).

Figure 279 - Entry view sketch (Drawing By Author).

Figure 280 - Internal view overlaps (Drawing By Author).

Figure 277 - Initial planning 
failures (Drawings By Author).
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CAFE/RESTAURANT:
The café was designed around visual connections to all possible aspects of the hub. The 
planning process explored overlapping views within the café, ensuring that wherever 
occupants were, they had a visual connection to either the public green spaces, common 
library space, or the river. Like the library, parents required constant visual access to their 
children playing, while the receptions needed to have visual access to the entire dining area.

For external connection and visibility, walls were retreated, and a path extended to the public 
square, inviting visitors inside. From the entrance, the mezzanine directs visitors gaze; by 
following the above curve, they visually arrive at a large window overlooking the river.

Alexander’s privacy gradient and Kahn’s served and servant spaces consolidated amenities 
to serve the primary public areas, while Wright’s corner window accentuated the building’s 
external connection. The corner window’s sills were dropped and widened to create riverside 
seating.

The mezzanine’s curve focused attention inward, and placing it over the amenity core 
allowed relationships between it, the ground floor, and the stage. Timber sliders were 
introduced internally to create privacy from the library common space and to manage natural 
light and stage backdrops. 

Figure 281 - View from Bar (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 282 - Mezzanine and view to the bridge 
(Drawing By Author).

Figure 283 - Reception Control (Drawing By Author).
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LIBRARY / CLASSES:

The library design was heavily informed by Kahn’s Exeter library sequence of retrieving a book and being drawn to read near natural light. Early ideas around 
a mezzanine supported by structural tree motifs implied a space within a space, the bookshelves and suspended floor further reinforced this spatial distinction 
through their implied planes 134. A spiral staircase was introduced, climbing the post (trunk), and is the first feature seen once the linear entrance opens up into 
the double-height space. Beside the entrance is reception, designed to ensure complete visual control over the library’s comings and goings.

The library planning, similarly to Exeter, is divided into sequence rings of book selection, circulation, and inhabitation. The servant core hosts staff, bathrooms, 
classes, and a soundproofed but transparent kids area. The majority of the library’s open-plan inhabitation is positioned around natural light and the 
surrounding views. Seating areas are scattered all around the plan to ensure changing views, light, and quietness. More private double-height reading zones 
are located towards the north, inspired by the serenity in Tadao Ando’s Naoshima museum. The desks each have sliders to manage natural reading light, 
inspired by Exeter. Within the northwest elevation, this can be seen as a dichotomisation of public and public-private.

Upstairs is a separate study area looking out over the common courtyard. Behind the space is two smaller lecture theatres for community and institutional 
classes. 

134. Ching, Form, Space, and Order, P14-P19.

Figure 284 - Reading Carrels (Drawings By Author).
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Figure 285 - Library Entry (Drawing By Author).

Figure 286 - Reception & Mezzanine (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 287 - Views to river (Drawing By Author). Figure 288 - Reception from mezzanine (Drawing By Author).

Figure 289 - Internal circulation sequence (Drawing By Author).

Figure 290 - Northern Facade (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 291 - Internal Gym & Court Developments (Drawings By Author).224



GYM / COURT:
The gym was designed with a panoramic view in mind, including vistas of the inner site and 
outer landscapes; to ensure unobstructed access to these views, a shared core was placed 
between the gym and court, servicing both facilities’ amenity needs. A one-sided glass film 
would be required on the southern side to maintain gym-goers privacy from the adjacent public.  
Downstairs the open plans could expand out, allowing outdoor classes and exercise on the public 
greenspaces. With the courts opening directly out near the wharf, rowing or waka ama training 
could easily transition between land and water.

Upstairs would host a physio office and separate classrooms. The open cardio and weights area 
would look down into the courts, incentivising sport or event participation. 
The court was designed around N.B.A. (National Basketball Assocoiation) dimensions and would 
have the ability to break down into two smaller courts. It may also facilitate sports like netball, 
futsal, and volleyball. Storage for canoes or sporting equipment informed the decision to have 
elevated bleachers and a decentralised entrance, while a separate exercise area determined the 
foldable bleachers.

To maintain the open span required for a court, Glulam Portal Frames were assessed and 
introduced. Due to the hip roof, achieving sufficient ceiling height on the first floor required smaller 
members, leading to traditional hip rafters at closer spans. Because of the nature of a gym’s 
humid internal environment, the first floor was retreated to allow for the stack effect, while the 
northern and southern sides would open to allow for cross-ventilation. 

Figure 293 - View from court bleachers (Drawing By Author).

Figure 292 - View down to court (Drawing By Author).
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OTHER DESIGN DECISIONS & RESEARCH:

Other design considerations were the town’s means of travel. Dargaville’s 
populace relies heavily on individual private transport. While many walk leisurely, 
the time saved driving often sways professionals.

Dargaville’s flat topography and wide planning are perfect for cycling, and its 
population’s health could benefit greatly from its popularisation.

Prior architectural project research covered what encourages people to cycle, 
with a main factor being amenity availability. Storage and showers are essential 
to get people exercising to and from work. With the hub prioritising accessibility, 
fully accessible bathrooms were incorporated in all programs to simultaneously 
serve employee needs, hopefully encouraging exercise and cycling. 

Previous professional collaboration with Locky Dock also highlighted the demand 
for secure bike storage. Bikes and electronic scooters are regularly stolen. 
Through the implementation of the Locky Dock systems, secure and visible public 
storage is provided free, subsidised by advertising while optimising space and 
encouraging environmentally friendly alternative transport means. They also 
provide personal storage and charging.

Figure 294 - Accessible bathroom design (Drawing By Author).

Figure 295 - Locky Docks (Drawings From Locky Dock).
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For the community kitchen, Hangi pits were also researched. 
Through the preservation of abundant green space, a dedicated 
Hangi area may be placed near the hall, promoting an important 
Tangata Whenua custom and healthy meals. 135

Finally, the approach from the north was critical. It was a 
driving reason the original garden failed. The thoughtful design 
of thresholds, building scale and form, and the appropriate 
foliage reduction will aid the hub’s visibility. The Warehouse 
and countdown entrances have been widened to allow a visual 
connection, as well as to serve emergency and service vehicles 
and activities. The Northern Wairoa River path will spill out to 
guide visitors in, while the vegetation will build anticipation. A 
Waharoa (Māori: Main Entranceway) was considered for this 
entrance, but its design and implementation would be at the 
discretion of Mana Whenua. 

135. Ministry for Primary Industries, Food 
Safety practices in preparing and cooking a 
hāngi, May, 2013, P4-P5, https://www.mpi.govt.
nz/dmsdocument/1057

Figure 296 - Northern Approach exploration sketches (Drawings By Author).

Figure 297 - Southern Elevation (Drawing By Author). 227



Figure 298 - Common space between 
Library & Hall Entry (Drawing By Author).

Figure 299 - Common space between 
Library & Hall Entry 2 (Drawing By Author).

Figure 301 - Axo of Common space between 
Library & Hall Entry (Drawing By Author).

Figure 300 - Site Plan & View overlaps 
(Drawing By Author).

Figure 302 - Sun Study of Common space between 
Library & Hall Entry (Drawing By Author).228



Figure 304 - Common space between R.S.H. & Gym 
(Drawing By Author).

Figure 303 - Common 
space between R.S.H. & 
Gym Development sketches 
(Drawings By Author).

Figure 305 - Site 
Landscaping development 
(Drawings By Author).
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Figure 306 - First Site Plan 
Sketch (Drawing By Author).
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Figure 307 - Final Site Plan 
Sketch (Drawing By Author).
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6.0 DESIGN OUTCOME:
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7.0 CONCLUSION & REFLECTION:
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Figure 309 - How it’s going... (Photo By Author).



CONCLUSION & REFLECTION:

This research project investigated the design of a 
community hub in a small rural town. The project’s 
primary goal was to provide community-specific 
infrastructure to support the town’s social and 
economic revitalisation. In doing so, the project 
has provided and consolidated much-needed 
community facilities, providing social, educational, 
health-based, and economic opportunities to a 
marginalised rural community.

The hub takes advantage of both rural and 
urban residents during their necessary trips to 
Countdown and the Warehouse. The project’s 
centralised  
multi-programmatic approach attracts and 
brings the broader community together through 
public spaces, services, and facilities, provoking 
social interaction and opportunity among all 
demographics. Growing familiarity would play a 
significant role in repairing the rural and urban 
divide, while interlinked services, classes, and 
facilities encourage individual participation. 
Community education would foster skills, 
opportunities, and relationships amongst multiple 
demographics, while community support networks 
could assist those struggling, ensuring they never 
fall too far behind.

Through Dargaville and Kaipara-specific research, 
the design incorporated the council’s proposals to 
develop water-based infrastructure and encourage 
domestic tourism to service the north’s native 
attractions and the town’s economic need for 
tourist spending. Further research uncovered the 
historical significance of the Northern Wairoa River 
and the Kauri industries, and their contributions to 
Dargaville’s early development. It also reaffirmed 
the significant role of the farming industries within 
the Kaipara region and Dargaville township.

The above research, along with precedent studies, 
dictated that the hub needed to prioritise whole-
community inclusiveness while also capitalising 
on the town’s rich yet neglected history. The 
final design incorporated aspects of the New 
Zealand Shed, representing rural northland and 
the enduring Dargaville community. Exposed 
timber structures, finishes, and motifs were used 
extensively, symbolising the native forests and 
logging industries that built Dargaville. Finally, the 
amalgamation of the Kauri Gum Diggers’ hut and 
Gabled whare porch pay homage to the town’s 
kauri gum diggers and the Tangata Whenua who 
came before.

 Bringing home the Kaipara waka Te Wairoa as 
the hub’s central datum to look out over the river 
additionally reinforces Tangata Whenua and 
the river’s importance to the town. By the hub 
facilitating water travel and preserving the river 
boundary at the site, the community could connect 
to, and utilise the river again. With the court and 
gym located so close, community groups could 
host water events and sports such as waka ama 
and rowing, while the greenspace boundary could 
allow spectators and hub events. The interruptions 
within the hub’s elevational composition create 
common spaces, linking hub programs while 
maintaining external river vistas, natural light, and 
access. 

The northern side of the site was designed around 
daily public interaction and larger-scale community 
events. A playground was introduced and 
positioned in view of where parents were most 
likely to linger, the café and library. Open green 
spaces were maintained to encourage outdoor 
activity, both publicly and programmatically. The 
existing greenhouse programme was repositioned 
to respect and serve the site’s original intentions, 
as well as those who currently use it. 
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Biodiversity preservation was also critical, as reaffirmed in the 
Te Aranga principles. The existing planting was maintained, 
and new landscape was developed to serve the site’s 
connection to Countdown and the Warehouse, plus privacy, 
shelter, and amenity for the specific programs within the hub.

The public square was positioned to accommodate acts, and 
ideally, re-establish regular weekend markets. Markets are 
essential in a rural town’s economy, especially one dependant 
on food production industries. Locating the public square near 
Countdown only strengthens the market’s visibility and appeal 
to infrequent shoppers. After a Saturday morning high-school 
rugby game, local markets could help out independent sellers 
and foster a new community custom.

Less successful design decisions were the attempts to 
incorporate the domestic shed into a commercial-scale 
building. The architectural forms created extensive difficulties 
when designing the hub’s fenestration. The design could 
have benefited from a singular, more cohesive elevational 
composition. While a unique form, the cinema created 
issues as an A-frame style building. The roof to ground 
form negatively impacted its internal relationship to the 
northeastern boundary. Lastly, the final design could have also 
maintained denser existing planting zones. 
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Initial research aided the development of the 
programmatic responses, while precedents 
and site explorations informed their viability. 
Historical, architectural, and regional research 
supported the hub’s external conceptualisation, 
while technical investigations tested the climatic 
and tectonic feasibility of the project’s real-world 
potential. NZBC acceptable solutions informed 
accessible design in a town dealing with an older 
and physically challenged populace. Once started, 
the iterative design process was predominately 
developed through analogue architectural 
drawings and BIM modelling. Theoretical planning 
principles underpinned the overall master and 
internal planning; these were done concurrently 
to ensure the final design was an efficient and 
cohesive indoor-outdoor hub.

Apparent methodological shortcomings for the 
project were the lack of physical modelling in 
the developed design stages due to Covid’s 
restrictions and the lack of physical mass 
modelling during the initial stages. Comprehensive 
contextual modelling would have aided my early 
design shortcomings of contextual negligence. 

While successful in its primary goals, If this project 
were to be developed further, key considerations 
would be the elaboration on passive design 
systems and sustainable construction. Extensive 
consultation and collaboration with council, Mana 
Whenua, and residents would also be required if 
the final design was to comprehensively embrace 
the wider community’s more-specific needs.

Further research required for this project would 
be program-specific. Although considered, each 
program requires a far more comprehensive 
approach to its internal planning, theoretical 
foundation, and contextually specific needs. 
Research into educational methods, industry 
needs, local groups, and community programs 
could ensure that the facilities and services would 
be successful within Dargaville and Kaipara.

Architecturally-based psychological research into 
urban and internal planning would further the 
design’s goal of social cohesion and community 
participation.

More extensive research into Kaipara Council’s 
and surrounding district’s future plans would affirm 
the final design aligned with the district’s goals, 
and there were no conflicts with future proposals.
Research into Mana Whenua’s interests and 
needs would further direct the project’s final 
programmatic outcome. More research into 
indigenous cultural history, architecture, and 
customs, concurrent with Mana Whenua 
collaboration, would assist further appropriate 
cultural integration within the final design outcome.

Lastly, more extensive research into local flora 
& fauna would aid the preservation of the site’s 
existing planting. 
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In conclusion, this research project demonstrates 
the significant potential of an architecturally 
designed community hub in a small rural town. By 
providing community infrastructure and investing 
in the betterment of a regional town’s populace, 
rural towns can grow socially and economically, 
once again becoming attractive places to live. The 
research of this project is not isolated to Dargaville; 
its themes and discoveries are applicable to most 
rural towns in New Zealand. Each town has its 
inherent advantages, history, and challenges when 
considering the design of a community hub, but they 
all share a common solution: investing in their people 
and their future. This project showed that not only 
can a community hub aid in the revitalisation of a 
small town, but by revitalising these regional towns, 
New Zealand could combat the wider issues of its 
growing inequality and unsustainable urban growth. 
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8.0 FINAL DESIGN 
PROPOSAL:
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Figure 160. Exeter Library Exterior, Photo by unknown, “Figure 7: Exeter Library exterior, view from southwest,” from Pinterest, accessed September 28, 2021. http://dmahr.com/2010/12/hiaa85-final-paper-exeter-library/

Figure 161. BOSarchitecture Raoul Hut, Photo by unknown, “Raoul Hut,” from B/OS, accessed August 20, 2021. http://www.bosarchitecture.co.nz/projects/raoul-hut/

Figure 162. Portrait of baby lamb in the shed, Photo by Huey, “portrait of baby lamb in the shed,” from flickr, accessed October 03, 2021. https://www.flickr.com/photos/u8601049/46161226205/in/photolist-2dk7mjr

Figure 163. John Scott’s Hokitika Bach, Photograph, in David Straight, John Scott Works (Auckland: Massey University Press, 2019), P169.

Figure 164. John Scott’s Pattison House, Photograph, in David Straight, John Scott Works (Auckland: Massey University Press, 2019), P83.

Figure 165. Lake Hayes Cottage, Photo by unknown, “Lake Hayes Cottage,” from anna-marie chin architects, accessed July 17, 2021. https://amchinarchitects.co.nz/lake-hayes-cottage

Figure 166. Takatu House #2, Photo by unknown, “Takatu House/Red Shed,” from RTA Studio, accessed April 07, 2021. https://rtastudio.co.nz/portfolio/takatu-house

Figure 167. Domaine Thomson vineyard HQ #1, Photo by Simon Devitt, “Domaine Thomson In Association with Noel Lane Architects,” from RB Studio, accessed October 17, 2021. https://www.rbstudio.co.nz/domaine-

thomson

Figure 168. Domaine Thomson vineyard HQ #2, Photo by Simon Devitt, “Domaine Thomson In Association with Noel Lane Architects,” from RB Studio, accessed October 17, 2021. https://www.rbstudio.co.nz/domaine-

thomson

Figure 169. Kowhai House at night, Photo by Simon Devitt, “Kowhai House,” from Rafe Maclean, accessed June 15, 2021, https://www.rafemaclean.co.nz/kowhai-house/

Figure 170. Australian Shearers Quarters, Photo by unknown, “Shearers Quarters,” from John Wardle Architects, accessed June 29, 2021. https://www.johnwardlearchitects.com/projects/shearers-quarters/

Figure 171. Kowhai House #1, Photo by Simon Devitt, “Kowhai House,” from Rafe Maclean, accessed June 15, 2021, https://www.rafemaclean.co.nz/kowhai-house/

Figure 172. Kowhai House #2, Photo by Simon Devitt, “Kowhai House,” from Rafe Maclean, accessed June 15, 2021, https://www.rafemaclean.co.nz/kowhai-house/

Figure 173. Pukapuka Road House By Belinda George 2015, Photo by unknown, “PUKAPUKA ROAD HOUSE,” from belinda george architects, accessed April 10, 2021. http://www.belindageorge.co.nz/pukapukard.php

Figure 174. Pukapuka Road House 2, Photo by unknown, “PUKAPUKA ROAD HOUSE,” from belinda george architects, accessed April 10, 2021. http://www.belindageorge.co.nz/pukapukard.php

Figure 175. Shearing Shed, Cheviot, NZ, Photo by Annella Wheatley, “Shearing Shed, Cheviot, NZ,” from Pinterest, accessed April 10, 2021. https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/372813675385283606/

Figure 176. NZ Shed & Hut Form Exploration Sketches 1 (Drawings by author).

Figure 177. Victoria Old wool baskets inside a shearing shed, Photo by unknown, “Shearing Shed at Dunkeld,” from australiansheds.com, accessed April 10, 2021. Source broken.
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Figure 178. NZ 1890 Cowshed, Photo by Robert Peden, “Farm buildings – Milking sheds,” from Te Ara, accessed April 10, 2021. https://teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/18493/old-milking-shed

Figure 179. Moller Architects’ Hihiaua Cultural Centre, Photo by unknown, “Hihiaua Cultural Centre Stage One,” from Moller Architects, accessed August 03, 2021.  

https://www.mollerarchitects.com/hihiaua-cultural-centre-stage1

Figure 180. NZ Shed & Hut Form Exploration Sketches 2 (Drawings by author).

Figure 181. Tom’s House 2016 By Anna-Marie Chin Architects, Photo by unknown, “Tom’s House,” from anna-marie chin architects, accessed July 10, 2021. https://amchinarchitects.co.nz/tom-s-house

Figure 182. Dargaville within New Zealand (Drawing by author, via Mapbox).

Figure 183. Kaipara / Whangarei Locations Map (Drawing by author, via Mapbox).

Figure 184. Kaipara Aerial Map (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 185. Dargaville Aerial Map (Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 186. Lambeth Architectural & Victoria Street, Dargaville CBD (Photo by author).

Figure 187. Even the banks realise it’s time to leave (Photo by author).

Figure 188. Dargaville’s main street & restaurant, Friday 6:00pm (Photo by author).

Figure 189. Dargaville Entries & Exit Roads (Drawing by author, Aerial via Mapbox).

Figure 190. Dargaville Context Mapping Diagram (Drawing by author, aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 191. Potential Sites Map (Drawing by author, via Mapbox).

Figure 192. Selected Site Maps (Drawings by author, via Mapbox).

Figure 193. Selected Site Aerial Plan (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 194. Distance to Town Centre Map (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 195. Selected Site Analysis (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 196. Selected Site Zone, Map by KDC, “Land Use: Dargaville Map 36,” from KAIPARA DISTRICT PLAN - OPERATIVE VERSION - NOVEMBER 2013, accessed January 2015, P84.  

https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/services/district-plans/district-plan-index

Figure 197. Dargaville’s Anticipated Growth, Map by KDC, “Appendix A: Indicative Growth Area Dargaville,” from KAIPARA DISTRICT PLAN - OPERATIVE VERSION - NOVEMBER 2013, accessed January 2015, 

P141.  

https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/services/district-plans/district-plan-index

Figure 198. Dargaville Road Hierarchy, Map by KDC, “Appendix D: Road Hierarchy,” from KAIPARA DISTRICT PLAN - OPERATIVE VERSION - NOVEMBER 2013, accessed January 2015, P157.  

https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/services/district-plans/district-plan-index

Figure 199. Desolate, Neglected, and Inconspicuous Garden Entry (Photo by author).

Figure 200. Empty Park, Friday Afternoon (Photo by author).

Figure 201. Desolate Garden Entry 2 (Photo by author).

Figure 202. Dargaville Roads Map (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 203. Dargaville Pedestrian Paths Map (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 204. Existing Site Entry Paths Analysis (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 205. Kaipara Harbour Routes (Drawing by author, Map by unknown).

Figure 206. Physical Site Model (Photo by author).

Figure 207. Site 3D Model (Drawing by author).

Figure 208. Early Site Climatic Analysis Sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 209. Site Boundary and Topography Plan (Drawing by author).

Figure 210. Site Climatic Analysis Plan (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).
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Figure 211. Early Site Approach Sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 212. View into Site from State Highway 12 and Dargaville’s Bridge (Photo via Google Maps).

Figure 213. Kaipara Cruises Ferry on the Northern Wairoa River, Photo by unknown, “Kaipara Cruises,” from Kaipara Cruises Facebook, accessed March 05, 2021. https://www.facebook.com/KaiparaCruises/

photos/a.551630564936357/3424898354276216/

Figure 214. Site Views & Approaches (Drawing by author, Aerial via KDC GIS Maps).

Figure 215. Site Views & Main Approaches NSWE (Drawing by author, via Mapbox).

Figure 216. Pohutakawa Tree Cornwallis, Photo by Ed323, “Pōhutukawa tree taken at Cornwallis Beach, West Auckland,” from Wikipedia Commons, accessed October 05, 2021. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:PohutukawaCornwallis.jpg

Figure 217. Kotare, The NZ Kingfisher, Photo by John & Melody Anderson, “KOTARE, THE NEW ZEALAND KINGFISHER,” from Wayfarer Images, accessed October 06, 2021. http://www.wayfarerimages.co.nz/shop/en/

medium-to-large/255-kotare-the-nz-kingfisher.html

Figure 218. North Island Fantail, Photo by unknown, “North Island Fantail (Piwakawaka),” from BIRDING New Zealand, accessed October 06, 2021. https://www.birdingnz.co.nz/birds-of-new-zealand/north-island-fantail

Figure 219. Site Garden 1 (Photo by author).

Figure 220. Site Greenhouse (Photo by author).

Figure 221. Site Garden 2 (Photo by author).

Figure 222. Vegiation’s Architectural Uses (Drawing by author).

Figure 223. Early programmatic placement exploration sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 224. Contextual analysis sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 225. Initial Master plan sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 226. Inverted waka concept development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 227. Early shed sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 228. Rural Shed exploration sketches & sections (Drawings by author).

Figure 229. Elevation sketches #1 (Drawings by author).

Figure 230. Timber pergola and corner window exploration sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 231. Te Wairoa, Photo by unknown, “Bring home our waka,” from Stuff, accessed April 05, 2021. https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/northland/dargaville-districts/67166532/bring-home-our-waka

Figure 232. Timber Pou & Gallery sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 233. Precedent analysis sketches, Scion & the Pinch (Drawings by author).

Figure 234. Gum digger hut exploration sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 235. Gallery Section, structure, and golden ratio sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 236. Early site master-planning and zoning sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 237. First Crit presentation drawings and renders, April 01, 2021 (Images by author).

Figure 238. Whare gable and hut amalgamation development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 239. Site circulation, vistas, and form exploration sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 240. Site Datum and view cone overlap analysis (Drawing by author).

Figure 241. Colour differentiation sketches (Drawing by author).

Figure 242. Served & Servant Spaces, and Cross-vista exploration sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 243. Site circulation sketch 2 (Drawing by author).

Figure 244. Red oxide exploration sketches (Drawings by author).
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Figure 245. Accessible Wharf development (Drawings by author).

Figure 246. Robson Square, Photo by unknown, “Design for others’ current disabilities… and your future ones,” from Medium, accessed June 03, 2021.  

https://medium.com/user-defenders/design-for-others-current-disabilities-and-your-future-ones-b99586691f34

Figure 247. Ching’s Hierarchy principles explored (Drawing by author).

Figure 248. Ching’s approaches explored (Drawing by author).

Figure 249. Existing vegetation to build anticipation upon oblique approach (Drawing by author).

Figure 250. North & South elevation development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 251. River approach sketch (Drawings by author).

Figure 252. Public square and circular pergola development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 253. Rural Service Hub development sketches #1 (Drawings by author).

Figure 254. Therapy Room Sliver Window sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 255. Rural Club Room sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 256. Reception sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 257. Internal planning exploration sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 258. Façade & Form Development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 259. Internal perspective sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 260. Town Hall / Cinema / Community Kitchen development sketches #1 (Drawings by author).

Figure 261. Town Hall approach sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 262. Initial Served & Servant planning sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 263. Central Courtyard development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 264. Roller Timber Screen & common external Library space development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 265. Internal planning and fenestration developments (Drawings by author).

Figure 266. Structural & technical development drawings (Drawings by author).

Figure 267. Community Kitchen threshold development sketch (Drawings by author).

Figure 268. Site approach & vegetation development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 269. Northern Wairoa path articulation development (Drawings by author).

Figure 270. Southern Elevation colour, material, and cladding explorations (Drawings by author).

Figure 271. Form and perspective explorations (Drawings by author).

Figure 272. Gallery structure and internal planning sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 273. Mezzanine overlooking Te Wairoa and the river (Drawing by author).

Figure 274. Internal Planning analysis (Drawings by author).

Figure 275. Internal Courtyard and natural light sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 276. Studios sectional cut (Drawings by author).

Figure 277. Initial planning failures (Drawings by author).

Figure 278. Elevation screen development (Drawings by author).

Figure 279. Entry view sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 280. Internal view overlaps (Drawing by author).
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Figure 281. View from Bar (Drawing by author).

Figure 282. Mezzanine and view to the bridge (Drawing by author).

Figure 283. Reception Control (Drawing by author).

Figure 284. Reading carrels (Drawing by author).

Figure 285. Library Entry (Drawing by author).

Figure 286. Reception & Mezzanine (Drawing by author).

Figure 287. Views to river (Drawing by author).

Figure 288. Reception from mezzanine (Drawing by author).

Figure 289. Internal circulation sequence (Drawing by author).

Figure 290. Northern Façade (Drawing by author).

Figure 291. Internal Gym & Court Developments (Drawing by author).

Figure 292. View down to court (Drawing by author).

Figure 293. View from court bleachers (Drawing by author).

Figure 294. Accessible bathroom design (Drawing by author).

Figure 295. Locky Docks, Drawings by unknown, “Title N/A,” from Rob Henderson & Locky Dock, via email.

Figure 296. Northern Approach exploration sketches (Drawing by author).

Figure 297. Southern Elevation (Drawing by author).

Figure 298. Common space between Library & Hall Entry (Drawing by author).

Figure 299. Common space between Library & Hall Entry 2 (Drawing by author).

Figure 300. Site Plan & View overlaps (Drawing by author).

Figure 301. Axo of Common space between Library & Hall Entry (Drawing by author).

Figure 302. Sun Study of Common space between Library & Hall Entry (Drawing by author).

Figure 303. Common space between R.S.H. & Gym Development sketches (Drawings by author).

Figure 304. Common space between R.S.H. & Gym (Drawing by author).

Figure 305. Site Landscaping development (Drawing by author).

Figure 306. First Site Plan (Drawing by author).

Figure 307. Final Site Plan Sketch (Drawing by author).

Figure 308. How it started... (Photo by author).

Figure 309. How it’s going... (Photo by author). 
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Figure 1A. Weighing Gum Sketch, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 2A. Scraping Gum Sketch, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 3A. Gum Diggers at Aranga Swamp, Photo by unknown, “Ethnic and religious intolerance - Intolerance towards European immigrants,” from Paul Spoonley, accessed May 15, 2021.  

https://teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/28171/dalmatian-gum-diggers

Figure 4A. Gum Diggers Drying Gum Chips at Ahipara Hill, Photo by Northwood Studio, “Gum diggers drying and winnowing gum-chips at the property of Mr Nicholas Covich snr at Ahipara Hill, Northland,” from 

Alexander Turnbill Library, accessed May 15, 2021. https://natlib.govt.nz/records/23200349?search%5Bi%5D%5Bplace_authority_id%5D=-321384&search%5Bpath%5D=items

Figure 5A. Man Scraping Gum, Photo by Arthur James Northwood, “Kauri gum and gum digging - Gum digging methods,” from Te ara, accessed May 15, 2021. https://teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/12963/scraping-

gum

Figure 6A. Kauri Gum Diggers Camp, Photo by unknown, “Title N/A,” from Natgeo, accessed May 16, 2021. https://www.nzgeo.com/stories/northlands-buried-treasure/

Figure 7A. Male Cook 1910, Photo by Northwood Brothers, “Cooking - Who cooks,” from Te Ara, accessed May 17, 2021. https://teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/38552/male-cook-ahipara-gumfields-1910s

Figure 8A. Prospective Gum Digger, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 9A. Dargaville Gum Digger Statue (Photo by author).

Figure 10A. ....Covered In Old Sacks, Photo by unknown, “....Covered In Old Sacks,” from geminisunset, accessed May 18, 2021. http://geminisunset.space/gumdiggers-and-gumboots/

Figure 11A. Typical Gum Diggers, Photograph, in Edgar Kelsby Bradley, The Great Northern Wairoa (Auckland: The Phoenix Printing Co, 1973), P107.

Figure 12A. Wooden Frame From Teatree Wood, Photo by unknown, “A typical gumdigger’s home, a wooden frame made from teatree wood….,” from geminisunset, accessed May 18, 2021.  

http://geminisunset.space/gumdiggers-and-gumboots/

Figure 13A. Gum Dealers, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 14A. Ready for the market, Photograph, in Edgar Kelsby Bradley, The Great Northern Wairoa (Auckland: The Phoenix Printing Co, 1973), P106.

Figure 15A. Gum Digger Huts (Drawings by author).

Figure 16A. Gum Digger Hut (Drawing by author).

Figure 17A. Kauri tree sawyers, Kaipara, Painting by Charles Heaphy, “1820-1881 :A sawyer’s clearing in a forest of kauri (commonly called cowdie) trees on the banks of the Kaipara River,” from Alexander Turnbill 

Library, accessed June 28, 2021. https://tiaki.natlib.govt.nz/#details=ecatalogue.116514

Figure 18A. Dargaville’s Logging History, Photograph, in Edgar Kelsby Bradley, The Great Northern Wairoa (Auckland: The Phoenix Printing Co, 1973), P----

Figure 19A. Pit-sawing timber, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 20A. Bullock Team, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 21A. The Huia, Drawing, in Wayne Pennington, Dargaville Reflections (Dargaville: North Auckland Times Co, 1983).

Figure 22A. Forest giants, Photo by Arno Gasteiger “Forest Giants,” from Nzgeo, accessed June 29, 2021. https://www.nzgeo.com/kauri/

Figure 23A. Tane Mahuta, Photo by unknown,”Title N/A,” from IDEALOG, accessed July 01, 2021. https://idealog.co.nz/venture/2018/09/can-we-fix-it-how-king-forest-tane-mahuta-being-kept-alive

Figure 24A. Vernon Brown’s Hooper House, Photo by unknown, “Hooper house lounge and dining. 1954,” from lostproperty, accessed July 05, 2021. https://www.lostproperty.org.nz/architects/brown/

Figure 25A. Group Architects Home, Photo by Simon Devitt, “131,” from Simon Devitt, accessed July 05, 2021. https://simondevitt.com/portfolio/publications/group-architects/

Figure 26A. The Glade House renovations, Photo by Patrick Reynolds, “Title N/A,” from SGALTD, accessed July 05, 2021.

Figure 27A. John Scott’s 1961 Futuna Chapel Alter, Photo by Paul McCredie, “Multi-paned gables of coloured Perspex throw a tapestry of colour over the chapel’s roughcast concrete walls,” from 

ARCHITECTURENOW, accessed July 05, 2021. https://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/a-grave-concern/

Figure 28A. Belinda George’s Bowden House Dec 2019, Photo by Simon Devitt, “Title N/A,” from Belinda George, accessed July 05, 2021. http://www.belindageorge.co.nz/matapourirdhouse.php

Figure 29A. John Scott’s 1972 Kiddle Bach, Photo by David Straight, “Kiddle Bach, John Scott – 1972,” from David Straight, accessed July 05, 2021. https://davidstraight.net/news/2018/3/3/

y7i2dfvla9obc9vxxjpa09tgapgf15

Figure 30A. NZ Pine Forest, Photo by unknown, “Title N/A,” from Tecno, accessed July 05, 2021. https://www.tenco.co.nz/

Figure 31A. LVL Rafters, Photo by unknown, “Title N/A,” from LumberworX, accesseed July 05, 2021. https://www.lumberworx.co.nz/lvl/ 
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10.0 APPENDIX:
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Figure 02A- Scraping Gum Sketch 
(Drawing By Wayne Pennington 
From Dargaville Reflections).

Figure 01A- Weighing Gum Sketch 
(Drawing By Wayne Pennington 
From Dargaville Reflections).

APPENDIX 1: KAURI GUM DIGGERS:

The kauri gum digging industry was a major source of employment and exports for New Zealand during the 
mid 19th century up to the mid 20th century. Kauri gum itself is a copal/resin that oozed only from the kauri 
trees through cracks in the bark, and built up near the forks of the tree and the roots underneath.

The Maori term for the resin was Kāpia, which was also their term for glue. The Maori people’s first uses for the 
gum were plenty: it was boiled and chewed as a medicinal treatment, used as an efficient fire-lighter, burnt for 
torches and attracting fish, and even used as an insect repellant in their kumara plantations. The gum was at 
times also utilised in traditional Tā moko tattoos via various methods 1.

After colonials discovered the gum, they realised the gum had more economically beneficial uses such as 
varnishes and sculpted, polished decorative pieces they could export. It grew to attain international demand 
and spurred an entire New Zealand industry working alongside the growing timber trade 2.This finding led to a 
kauri-goldrush which ignited heavy immigration of Chinese, Dalmatians, and other Europeans who set out to 
make themselves a fortune on the back of the North’s resources. Many of these immigrants originally came to 
New Zealand for South Island gold but left after news had spread of the new line of work in the North. These 
immigrants would come to work alongside Maori and Brits in the gum fields and swamps of Northland in what 
was considered a filthy and arduous trade. At the peak, there was an estimated 20,000 workers in Northland 3.

Dargaville was one of the significant rural towns with a heavy Dalmatian, Maori, and British presence. With 
direct access to the Northern Wairoa River via the Kaipara Harbour, and close proximity to the Pouto Peninsula 
and Kaihu forests, the town was an ideal place for the industry and its workers to set up shop. And, while the 
Gum trade rapidly declined in the early 1900s, and by as early as 1940, had all but died out due to synthetic 
alternatives 4, these towns would not be where they are today without the work of these gum diggers.

Dargaville still maintains a significant Dalmatian and Maori presence, and in 1997 the Dalmatian Pioneer Trust 
unveiled a statue to honour the early gum diggers of the Kaipara district 5. The Dargaville Museum and the 
Kauri Museum in Matakohe both hold exhibitions preserving the Northland kauri gum history.

1.A “Story: Kauri gum and gum digging,” Te Ara, accessed May 13, 2021, https://
teara.govt.nz/en/kauri-gum-and-gum-digging/page-1 
2.A Te Ara, “Story: Kauri gum and gum digging.”.
3.A Joanne Mcneill, “NORTHLAND’S BURIED TREASURE.” Nzgeo, updated 
June, 1991, https://www.nzgeo.com/stories/northlands-buried-treasure/
4.A Mcneill, “NORTHLAND’S BURIED TREASURE.”.
5.A “Gumdigger Statue,” Publicartaroundtheworld, accessed May 15, 2021, 
https://publicartaroundtheworld.com/public-art-in-new-zealand/public-art-in-dar-
gaville/gumdigger-statue-dargarville/
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Figure 03A- Gum Diggers at Aranga Swamp (Photo From Te Ara).

Figure 04A- Gum Diggers Drying Gum Chips at Ahipara Hill (Photo From Alexander Turnbill Library).

Figure 05A- Man Scraping Gum (Photo From Alexander Turnbull Library).
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Figure 06A- Kauri Gum Diggers Camp (Photo From Natgeo).
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Figure 08A- Prospective Gum Digger (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).

Figure 09A - Dargaville Gum Digger Statue (Photo By Author).

Figure 07A- Male Cook 1910 (Photo By Northwood Brothers From Te Ara).
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Figure 11A - Typical Gum Diggers (Photo From The Great Northern Wairoa. P107). Figure 12A - Wooden Frame From Teatree Wood (Photo From geminisunset).

Figure 10A - ....Covered In Old Sacks (Photo From geminisunset).

Gum diggers lived in small huts with high pitched gable roofs, often housing 2-4 diggers. They were built with raw timber framing upon earthen floors. The 
roofs were often thatched, and the walls were clad in sacks. Distinctive rectangular chimneys occupied the front facades and were typically clad in either 
nīkau or rough cuts of corrugated iron, while others were built of stone or bricks. The huts represent an early northern vernacular architecture designed of 
tectonic ease and necessity.

KAURI GUM DIGGER’S HOMES.



317Figure 14A - Ready for the market (Photo From The Great Northern Wairoa. P106). Figure 16A - Gum Digger Hut (Sketch By Author).

Figure 15A - Gum Digger Huts (Sketches By Author).

Figure 13A - Gum Dealers (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).
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APPENDIX 2: TIMBER’S HISTORY AND 
SIGNIFICANCE:

Timber as a building material has a history that stretches back as far as 
the earliest palaeolithic people. Its construction origins are documented 
within the stone age, millions of years prior to artificially manufactured 
building materials such as steel, concrete, and glass. Due to a prior 
abundance of forestry worldwide, timber construction methods evolved 
alongside many civilizations and their architecture 6. As such, it has been 
used in countless cultures’ vernacular buildings. The material has been 
so intertwined within the discipline that trees are literally the structure of 
Charles Eisen’s famous illustration of the primitive hut; timber is nature, 
and within nature, we may find all we need.

Aotearoa has had an especially close relationship with the material. 
It is estimated that the country was initially 80% forest prior to human 
inhabitation, covered in native species such as Kahikatea and ancient 
Kauri 7. The first Māori settlers used these trees to build canoes, homes, 
and villages. As their civilization developed, so too did their architecture. 
Their use of timber would soon become refined into intricately carved 
Wharenui and Waka 8.

Figure 17A - Kauri tree sawyers, Kaipara (Painting By Charles Heaphy).

6.A Ian Smith and Monica A. Snow, “Timber: An ancient construction material with a bright future,” 
The Forestry Chronicle Vol 84, No 4, (2008): 504, https://pubs.cif-ifc.org/doi/pdf/10.5558/tfc84504-4 
7.A    “New Zealand’s Forests,” Ministery for Primary Industries, accessed June 06, 2021, https://www.
mpi.govt.nz/forestry/new-zealand-forests-forest-industry/new-zealands-forests/
8.A Nancy Swarbrick, “Logging native forests,” Te Ara, updated September 24, 2007, https://teara.
govt.nz/en/logging-native-forests
9.A Ministery for Primary Industries, “New Zealand’s Forests.”.
10.A “Deforestation,” Science Learning Hub, accessed 03 August, 2021, https://www.sciencelearn.
org.nz/resources/1456-deforestation
11.A Mike Austin, “Polynesian Influences in New Zealand Architecture,” ACSA (2001): 95, https://
www.acsa-arch.org/proceedings/International%20Proceedings/ACSA.Intl.2001/ACSA.Intl.2001.18.pdf
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Centuries later, circa 1770, European settlers arrived, and New Zealand’s 
international timber trade would soon begin. Europeans from Australia and 
Britain needed timber for ship masts and homes, and Kauri was the perfect 
wood for it. Within a century, timber had become one of New Zealand’s primary 
exports. The timber mills and gum fields of the time employed much of the rural 
communities. 
As New Zealand came to be more densely populated with new arrivals, more 
forestry was needed to sell and build with, as the native forests were not 
regrowing as anticipated. Pine was introduced to meet growing timber demand 
9. Unlike the modern cities overseas, New Zealand built outwards instead of 
vertically. Because of this, the country never required a significant deviation 
from timber as its primary structural building material.

New Zealand’s elongated growth came at a cost though. It’s estimated that less 
than 25% of New Zealand is still covered in native forestry due to early Māori 
forest burning, the later European timber trade, and the past century’s farmland 
conversion 10. Despite these circumstances, timber itself is still one of the most 
sustainable building materials we have at our disposal. While native timber 
may not be widely available nor economical, the introduced Radiata Pine and 
Macrocarpa are now grown sustainably and milled all around Northland. An 
advantage both environmentally and for local economies.

Timber’s presence can be felt in New Zealand’s architecture country-wide, from 
20th-century cowsheds to old villas, churches, and the local pubs. In modern 
New Zealand architecture, its use has been accentuated as a feature by NZ’s 
modernist pioneers like Group architects and John Scott through the exposed 
framing of timber elements such as rafters and beams, paying homage to both 
Māori vernacular tectonics and modernist ideals of architectural truth 11.
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Figure 20A- Bullock Team (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).

Figure 18A - Dargaville’s Logging History (Photos From The GREAT NORTHERN WAIROA).

Figure 19A - Pit-sawing timber (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).

Figure 21A - The Huia (Drawing By Wayne Pennington From Dargaville Reflections).
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Figure 22A - Forest giants (Photo By Arno Gasteiger From New Zealand Geographic).

Figure 23A - Tane Mahuta (Photo From Idealog.co.nz).
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Figure 24A - Vernon Brown’s Hooper House (Photo From lostproperty.co.nz).
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Figure 25A - Group Architects Home (Photo By Simon Devitt). Figure 26A - The Glade House renovations (Photo By Patrick Reynolds From SGALTD.co.nz).
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Figure 27A - John Scott’s 1961 Futuna Chapel Alter (Photo By Paul McCredie From ARCHITECTURENOW).
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Figure 28A - Belinda George’s Bowden House Dec 2019 (Photo By Simon Devitt From belindageorge.co.nz).

Figure 29A - John Scott’s 1972 Kiddle Bach (Photo By David Straight From davidstraight.net).
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Figure 30A - NZ Pine Forest (Photo From Tenco.co.nz).
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Our modern forests are naturally renewable sources, and locally sourced timber only requires minimal local transport, reducing heavily unnecessary 
import emissions. As noted upon the case study of RTA’s Scion Hub, it’s estimated a timber building of that scale takes only 35 minutes of local Radiata 
Pine growth 12. The massive amounts of carbon sequestered through timber has the potential to cancel out the emissions of other materials within the 
building when the architecture is designed responsibly. And, with modern construction techniques and the development of CLT, GLULAM, and LVL, 
timber is now a practical choice for multi-storey and long-span commercial-scale tectonic solutions. 

Figure 31A - LVL Rafters (Photo From Lumberworx.co.nz).

12.A Barton, “The technology of the trees,”.
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